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Professor F. T. Thwaites +7 ae 
41 North Roby Road Betas 5 
Madison 5, Wisconsin fae 

2s me 

Fred ee Dear Fred: 2 eee 
“eee He 

The supplements have arrived and are now piled up on the other ae : 
batch awaiting my reading. For some reason or other, this see aes 

quarter has developed a tremendous inertia which I have yet to Ses 
overcome. I have more classes and students than ever before ae 
and a balled-up schedule has made a merry rat race out of the etna 

whole thing, but in due time I will get to the reading. aes 
i ee 

I was sorry to hear of the death of your brother-in-law. There a 
is no doubé about it, we have never created anything yet more es cae 
destructive than the automobile. A Soa 

Sega 
{Soe 

Yesterday, I received a letter from Brother Bill saying that » gaia 

: he has just landed a job at the University of Colorade, so “Seas 
I suppose he and Ted Walker will be raising the devil again. > ae : Oe 

ees: My very best to you and Amy and the boys. eet 

‘ines oe 
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: ay 
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eS Se ee 16 Sou. 68 Eee 

Date C, Ce Breiilay, eee ee : Se 
= “Morton State Soller, sty : ze pote: 

ee _ Borenan, Ngntana : - ee 

‘Doar Chact: “ ae = 

| 2ea Bnolose! are go moze “ves Lonente" which sryr welt be 
= the last, anyher ss this wasp, “her ore th a sense s Slaenae seaalo ae 

: fon 7or thag ove iy veviowes ené not ner 4leduseions although Se 
eveyr one contains my feaction., {% sent a roviced awi somewhat — ; ey 

a : showsfened ver-fen. 6? Perit to the Towel of feolesy the ether E 
 , . , Gage T sae your brother 122 tics in the hall while ba wae SF 

A ee here, tut he never cot %o nr office widle Twas them. The wack Se 

: : e cS ee ant Tor Toars wae lerasl erent tn-sboveline snew ; 
se ono. ing hose cae Mammtet tr the Costh of oy ee 

eae brother in Jew, CLIT? wien fn sx avtewbile accident. Me was, 
; driving te Cleveland te saa his first oemiahild whan he eelifded = ; See 

= S Toe emvacad to weite snother reext om stheumfhee SS 
: gooloer, the Phent aince 1925, Let there is potas a0 mmek: oe 

misvent work thet tha strmairicine ef so muchdata oolileated over ze 
i more then #0 veara 44 ents sexctehed. ‘Oneretion thoevtrine’ ag 

cent we eal the Teor Couty veport de, koveroy aymort vecdy to tum =~ 
An{ T got a erent of 8490.09 far (e-ftdnn to fintoh the wins 
the firet afen of ceneroskty evount the 0. M. Iheve noted. i 

: Thess ic yobote te tats rr piace on wall rocords and the Governor 
hae omlered go fntreses tn Dax!s for the nort two years. ; ; 

Bee So when T Gan really cot to rereiting the zoonorsholoo remina to : 

pe Math dest regumis, a . : 
ee ‘ Sincerely yowrs, : iaace 

er a “ i ae eee 

ee one 
aoe eee é : “ s : ‘ zs ee > ae : ‘ 4 S355 z é “ ite are 
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; . : so ere gp OR ee 
* De. 6. GC, Bradley, : Sa 
Dept. of Geology, oe ae 

: : Montana State Gellege, é es : os 
: Bozeman, Mentana : ne / a 

4 @ ~. 73 a 

| ieesed are two more of the 1954 supplements. One is tntonntod 
to be & start towerd.a final dreft of the provesed beck, The other only 
reviews certain recent @% papers. fT heve been slow tn sending the = : 
We have had many @leays and much of the time I was so tired evenings th 

: : I just cowlnt write. Then Amy went to the Hospital for a week for twe | 
minor operations. (lve T had to wo te Beloit to represent the G. S, A. : 
at the inaugeration of thelr now President. Wext Margaret Turvill died. | : 
You may recall her as Harry Torvil's wife from the Isle of Man. Then oe 

: the day bavore Theniagiving my bother in lew Clig? Bruiien was Milled : 
on the highway in Indiana, He never cot to ¢ cveland to «see his é 

; grandson. ‘Then it was renorted thet Tow was calisd tnte the Signal Oorps . 
mt at inst moments he cot another postmonewent. Ye comes up for his : 

; . Meeter's in February, So all told I heve had Jittle chance to write any- 
BER thing thet could be put off. je 3 

ee there will be two other Sunnlements. One is almost all done : 
and veviews a mumver of important paners on running water, ‘This is 
waiting on « voview of Gilbert's paper on Tronsvortation of Debris by 
yunning water, Last will be ene on Setion's critieicn of Shepard's class= 
iffeation of shorelines plus some misuslianeous Ltens. I de not think 
thet these last sup >lenents met the stendard of some earlier ones. They Z 
ave veviews although they include seme eriticism. Working only one third ; 
time for the U. f just could net get to a revision of the final text . 

: : as T onee dreamed of, ‘hat may he started when I finish the manuserint 
< for "“Qperation Shoestring", the renort om the Poor Pentnusla. The term - 

aliudes to the amount of finsnetal stmnort 2% has obtained to date. 
a That ayguments with our friend at the @, S, A. in New York remaine to be : 

found, Wie rt vacker passed away Jest summer, The manuserint is 
now in the final (7): typing after many radier) revisions and new ideas, ; 
T have estimates of the Matgharge from Plecial eke Oshkosh, a new idea / 

: on 614 contamination from ground water an? a Lot of other innewations. 

3 Any 44 ALL vight again atthough she wit hove te wear bandages 
wnbtil the middie of January, BET vlans to fo fimto the Sfenal Come 
as soon as he sraduates, He st212 hes as mony cirifriends as ever but ; 
most of them aro not the aams.as last yeny or ot Lease so we thirk, é i 

; Bob has moved into You's room te study and seems toils able te concentrate 
: _ @ Little better than formerir., Bilt cocker is “pointing me as a gentle 

remeinder of 4 late syenine vatrol of the neiskborhool so T must close, 

3 é : . Sineorely sours, : eee 

- cs 
¥ S is 5 9 SS



ae eS : iS ee 1 Oct. 54 ; —— 

ee : Dr. 0. 6, Bradley, © . i = 
Yontana State College, ee | 

ee _ Boseman, Montana — - ; ; : 

; eae Tear Chustes oo a = 

a 3 Tnelosed 4s another eomorpholocy suprlement not #11 
: : S _ all intended for a final book. I have alco myt in rowh. = 3 

: : : araft the fine] intyvoduetion which fncludes avery brief 
: summecy of mthemtics and physical quanities. Others are | 

es _ planned, : 4 +t 

es "Then we vetumed tn Jme T noted the gnali hile of 
‘the Little Mesourl Badlands which have convex tors and 

! concave Lover slopes both with no ‘mantle recite, The road : 
ms ~ 4s werroy there an? ve could not step to take any photoes ar 

- ‘'- Yet alone mice mencurments. {I think this is a very inmertant - 
e place to etuly, The hilis ~ith sinilor slopes we saw ee 

sowie wost of GAllett mst hove consi ‘creble mmtle rocic on them. . 
ai There sgnin T could cot no photos because Tom yas in a great 

: : ‘wash to got to Sheridan to moot & friend, But I think the ee 
: North Palote leceslity §¢ best for rencor noted. J would like Se 

so to havo cone ont there aroin imt hed to wort: on well records 
: ee ana then co ecet to see Tom ond Barbara in Avueist. . 

é : - Meybe ve could set it injin "56, But Amy is honing to. 
_ . 80 $0 Buxore 4n June with a Yommris Club yerty which Imocks : 

: : out an cexhy summer triy, Other olane are of course uncert- — ~ 
ee “~~ afine Y hove we can figure ont something. _ eye 

2 os Soe Me ome BY well cxeamt thet tmr fell on che Sefence ( 
; s Fell stens vecterdey and bruised a knee which testi11 ae 

f . detheringher, Bll te rrofectine ot the Fler Circle and =~ 
7 Bob studying in Tom's old mom. - s 

: : Sinserely, Saag 
x a \ : > i 3 c 
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MONTANA STATE COLLEGE oi 

BOZEMAN 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

December 15, 1954 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

Thank you very much for sending on the supple- 
ments and the reviews. 

We are at the moment in the end-of-the-~quarter 
turmoil and I won't be able to read them until 
later. However, I will get at it as soon as 
possible and let you know my reactions. 

I hope Amy is better. Please give her our very 
best regards, and a Merry Christmas to you both. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Bradley 

CB:ps 

MONTANA STATE COLLEGE IS A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, THE OTHER COMPONENT INSTITUTIONS OF WHICH ARE MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY AT 
MISSOULA, MONTANA SCHOOL OF MINES AT BUTTE, WESTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AT DILLON, EASTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AT 

% BILLINGS, AND NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE AT HAVRE 

GESe 2 :







This is a samole write with a Cardinal Brand 
typewriter ribbon black record #30 ink which 
is a medium light write. 

This is a samole write with a Cardinal Brand 
typewriter ribbon black record #102 formula 

C #39 ink which is a medium light write in this 
formula. 

This is a sample write with a Cardinal Brand 
ae ribbon black record #102 formula 
#40 ink which is a medium write in this formula. 

This is a sample write with a Cardinal Brand 
typewriter ribbon black record #40 ink which 
is a medium write.
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ONO a ae kek ae GEOMORPHOLOGY 

. i r } Supplement, 1952, part 3, pe 1 

e. x N Some principles of soils mechanics important to geology and eaomos pes t0ey- 

x * yy Introduction. Soil mechanics is a branch of (engineering which ties to do Q 
x “SS. with those physical properties of unconsolidated materials-which are important ; 
‘ 3 y in engineering operationse The term "soil" is here employed in the sense of all [= 

s = s mantle roci: regardless of depth or origine ‘'Mechanics" refers to the resistance yt 
= ~ © of these materials to either fracture or compaction (settling or consolidation.)  . 
3 DY Frecture or other movement of the material is termed "failure". It is evident > 

sj ~~) that the properties are related to several geomorphic processes, for instance —f a 

Sy “S the slumping of wet glacial drift, and land forms due to mass movement of uncon- og 

¥ ~~ - golidated material. Moreover, the engineering determinations are a valuable te es 

2 ‘ = $ool in the description, correlation, and history ofthe surficial materials of Cae 

Ng \ w 5 the earth. Since geologists are frequently consulted in relation to engineering Se 

9" =  groblems in subsidence, excavating, and mining it is very important to under~ 3 

, ¥ s\n these reletively’new tests and physical measurements. x 
> > =. J 

x es x Jy Geolosical descriptions. In the past geologists have to a large extent s- 
“se Ny > Nignored physical properties of unconsolidated materials. Their descriptions = 

3.2 “ Shave been almost entirely origin, particle-size distribution, mass chemical > 

s SX bnalysis, and to some extent minoralogy, It is evident that origin is too ~ 
RNS SN general to furnish much help in most problems. The second is known as mechan~ ay 

iS DA ical analysis and consists in screen separation of the particles down to a Oe 
gs Sy @iameter of about 0.07 mm. The smaller diameters after dissociation by use of = 

= WY % strong allalie are placed in suspension in waters Use is made of the Imown . 
_2 “SS rates of settling and the density of the mixture to find relative proportions a 

7 eS 2 Sof different gradese Results of such analyses are presented in various kinds \t 

x ~S © wof diagremse Prior to the development of X-ray examination and the electron Q > 
a 2 a ees mass chemical analysis was the only possible tool for examination 

~ QS’ yof the sub-microscopic particles, Attempts to apportion the elements reported S 
oe ® by the chemist into minerals were most uncertain. Now the mineralogy, shapes, e 
SR >, and arrangement of the small particles is much better known, Their diameters = 
=a ~ \Zare often expressed in microns or thousandths of a millimeter. The shapes of a 
ae Q those smeller than about 2 microns cannot be seen with the ordinary microscope. ~~ 
Sok Sa Most of the small particles are flaky and are lumped together as clay mineralse t 

~ US Particles smaller than 0.1 micron are termed colloids and possesses peculiar a s SSS ooe es. Pp ¥ cS 
y Pooper ties which, together with those of other small particles, influence the : 
Ses Quay sical nature of the entire mass to an extent out of proportion to their ~ 

~ =" “quantity. One of these properties of colloids is a negative electric charge ad 
x ~ Sgwhich attracts the hydrogen of water molecules. The resulting layers of adsorbed ‘ 
a 3 ~ water contain the ions of electrolytes. These products of dissociation of » 

SJ s—< Smolecules react with one another causing the phenomenon of bese exchange. Da 

RQ s “wuch of the void space between small particles is filled with adsorbed substances. “e& 
S © 4 Both cohesion and plasticity are properties due to colloids and the physical 3 

& 4 > arrangement of the small minerals varies widely with the state of consolidation = 
2 ye Sdue to pressure. > 

a x Be 2 Dd 

SS 2, Soils mechanics determinations, It is evident that the ordinary geological ss 
ys a ~ description of a mantle rock which contains a large proportion of fine particles 
Peres ee leaves much to be cesired in knowledge of its physical nature. For this reason 
XS ~N * engineers have used a wide variety of other determinations. Those most commonly ~ 
RY ah measured comprise: (a) bulk density or unit weight (in em/cm3 or lbs,/ft3); 

ety 
NS t ss 

ae A 

-<-3 a ¥ 
x SY « ms 

* ioe a
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(b) voids in percent of volume of solids; (c) water content in percent of dry 
weight; (dc) Atterburg limits which consist of plastic limit or percent of 

water of dry weight, at which crumbling ceases, liquid limit or percent of 

water of dry weight at which flow begins under specified conditions, and plastic~ 

ity index or difference of these two; permeability or rate of water movement 
through the material under specified conditions as a coefficient; shear strength 

under standard conditions (gm/cem@); unconfined compressive strength similar to a 
the measurement on firmer material (em/ em ); cohesion determined from compression x 

with sides under pressure (gm/en@); compression rate as tested with force applied 

to one end of a cylinder; and precompression limits an estimate of apparent = 
compression (kg/cm? or tors/in.2) of the material earlier in its history, or \3 
prior to being vrought to tne surfaces (In reports of these tests it is impor- = 

taat to note thet ke / om is almost exactly equal to short tons/in.@) 4 
: < 

Plasticity. We do not neod here to detail the arbitrery standards which R 
heve been set up to make plasticity measurements but their relation to the origin MY 
of the cleys is important to geology. When liquid limit is plotted against 2 
plasticity index on ordinary coordinates all results oy the same kind of cley 3 

from the standpoint of origin fall either on or close to a straight line» The 3 

: slope of Lines for different clays does not vary much (Pige 1). Clays which o 

ae ee 10% Plasticity index <3 

i, ZA. J 

| eo e L Figure 1 Relation of liquid cp 
| sa ee | 50 - limit to plasticity index. ; 
| Z Kedrawn from Casagrands = | iy y 4 
| oe of pao Cuanities in percent water = 

Pe of dry weight. => 
= |- 30 ip 

or v 
a L 20 ~ 

< x 
a F SS 

Ja - 10 i 

\ =e ce * 

p= Rese ecbern no 4 

6 10 2b 30 40 $0 00 7o 80 90 00f liquid limit 

. contain sodium require much morc weter to become plastic than those with min- 7 
erals containing calcium or hydrogen. It is also to be noted that in liquid ga 

limits we have an approximation to the point at which clays become similar to ob 
liquids. Considerable difficulty is found in duplicating these tests and Ae . 2 

difforent laboratories do not always agree. or (RA eS 

Strength tests. Long ago the strength of unconsolidated egsriat was 3 eC 

expressed by Coulombs equation; shearing force = cohesion plus“force times the SS se 
tangent of the &ngle of internal friction". S = c+p tan phi. In the case a 
of a sand which is dry and shows no cohesjon (he angle phi is the angle of Sie 

repose at which the material will rest, is angle is about 34 dogrees in dry '$ | 
sand with angular grains and slightly le$’&S when the sand is below water) s s 
in a talus, the sand is held together by ipternal friction. When a finer — 
material than sand is below wator the valde of p is reduced by the amount of \ ) 

; o 6 ely sbi eertahe 

ae a Ml ae & { Sull atl. 

(70 A Mb, poy 37 q
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pressure of tho water. Unconfined compressive strength is readily measured on 

: a cylinder of cohesive material. It ranges in clays from..25 to about 4.0 

kg/cm. The values of cohesion and of phi are not so easily determined. 

Some tests have been made by finding tho force needed to break a cylinder of 

undisturbed material by sliding one half cf a containing box over the other. 
Another method is to enclose the specimoz in water-tight flexible cover. It 
is then immersed in aliquid which can be put under pressure before foree is 
applied to one ende Pore water may or may not be allowed to escagye from the 

container. Pressure is applicd until the specimen fails. This typo of tost 

is known as triaxial. The confining force or pressure is plotted on the 
horizontal line of Figs 2. The value of the force at failures then lics to the 

zm em? a 
an/ ot Figs 2 Determination 

fo hi of “angle of internal 
sie Se friction" or phi and 

eee ae cohesion by use of tri- 
e axial test and Mohr 

gan circles. a te rcles 

a AR 

\ 

| \ | c : 1: uss « failure pressure 
= P pont. presshre | es 

‘ yf a 

— . 

: se 

right. The distance between is halved and a circle drawn passing through both 

points. This is known as the Mohr circle of stress. If the proceedure is 
repeated vith enother specimen of same material and larger stresses a sccond 

circle can be Grawne Thon a line is drawn tangent to both circles. Its slope 

from the horizontal then determines the value of phi and the distance of its 
intersection with a vertical line through the origin at loft measures the valuc 

- of cohesion. However, a commonly used value of shearing strength for soft 

wet clay is half the unconfined compressive strength.) Specimens must be from 

cores, not cuttings, CA Ben ard Ta ea iN att se Aine | 

Litem Ne Leghle te ¢ 3 d 
Compression. The phenomena of ofr ossion are measured by placing a short 

section of undisturbed core in a circular ring, Opportunity for escape of 

water is provided at the bottom and pressure is applicd at the top. At first 

the rate of dimcnsion change is rapid, then it slows up and, if the test is 
carried on far enough, would eventually ccase. (Fig. 3). Howcver, it is custo~ 
mary to plot percentage of voids against logarithm of pressure as in Fig» 4. 
This enlargement of the horizontal scale for small forces changes tho curve 

so that the first part has a gentlo slope which on increasing pressure changes 

to a straight line. Under this condition, rate of change of voids is inverse 

to pressuree This linc may be extcndcd upward in the diagram until it intor- 

sects the horizontal line representing the estimated original void ratio.
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\ void ratio 1.2 
\ X 

\ nflerred origin 
tel on . curve . 

‘ _ 1.1 ay Ss | | 
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| i 5 | < | 

i x 
i | | | i Hepigjes | | | | | 

0 5 10 kg/cm? Be 
Figure 3 Compression test with Ool kg/em? Z 2, 3 105720 
recompressicn. Arithmetical scale Figure 4. Same data as Fig. 3 
Recovery shown by curve 2 with pressure to log. scale. 
void ratio = ratio volume voids to Curves show first compression to 
volume of solids. A, recovery, recompression 

Recompression. If after reaching tho straight line portion of the graph 

pressure is gradually reduced the sample expands, although the original pore 

space ratio is not attained. Recompression then gives a curve (3) which has 
been displaced to the left when the straight portion is reached (Fig. 4+). It 
has been cleimed that the characteristics of this cur ec enable the discovery 

of the point at which pressure was reduccd in the first experiment. The 

procecdure for finding an carlier stress is to first draw a tengent to the com~ 
vression (or recompression) curve at the point of minimum radius as estimated 

by eyes A horizontal line is thon drawn through the point of tangency. (Fig. 5) 

The angle between these two lines is bisected and the line from point of =, 

7 Void ratio | i ae bo ¥ 
Range off preconsolidation stress Ne ~~ x Ky J 

__. __Aspumed natural void ratio «<t) ¥ e Ay & 
= Vp, & F-» Wh 
i Se xtension| of hypothetical curye to Yo YY 

of = SS ue \e -conpression to natur: augs. ©% v Ww ‘ 

Fo Wy! bs avy oye axim possi e rebound | a : e ; fe a 
| | “curve, a e ites orizontal line ~<s © AY a 

= < aS \Bisector ay + yy typ WA 
a : =< Tangent =| Soe JN vw 

.8 Estimated poiny/ of =e > Ww > if sy 
maximum duryature \ je ae “ Y <o yp Wy 

\ | ¥ YY Le } 
| AS eer ~ PY 
| | \ | v ee) W cae S | | \,, Parallel lines AY .S YP ¥ | | \4 > yg" Q \ “Ss xt 

| | Va Ne ¢ 5 SO Ay 
ul Ee aa | \ | a oe ¥ =< ‘ ee yO SS 

| | \ i v a Ms e Ny 

| | i | SAS eA “py 
a XY Jie YN é 

a Se 48 400 ke/en® Fa’ SYN S YX” p 
Pigure 5 Casagrande's method of finding preconsolidation stress. ‘acter "© i$ 

Kominger and Rutledge The middle on the three lines at right is often called INNS 
“Most probable preccnsolidation stress". Note the displacement to left of curv: \Y 
in successive times of consolidation by pressure.
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extended until it intersects the extension of the straight portion of tho 
curve. <A straight vertical line through the point is supposed to be the "orig~ 

inal " pressure or stress, also termed the preconsolidation stress. 

Precompression stress. Some investigators have used the above method to 
estimate the amount of pressure that a clay once sustained prior to cither 

erosion of overlying material or molting of glacial icce A load of wator has 

no effect on precompression of a clay which it enters. If the method were 

always reliable it would afford a valuable tool to the goologist.. Unfortun- 
ately, a very similar effect results from drying of a clay. Note that in the 
figure the straight portion of the final compression curve is extended upward 
until it mects a horizontal line drawn at tho level of an assumed "original 

void ratio". Another line parallel to the final curve is also drawn which 
is supposed to be the maximum possible position of a curve if the specimen 

had been compressed when in its original condition prior to the deposition of 
any overburdene This also is extended until it imtersccts the line or original 

void ratio. The difference of pressure read on this line between this and the 
actual recompression ( or compression) curve is then recorded as the "range of 
precompression stress". A mark is often placed to indicate the "probable valuc", 
as found in Fig. 56 It has been stated that this method often gives too small 

a thickness of eroded materiale In samples taken from test holes or pits it 
may be checked with the load which rested on the specimon before it was brought 

to the surface. A marked consistent departure of the values of precompression 
stross from actual load is nevertheless a proof of cither erosion of overlying 
material or former dryinge The value of this range is in a sonse a measure of 

the amount of compaction which the material has undergonco. However, it scems 

as if it is based on too many estimates to ever be an cxact determination. 

Failure of slopes. One of the ever-present problems of engineers is how 

high and how stccp is it safe to leave the sido of an cxcavation in unconsoli~ 

dated matcriale Geologists are interested in this problem in considering the 

natural reduction of slope of valley sides and the attainment of equilibrium 
in slopes. We must recognigo at the outset that the physical conditions within 
a bank of "soil" may vary greatly by reason not only of its original chemical 
and mechanical make-up but also because of subscquent changes, for instance by 

weathering or percolation of water. UEngincers use a number of different assump- 

tions as to the strongth of matcrials and the amount of pressure which tonds to 
collapse a slopee One of these is that the shearing strongth of coherent 

material in a bank is half the unconfined compressive strength. Fig. 6 shows 

a Si Figure 6. Adapted from 
| Kaye. Center, C, and radius 

| of circle must be assumed. 
/ | Total force tending to move 

Bas ie ee ae the segment to right of vert- 

So = Sand. 2/2: | ical line is its weight acting 
2s | on-erm K. (Resting force is 

“A = =| Clay” 7 ~~ =| weight of other segment on arm 
+ }————-—_}- oe R, plus shear resistance on 

jPo Se] =~ 1. Sefay-Glay “2-- | the are within the bank. Unit 
eee ae Sl weight and shear strength of 
ee Selee Dee eee a ee ee | each material must be found, 
LS i es OL Leneen oe cane le anos Ghy 
Factor of. safety is resting moment divided by disturbing moment. This allows a 
comparison of results with different centers and radii. The method affords little 
help in study of natural slopes because of the assumptions. Physical conditions 
ritnin the bank may change with time and amount of water.
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the computation by which the strength of a bank is determined. Here beth the 
radius of a circle and location of its center are assumed. Then sovoral 
circles are drawn with various changes in both these conditions. The moments 
of force duc to weight of material which-causes failure and that which rosists 

it arc readily computcd from mass density (unit woight) in a section of unit 
width. The shear strength along the assumed circlo of sliding is then computed 

for the diffcrent types of maicrial cut by that circlco. Tho total resisting 
forces is then compared with that which might cause failure. The ratio of the 
two is the "factor cf safety" and tac structure is designed to keep this as 

grcat as is economical. It is ovident that such analysis is not of mech value 

toa the geologist. It ignores all natural planes of weakness such as shrinkage 
cracks in claye Fige 7 presents a somewhat diffcrout analysis of the forcos in 
a vortical slice of unconsolidated material of uniform physical state. Total 

To ee ee 
¥ 

Figure 7. 
u 4 different approach to stability of a vertical 

bank of unconsolidated material or "soil". 
: } Unit volumes of material are shown in three 

| different positions, It is evident thab if 
| physical conditions are uniform the total 

weight increases downward in direct proportion 
; to distance of each point from the top of the 

bank. The components of total weight whish 
} are directed toward the foot of the bank are 

ie shown. The problem ia complicated by cracks 
| | within the bank. In the field it is evident 

that these probably determine the (distante 

back from the face at which a slice will shear 
j and slide on a curve, Often a number of such 

slices fall before stability is reached. Motion 
below the foot of a bank very likely indicates 
a downward decrease in shear strength so thet 
the lower part of the slope behaves like a fluid. 

Sov rvet i imAsA O t Vian At din Ls BLIMA 

Component ieee boom O “YVL ) aad. ol he NMA bos 
of wei ‘ See ; . tovafi bese TAO DH pu Lu with ties bach ype Lo 

$ es oy Un Qt + ot Ape ¢ 

Seem. W otal weigh ) ¢ Seee of bevik ota weight of small volume 

weight increases directly with the hcight but only that component which is 

directed to the foot of the slope is importent. As long as this docs not cxcocd 
the shoaring strength on a curved surface the bank is safee Since the engle
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of the force is inverse to height of the bank a curve of distance back from the 
face proportioned to the logarithm of distance below top of bank should result. 

The unknown feature of this analysis is the factors which control the distance 
back from the top of the bank at which breaking starts. Possibly this is 

related to drying and to shrinkage cracks in claye It is here assumed that 

shearing incohorent matcrial has no relation to the angle phi and can talo 

place in any direction. An involved derivation used in most text books of 

scil mechanics arrives at the conclusion that the safc height of a bank is four 

times the shear strength divided by the unit woight. Taking an unconfined 

compressive strength at 1000 gm/ cm’ and a unit weight of 2 em/ em this figures 

out at 4 x 500 Ne or 1000 cm (10 meters) as the safc hoight of a vertical faco. 

Under the view taken above, tho pressure on a square cm at depth of 1000 cm 
weuld be 2 ke/em® (horizontal) and the component on a surface inclinod about 

45 dogroos would be half this per square contimctcr which is twice tho assumed 

shoar strongthe As a matter of actual ficld conditions tho problom in many 

casos dcfios analysis for the prosence of water in the pores of a clay may 

greatly reduce its strength and tho amount of such wator may vary widclye 

Besides this, tho above analysis neglects the fact that the shear strongth is 

not surpassed throughout half of the probable surface of failurce 

Conclusion. The subjoct of soil mochanics offers an important ficld for 
the advancoment of knowledge of tho nature of unconsolidated matorials but 

considerable study, especially from the gcological standpoint, is still re- 
quired. The cxisting state of knowledgo of "pro~compressed" clays leaves 

much to be dasired. Fig. 8 is some data on an actual test hole whoro foundations 

sottling had been excessive with geological interpretations. (Next page) 
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Figure 8 Soil mechanics determinations in test hole on Jones Islands , pe 8 

Milwaukee, Wis. Data furnished by Klug and Smith, Engineers. 
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MONTANA STATE COLLEGE 4 

BOZEMAN 

: DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
S 

October 30, 1954 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin — 

Dear Fred: 

Thank you for sending me the new supplement for geomorphology. I 

have read it through and think that the analys@s of Penk versus 
Davis and their views relative to the peneplain problem is very good. 
As yet, I have not finished reading Penk*s book, but I find it rather 

stimulating approach to geomorophology when compared to any of our 
present books on the subject. I agree with you that the Badlands should 
be worth considerable study, representing as they do, resistance to 
erosion at a minimum, I have a few photographs showing the divides : 
and the sonvéxnpoftion of the land forms as well as the concave. It 
seems t6 me it would be a good idea in the text to lump raindrop 
splash with the other forms of mass wast@gq.It is, of course, also a 
form of water erosion, but it seems to me from the standpoint of land= 
form produced and type of action, it comes closer to creep in that the 
net result is one of a migrating sheet of material which increases its 

velocity with the increase in steepness. 

In the Badlands where there is no vegetative cover and where the mat~ | 
- erial has so little resistence to erosion, the process must be opera~ 

tive at maximum efficiency. If a person could get there during the : 
-rainy season, hemewe», Ddahavesan idea we could get some measurements $ 
of the quantity of movement by some sort of splashboard technique or 
perhaps by use of a stopeaction motion picture camera. ; 

I*m sorry to hear of Amy*s bad fall and hope that she is better now. : 
Let me know if you plan to come out to North Dakota and I will try: 

: to meet you there. 

Best of luck, 

; 
F 
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BILLINGS, AND NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE AT HAVRE nae 
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F Br. 0s CO. Bradley a See eee i ee 
Le Dept. of Geography and Ceclesy, Se a. 4 
| Montana State Colleze, = = : a 
Bey Roveman, Montana : : 4 : =e 

Dear Shack (or 4s it Charlie now?): ae 
: <= 

‘ Yours-of 13 Jen. has been in my folder 2 long time but it was just the 
s fi change of semosters and you knew what that moane. “hers pat, abe 50 in Mapping, — 

over 20 in Glacial, but only 3 in Physiography which mens the last must be aband 

: : oned when I leave. "het may be in Jume or it might possibly be a year from Jme, 
‘ 5 That will not be settled until leter. T advoeate turning Mappings over to the. = 

- Sngineors to get it out of that 40 sredit Mit for Majors. a - 

2g 4) Many thanks for youLeugcestions which will have cue concideration when IT : 
iv can get back to the subject of Geomorphology which camot be before June. == 

: With regard to the "sompaction wave" fron slides 2s this not the same rs Be 
the sound wave? Woolard seemed to infer as much when I asked hi. If so the 

; velocity of soumd in water is around a mile a second which ig far above the — 
é recorded travel of the Grand Banks wave. can see your point of a fluid behavior, 

however, We will have to po into that later. : - ‘ eS 

: : With regard to alluvial fane there is a paner just ready to come out 
: in the G. S. A. When that annears we can examine it eritically and possibly 

poe come up with some new ddeas, z 

“Much of my time now is teken un. with "Operation Shoebtring", my code 
name for the survey of the Door Penimusia becauce it had almost no financial —_— 

© auprert. Ty May, Aldrich was very cordial about it and offered full cooperation. 
a (At that time he was a candidate for State Geologist). %ince July up to this pas 

é : past week he ignored all letters (George Hanson became state Geologist on July ie 
: 1). The last letter does not promise anything but is at least a slight suggestic 

: = of a change of heart. I certainly de not ike euch conflicts ene bit but toe 
: ‘ 4 so far as can be seen the G. S. A. is the only possible means of publication. 

You ean easily see how this affects other work. aes aoe S 

x oe If Fadson goes away noxt year I may be able to stay another year oa 

vat this is far from certain even if he does mo. With Physiography gone 
: ; and Mapping transferred to the Engineers they could just cloce down other 

_ @ourses for a year. ‘Time will tell. Henson wants we to stay on and work — 

Seek on well records because they just have nobody who is interested in Wisconsin 

2 geology. But Thompson is leaving and they might cet somone who is. Also 
- *. 2x ~ Hanson has not yet secured the necessary money, Of course, Icould not 

Q stay on at the $26.71 a month of the former administration because until Ses 
Aro? entirely retired you get no retirement allowance whatYerer. 2 cae 

Ye not your department called "gealosy". Te so how about your 2S 

prohibition of teaching the subject the department is named for? Ido not —_ 

quite get it. es . : ee 
\ ES eres ae 

a , . . Plans for next. sumer are, of course, most uncertain, Fob will a 
have to go to Summer School. B111 will be at Camp Gordon in Georgia for 

ae : 6 weeks. So you can see that what we will do is aproblem, “ob can 
: ;  Whateh 4¢ with the dog but it is not so good when the two are tomether. Be 

Se ee Amy is bringing Bill back from projecting at wi. while = 
Se : - Bob-and ¥ are getting suprer, so will close 4 ve : a 

eee ee pe a Sincerely vuours, ; ee
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i MONTANA STATE COLLEGE a 
; BOZEMAN Bin 

“DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY January 1s 195i, a : 

F 
“3 
a 

Professor F, F. Thwaites Es 

Department of Geology : 
University of Wisconsin 3 
Madison, Wisconsin q 

Dear Fred: = 
a 

The two supplements to geomorphology have arrived, and I have read them with : 
considerable interest, I have a few random comments to make, In connection with : 
the chapter on peneplaination, I believe we probably should enlarge on the role of | - 
solution in areas that are protected by heavy vegetation. The analysis of river 3 
water would seem to indicate that a fairly sizeable reduction of the land is going ee. 
on via solution, Also in this connection, your remark about grass being a great i 
restrainer of erosion should be qualified somewhat by reference to particular 
grass types. Out here in the bunch grass country, I rather think that both wind ‘ 
and rain drop erosion is rather severe on the bunch grassy slopes, . In that a 
connection, don't you think that much of what has been called sheet erosion in : 
the past is really rain drop erosion? \ é 

One thing about alluvial fans is rather puzzeling to me, Wherever I see them ee 
I see evidence of their dissection. This leads me to wonder if perhaps the ee 
dissection is the normal course of events and has little to do with changes gery 
of climate or uplift and the like, I believe this matter should be looked into 

: pretty carefully, It may turn out that the original surface of an alluvial fan ; 
develops as a result of a sensitive balance between load volume of water and ; 
grade, and that as the stream approaches maturity with headwaters considerably 

: farther back and less material to draw from that it enters a cycle in which e. 
it draws upon its own former deposit and starts entrenchment, I would like a 

> to hear your comments on this idea. ae 

In connection with the chapter on submarine® canyons, I had quite an argument a 
with Maurice Ewing, I was a little skeptical about the high velocities attained . e 
by the density current. After all the only data that we have is the times at ig 
which the trans-Atlantic cables broke, This would record the time at which the E 
bottoms underneath the cables began to move, I have had many chances to view a 

avalanches, and one of the note-worthy features of an avalanche is the compaction 4 
wave which advances much more rapidly than the falling snow, One of the rules in Ag 

ski mountaineering is never try to outrun an avalanch@ on skis, A person may ‘a 
well outrun the moving snow, but they cannot outrun the compaction wave, It ae 

: strikes me the analogy between avalanches and the turbidity current is rather ae 
good, The snow is solid up mtil the time it starts moving at which time it. og 
becomes suspended in air and behaves much more like a fluid or a gas, I Sha 
suggested to Maurice that he consider at least the possibility of the compaction oe. 
wave -being responsible for his time distance curve, a 

oe My final suggestion is that we include a brief description of avalanches in ia 

ieee Ss Hyer tiels aes a : sin (eS ale Oe el 
Pea ee Marea coor cpa a rie reread cnsiniee Sat ens SMa ae ceca caorimn Uoirats coltxer op mlegnon af 
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the geomorphology text, In areas like this country and the Alps, I believe they 
are powerful factors in the shaping of the surface of the land, A very distant 
relative ofmine by the name of Montgomery Atwater is considered to be the avalanche 
expert for the forest service, He headquarters in Alta, Utah where he helps to . 
keep the skiers out of avalanche trouble. After several years of study, he has 
started to write. Of course, there are a few Swiss authors and in this country 
Maynard Miller of the West coast who have also studied avalanches intensely, 

I am teaching petrology this quarter, highly camouflaged because of jealousy 

that exists in the other institutions of the state. We are not supposed to 
have overlap in courses, and geology is usually taught at the School of Mines, 
so my petrology is given the title of chemical microscopy. I wish they would 
stop asking me to teach new courses so that I could start putting effort in 

on research and on this book. 

Good luck to you and very best wishes, 

f
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oe 7 Jan. 54 
Prof, ¢. C. Bradley, ; ep 
Dept. of Geology and Seegrapliy, : ; 
Montana State College, 
Bozeman, Montana 

Dear Chucks ; 3 z 

Yours ef 25 Wovember 53 has been in my folder a long time waiting 
until I could send you the last ever of the supplements to geomorpholocy. 4 
At last I can do so herewith. Zach one was quite an effort equal in some cases 
to the preparation of a paper fer publiedtion. But that is over now. far 
George Hanson has wanted me to stay on and work on well records as they have 
absolutely nobody else who could but the latest segms to be that such is out 
by reason of finances, However, time will tell. “t is unfortunate that 3 of Z 
their new men are interested only in the Pennsylvanian which does not occur in 

‘Wisconsin. The Door Penineulon report is at last apnroaching completion but it | 
é ' gearcely seems possible thet it can all be done hefore I met fold up in Tyne. 

However, my annual medical eg was satisfactory and I can again plen ahead. : 
We are having an argument with “ldrich over the topo map of the region. Te said 
he would go along with making it in eolors tut when I sent it in no more has 
‘een heard of it. New I am sending a let of supporting letters from stwients of : 
‘the Pleistocene, civil engineers, and drilbing contractors. Hopes for the best 
are in order. 2 : 

I am much interested in your appreach to stream velocity and think that . 
we can work out something in that line, I ence played with the idea of less of 

: enerzy below thet of either free fall or laminar flow but dropned it by reason 
of other demands on my time. It is far from a simple problem but I think you | 
‘have a good iden there. I recently wnpacked the maps for an aritele on the 
misfit streams of Lyttle Rgypt which I never finished because of the war. I 

: think it can be made more definite, now with the better knowldege of streams. 
I want to try my hand at that soon as the Door report is sent in. I would like 

: to write up thirty years progress in lmewledge of the subsurface of Wisconsin now 
_ that Bdward Oscar has departed but think the seomorphology ought to BIR et 

priority over that. As for field work the latest work on streams casts doubt on 
the need of more stuly at nresent of alluvial fan slopes or pediment sloves 

. @ither although I am far from sure about this. Plans for next sumer are most 

uncertain. Bob will undoubtedly have to go to Summer gehool. Bil} will be at 
Camp Gordon for six weeks unless conned ont of school sooner, One juct ean not 
get hin to work as mom afd. Put it might be thot I could come out and.we could — 
make plans. We found travel after Labor Day to be avite favorable last sumer. ‘ 

: Although you aid not mention it I am returning the copy of your note on 

ae the talus. It looks good to me and I think you should send it in, Since it 

_° was the original copy I thought you ought to have it back. : 

Tom end Barbara where back for Christmas they had dinner with us on \ 
Christmas eve and then pom was here alone for 3 nights., They flew both ways at meet 

night. Just now we are in the midst of the annual stresie with the Income Tax =. 

trying to seé if our estimate was correct and then if we hove the money to pay pe 

: 4t! Anyhow ve sold the Inet out of state real estate and picked upsa taker for 

an oi] lease in O,lahoma where we still have some mineral rights. hen Hanson = 

: paid me more during the summer which his predecessor never did. \ / 

eS Boy as working at the table with me and Bill f¢ out supposedly ht the 
— anatomy lab and not at social activities. He wants to go camping over Satur ee 

Se Se night which we do not think is wise. Hys dog is growling now which proably means = 
ss that it time for a walk before bedtime, Bill hes a car of his (fon and nowa TY 

a haa _, 80€ 4n Wis veon!  =;. - Sincerely yours, = eee
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| DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY November 25, 1953 Bi 

Professor F, T, Thwaites se 
: Department of Geology ae 

: University of Wisconsin “s 
Madison, Wisconsin % 

Dear Fred: . 

The new section of Geomorphology concerning demensions and competence 3 
of running water has arrived and I am in the process of trying to fight 

; my way through it. I find myself very much handicapped by never having : 
had calculus, Nevertheless, some of the ideas are very interesting ‘ 

: and it looks as though the last few years has put us ahead in many ways 
in Geomorphology. As ideas come to me I will send them on, I have two 

to propose at this moment, 

. One is a tentative suggestion for a curvesto illustrate fluid distortion : 

a first in a clear water stream of no bedload and second, a stream which 
has suspended load and a bedload, 

AIR Ae ‘ 
ie 
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Le nha) ( marien/agt) a 
I don't know whether these curves I have shown are right, but it would et 

ete seem to me that they might be approximately right, That is to say the < fi 
2 changes in viscosity as a result of material in suspension and hedLond, qm me 

which is really a suspension carried to extremes, should show up in a ae 
oS @aeer diagram, W/ustatiig Aishoitn Suc 7 fips. b 

age My second idea relates to measuring turbulence in a river? I believe a 
ER turbulence could be defined as any deviation in the flow from straight : Fae 

Ear 4 laninar flow, The net result of turbulence is to increase the viscosity iP Oe 
ees .of the water, Therefore, if we could get a measure of this viscosity eae 

ss as, = 3 0 : ; , x Aes 
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kmowing the true viscosity of water we should have a measure of turbulence, 
If we covld find a section of clean stream wherein the variables of channel 
roughness, slope, width, and depth are approximately constant we should be 
able to get at the factor of viscosity in this manner, First we could 
calculate the theoretical velocity of the water under laninar flow conditions, 
Any decrease in velocity under this theoretical would be the result of 
increased viscosity OHM@f the theoretical, It seems to me, therefore, that in 
a clean stream this increasf in viscosity could be fatirivuted entirely to 

turbulence. 

This is an idea that has been in the back of my mind for some time, and while 
it lacks the p¥€cision of scientific hydrology it seems to me it may have some 
practical use to the geomorphologist. Of course J am not overlooking the fact 
that someone may already have done such a thing, WL am still very enthusiastic 
about this project and still want to help you on it. Unfortunately, I cannot 
point to much help given in the past, This summer I was teaching and also 
trying to build a house with the result. that geologic field work went by the 
board, If you are still interested in alluvial fan studies 1 think I have 

found one or two which we can safely say are free from tectonic distortion. 
It seems to me this is a crucial factor which must be eliminated if we are 

not to waste our time, 

I saw Paul Weis a couple of days ago who said he had run into you this sumer, 
I plan to spend some more time with him after the Christmas holidays at some 
scientific meetings, Have a good Thanksgiving and Christmas and I'll be 
looking forward to receiving the next supplements, My very best to you and 
your family. 

Sincerely, 

CB:js 
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October 14, 1952 

Professor F. T. Thwaites ‘ 
University of Wisconsin 
Department of Geology 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

j Dear Professor Thwaites: 

James Cron, following his 
recent visit with you, has written me that 
with the help of Professor Bradley of the 
Montena School of Mines you are revising your 
notes on geomorphology and may develop the 
manuscript for a textbook. 

As we have no text on the sub- 
ject in our growing Geology list, we would 

be very much interested in securing one. I 
hope therefore that we may keep in close 
touch with you both through Mr. Cron's visits 
and through my own occasional visits to Mad- 
ison, and that at the appropriate time we may 
talk about the possibility of our publishing 

for you. 

Sincerely yours, d 

Kenheth B. Demaree, Editor 
Scidnce and Technical Books 

: kbd: 61 

CABLE ADDRESS : HARPSAM * TELEPHONE : MURRAY HILL 3-1900
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GEOLOGY 109 
GEOMORFHROLOGY 

Definitions of technical terms, running water. based upon us-age hy Lobeck, 
Vonengele, Cotton, and others. 

Lhgtractio: process of valley destruction due to development of larger valleys. 
Ascordant= <-oulied to a stream which joins another vithout falls or rapids at 

junction, following Playfairs Law. 
4.scordant:- applied to summit level of divides in hills or mountains 

.eradet:cn= process of fillins of valleys with water-deposited sedimyats 
»luviai dam= blocking of welley by alluvial fan of tributary 

4lluvial “nn= deposit made by a stream on land; due to change in capacity; form: 

scement of a cone, 
Alluvie!. terrace= erosion remnent of valley filling, 
alluviun- deposit of a stream on land other than fan form, generally making a 

floodplain. 
Air gep~ vind gap; oar through a ridge not occupied by a stream. 
anaclinal stream= st1ean which flows in direction opposite to dip of rocks. 
4naclinal slope= slope opposite to direction of dip of rocks. 
Anastomosing= applied to streams which branch and reunite in a braided pattern. 

anticonsequent= antecedent stream, which has survived earth movement without 

changing its course. 
Antecedent drainaye or stream= drainege which survived earth movement without 

change. 
4nticlinal morntain= one. controlled by an anticline of resistant rock but 

is not necessarily due to recent folding. 

Anti~clinorium= compund or complex anticlinal uplift. 

Arroyo= valley or gulley of intermittent stream, generally in desert climate. 
Arcuate delta= delta like that of Nile with many distributaries. 
autogenetic falls= fells which is working backward by erosion of plungepool. 

Backslepe= slope of faultblock opposite to the faulted side. 

Badlands= ereas of fine-textured drainage, steep valley walls, and narrow divides, 
generally little vegetation 

Bahada (Bajadd)= slope due to adjoining or coalesing alluvial fans. 
Baravoo= any area with a history and structure somewhat similar to Baraboo 

district, Wisconsin 
Baselevel= level of termination of streams or that below which no stream 

erosion can occur. 
B-eheaded= applied to a stream whose headwaters have been diverted. 
Betrunked= applied to stream disconnected from original main strean by drowndinge 
Birdsfoot delta= one with long natural levees where dist ributary channels 

project into body of water; one like that of Mississippi hiver. 
Blunting of spurs= result on spur ends of successive erosion by meandering 

main stream. 
Bvraided= applied to streams which branch and reunite repeatedly. 

Butte= relatively small, steep-sided hill, generally an erosion remnant. 

Cano~e=shaped= applied to mountains or valleys whose form is controlled by ‘ 
pitching folds 

Capture, see Piracy 

Catoctin= linear monadnock; see Monuunock 
Cigar-shaped= arplied to mountains whose form is due to a pitching anticline 
Canyon (Cafion)= narrown, stcep-siued valley 
Compound stream = stream which drains areas of different geologic structure, 

o f different geomoprphic history 

Composite stream= one which drains areas of different geologic structure. 

Composite landscape= one due to rejavination showing more than one cycle 
of erosion. 

Goneesee alinvie? Fo»



Definitions, running water, po 2 
Conopleins form of pediment where sloyes radiate from a point; sce pediment. 
Consequent stream= stream whose course was fixed by the orginal surface of a 

region; extended consequent= one whose course was extended as the shoreline 
progressed seaward during uplift of land. 

Corrasion= scraping anc wearing away of bedrock hy. mechanical abrasion,. . 

generally by stream action. 
Cuesta= ridge with gentle slope on one side and a more abrupt declivity on the 

others; due to erosion directed by presence of a relatively resistant 

capping material with comparatively gentle dip. 
Cutbank= slope where valley side has been undercut by lateral erosion of stream. 
Cutoff meander= meander where narrow place has broken though 

Cutoff spur= end of spur isolated by lateral stream erosion. 
Cyzle= system of development of results of a given process with increasing time 

of actions with running water cycle of erosion, generally in humid climate. 

Lefeated stream= stream whose course was changed byuplift of land. 
Deferred junctior= Yazoo type of stream junction where lower part of course of 

tributary is turned parallel to main stream by floodplain deposits. 
Degradation= applied to erosion of land ty running water; lowering of land 

surface. 

Delta= deposit of a stream where it enters standing water (not another stream). 

Dendritic= applied to pattern of streams developed in uniform material; resembles 

branching of comnon hardwood trees, oak, etc. 

Denudation= wearing down of land or erosion. 
Diastrophism= uplift of ear ths crust by folding, faulting, etc. 
Dip = inclination of rock units fron horizontal; direction in which rock strata 

descend to lower level. 
Dip slope= slope controlled by upper surface of an inclined layer of rock; the 

gentler side of a cuesta. 
Dissected = cut up by erosion of valleys. 
Distributary= channel of stream which leads water away from main stream. 

Diverter= applied to strean waich has captured part of another; see piracy. 
Doab= ridge remaining between eroded valleys; part of interfluve. 
Drowned vallev= valley whic has been invaded by standing water as result of 

earth mevement or obstruction of drainage. . 

Elbowof captuce= abnormal angle in course of stream ascribed to capture. and 

diversione 

Epeirogenetic= a p;lied to uplift forming a continent 
Epigenetic= drainage sujyerimposed on a buried dome structure. 

Endrumpf (German)= undisturbed poneplain. 
Esca-rpment= slope which cuts across leyers of rock or an abrupt declivity 

along a fault. 
Exhumed topography= topography of land area once buried by younger material 

and then uncovered by erosion. 
Extended, see Consequent 

Fault= displacement in rocks along a plane of slip. g 
Fault scarp= escarpment due to relatively recent fauling where topography is 

due directly to the movement. ‘ 
Fault valley= valley whose sides are due to relatively recent faults; a graben 

(German) between parallel faults. 
Fault line sca*rp= escarpment along or neer to a fault where the topography is 

due to the position of relatively resistant materials brought about by 
old movement; an indirect result of faulting which may not agree with 

the direction of movement of the fault. 

Fault line valley= valley along a fault which is due primerily to erosion which 

was conditioned by faulting including fracturing of the rock.



Definitions, running water, p. 3 

Fault line scarp (or valley)= one due indirectly to faulting, ise. to erosion 
controlled by the p:sition of resistant material resulting from old faulting. 

Felsenmeer (German)= area covered by loose rocks. 

Fenster (German) =“window’or grea eroded through overthrust sheet exposing rocks 
beneath a thrust fault. 

Fletiron = triangsia” portion of a hogback ridge due to close spacing of valleys 
which cross it. 

Flood=-plein = channel of a stream which is covered by water during floods. 
Flood-plain scrolls = deposits on inside of meander which fill the bend in order 

to maintein normal channel width. 

Fossil surface = a surface once buried by younger derasits and later uncovered by 

erosion. 
Foreset bedding = bedding on water-facing margin of delta formed by accumulation 

under water at angle of repose. 

Geogrephic cycle, see Cycle of erosion. 
Geomorphic cycle, see Cycle of erosion 
Gorge = deez narrown valley or canyon. 
Gravity slope = talus slope or Haldenhang (¥erman)essentially. 

Grade= profile or slope of a stream which is (on average) adjusted to transport 
aveileble sediment with existing volume of water, the loweat point adjusted 
te hselével = a profile of equilibrium. 

Gulley = small young or new valley. 

Haldenhang (German) = surface of bedrock beneath a graivty or constant angle 
talus sloze. 

Hanging valley = tributary valley without accordant junction to main valley, 
i.e. with falls or repids at junction; also applied to valleys which end 

above level of a body of stending water. 
Headward erosion = grewth of a stream valley toward a divide or due to recession 

of a falls. 
Helicoidel flow = assuned spiral course of line of maximum velocity in bends of 

a stream so as to stay near the outside banks. 
Hogback = ridge formed by erosion on both sides of a resistant tabular body of : . 

rock with dip steeper than in a cuestas may be interrupted by valleys or 

offset by faulting. 
H-omoclinal = monoclingl with dip in one direction only. 
Horst = area between two normal faults which has either been raised or not 

lowered. 

Incised meanders = meandering valley with rock bluffs. 
Inface = side of a cvrzsta opposite to direction of dip = escarpment. 
Ingrown meander = meander withrock bluffs which has grown larger during erosion. 
Intermittent stream = one which carries running weter only part of the time. 
Intrenched meanders = meandering stream eroded into bedrock by downward extension 

only so that slopes on both sides of bends are about equal. 
Inherited drainage = superimposed or epigenetic drainage derived from « cover 

over an older topography. 

Inlier = area of older bedrock surrounded by younger formations. = 

Inner lowland = area et foot of a cusesta from which covering resistat formation 

has been removed; generally on the inland side of a cuesta of doastal 
plain with seawerd dip. 

Inselberge = island-like mountain with abrup sides rising from lowland, 
generally from a pediment; a form of monadnock. 

Insequent stream = one whose course was fixed by obscure factors; often used 

£r fensequent, 

Interfluve = surviving area of original surface left between eroded valleys. 

Integrated drainage = streams joined as a result of growth in semi-arid climate, 

a result of filling of original depressions in surface.



befinitions, running water, pi 4 

Interscision, stream = result of leteral stream erosion reaching another stream or 

another portion of same stream. 
Interrupted stream - one which is intermittontonly in certain segments other than 

only et heads aue to variation in capacity of underlying material to trsnyort 
ground water flow, € 

Inverted drainage = change from synciinal to anticlinal stream courses. ; 
Involution = complex folding of bedrock. z 

Kopje = butte. term mainly used in South “frica. 

Krantz = escarpment, term uredd xainly in Youth africa. 

Lehma~nns principle = shrinkage of a river by loss of flow to underground course 

“in its own deposits resulting in decresed size of meanders. 
Levee, see natural levee. E 
Lounderbseck-= feult block with backslope covered by lava; nased from studies by 

Louderbe’ ck on origin of mountain ranges of Great Basin. 

Matched = terraces at same level on both sides of stream velley= peired terrace, 

due to erosion of valley filling. 
Mature = ajjplied to fully developed streams or drainage patterns; less commonly 

used for other geomorphic features. 
Meander or ssandering = regular symetrical bends in course of stream. 
Meander belt = width of area of inechdering along a stream. 
Meander core = end of a spur inside a meander which hes been cutoffat the narrow 

neck of intrenched meander. 
Meander cusp = point projecting into a valley between two meanders which have 

been eroded into the bank; see meanauer spur. 
Meander scar = cutbank of curved outline formed where a meander undercuts side 

of valleys sometimes called meander scarpe 

Meander spur = meander cusp, above. 
Mendip = inlier 

Mesa = hill with flat top due to survival of original surface or a resistant body 

of rock. 

Misfit.= applied to meanders of floodplain which are smaller than meanders of the 

valley walls, often called underfit. 

Monadnock = unreduced elevation on peneplain presumably due to greater resistance 

of its bed rock than in surrounding area; “ermans hurt linge, restberge, 

fernlinge. 
Monoclinal = dip only in one direction; applied to monoclinal mountains. 

Morvan = line of intersection of two peneplains due to tilting of land between 

their formation. 

Natural levee= higher part of a floodplain along tenks of the stream. 
Neck = narrow part of a meander spur. 

Nick, see nickpoint 

Nickpoint = point of change in slope of a stream at upper termination of a new 

a’nd steeper profile due to uplift of the land; German knickpunkt. 
Nip = cut bank of meander, a meander scar. 

Obsequent = stream which flows opposite to direction of dip, ea tributary of a 
subsequent stream developed on outcrop of & weak meterial. 

Orogenic = applied to movements of earths crust forming mountains. 

Orogency = mountain forming. 
Overfit = term applied to a river which is too large for its valley. 
Oxbow: = °~pplied to lake in cutoff section of meander. 

Paired = applied to terraces et same level on two siaes of valley due to erosior; 

see matched terrace. 

Panplein = plane sloping seaward which was made by leterel stream planation.



Definitions, running weter, p. 5 
Pediment = sloping plane underlain et shallow deyth by bearock and occuring at 

foot of e mountain range in semi-arid climete; escribed to lateral stream 

erosion plus slope wesh; may have a thin cover of stream sediments. 
Peneplain (peneplane) = theoreticel end-product of cycle of erosion where the 

stream divides have been greatly or entirely removed leaving a plain-like 
surface. Yermen: fastebene, rumpfldche, endrumpf. 

Piracy = diversion of part of enother stream vy headwater erosion of aajor stream; 
stream capture, drainage adjustment. 

‘ Fiteh = inclinetion of fold along its axis. 
Planation = erosion or degradation of the land. 
Plateau = elevated region with fairly equal summit levels, generelly nearly 

horizontal sedimentary rocks or lava flows. 
Pleyfeirs Lew = fact that most streams join a larger one at same level without 

falls or rapids. 
Plungepool = basin excavated by debris below a falls. 
Pothole = hole in tedrock caused by swirling water in razpidss not to be confused 

with kettle hole. 
Prima"rrumpf = slightly uplifted peneplain, an area always old because erosion 

kept fuce with uplift (German). 

Radial drainage = streams which lead awey from a centrel point. 

Raft lake = lake due to odstruction of stream by driftwood. 
hain-wash = slope wash 
Regrading = erosion to a rough profile by removal of mantle rock. 
kejuvinetion = effect of uplift of land upon erosion. 
helief = difference in local elevations, say from valley bottom to divide. 

hepose, angle of = angle at which loose granular material comes to rest; can 
also be applied to equilibrim in other slopes. 

hesequent = stream flowing down-dip elthough not a consequent. 
hesrrrected = surface unocvered by erosion of later cover. 
RKectanguler = trellis drainege pattern. 
kock city = area of roughly rectangular blocks of resistant rock weatherd out . 

along joints. 

hock=defended terrace = erosion remnent of terrace of stream deposits preserved 

on bed rock. 
Rock fan = form of pediment superficially resembling alluvial fan. 
Kock terrace = shelf on hillside due to presence of layer of resistant rock. 

Saltation = movement of bed load of stream in series of jumps. 
_ Searp = escarpment due either to erosion or to faulting. 

Scroll, meander = traces of old meanders, see meander scroll. 

Slipoff slope = slope of end of s yur inside bend of meandering valley, result of 
enlargeaent of meander radius during downward erosion; present with 
ingrown meanders. 

Steppe = a™rid plain in interior of continent as in “iberia. 
Strath = wide valley, generelly applied to floor of a wide valley leter trenched 

by erosion. 
Strath terrace = strath which extends across divides of minor drainage, often 

called an incipient peneplain or zraded erosion surface. 
Strath valley = abandoned wide valley now higher than adjacent streams, 

Suballuvial bench = Laws~on's term for rock floor adjacent to mountains in arid 
climate. se 

Subsequent stream = one whose valley wes formed subsequent -* uplift by reason of 
relative weakness of underlying materiel; also subsequent valley. 

Superimposed (superposed) = effect of stream courses of a now largely eroded cover 

wich once concealed underlying materials. 

Suspension = method of transport of meterial in water where it is kept from 

settling by upward currents or turbulence, 
Sweep = downstream component of motion of meanders due to greater force on banks 

w hich face the current.



Definitions, running water, p. 6 

Synslinal mountain = mountain “in which rocks have synclinel structure. 

Tepee butte = small hill with conical form; resistant material at top covers only 

small areas 
Terrace = shsif on valley side, cny origin. 
Texture = density of streams per unit of creas; may be computed either on length or 

number of streams; also termec drainage dcnsity or stream frequency. 
Trellis drainage = rectangular siream pattern due to prsence of long parallel 

ridges of resistant rock whose abrujt sides cause lerge junction engle of 
tributaries. 

Treppen(German) = steps or terraces forming a stairway; ascribed to sucessive 

uplifts. AY 
Turbulence = mixing or rotation flow of weter (also applies to other fluids and to 

geses). 0 
Ture = sod. 
Two-story valley = valley within e strath or e valley in a lerger valley; called 

by some two-cycle valley. 

Undercut = erosion at bottom of cut bank. 
Underfit = river too small for valley; also applied to small meanders in bottom 

of a meandering valley. 

Unaka = kind of monadnock or group of monadnocks. 
Undeflow = underground flow of a stream through the earth. 

Uniclinal = shift of stream course down dip. 

Veale = lowland between cuestas. 
Volcanic neck = surviving igneous rock in conduit of volceno laid bare by erosion. 

Wadi = dry river course rarely flooded (Arabic). 
Water gap = valley of stream through a ridge of more resistant rock than elsewhere, 
Wind gap = ebandoned water gap of a low point in a divide, of any origin. 

Wold = cuesta 

Yazoo type of stream = one whose junction with main stream is diverted by natural 
levee of latter.
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Supplement, 1949-50 Soe 
Coneavity of sloves oe , 

Crs 

Introdvetion. Causes of convexity of hill and mountain summits have already oS : 
been discussed. It is obsorved thet most stroems have a merked concave slope, oe 
although variation in discharge, load, and nature of underlying matoriel commonly aaa 
nake mathomatical analysis impossible . The lover sloves of fragmentel volcanic = 

cones, oitwash terraces, alluvial fans, and podiments elso disvlay concavity. With = 

these logarithmic plotting of profiles discleses that they obey definite laws. Tro ee 
general grouos occur: (a2) most pediments, outwesh plains, streams of essontially = 

constant discharge with no tributarics within the part examined, e11 have an expone: abs : 
a, which lies betwoen about 7/10 and 8/10,(b) the lower parts of volcanic concs and s—_ 
some vediments display a value of n which varies from 3/10 to 5/10, with rare es 

examples of fall in vroportion to logarithms of distance. Be 

Sxplanations. Three possible explenetions of the above facts aro: (a) the slove 
is one of constant croding and trensoorting force, that is a balance between erosion es s 

and transvortation, (bd) there is a difference {n manner of flow of the vator in pS 
differont parts of its course, or (c) the slopc is related to competence, that is to 
the largost particles available for trensvortation. a 

Slope of constant force. Little attempted to analyze slope erosion on the ee 
assumption that erosive force is vroportionel to v/D, explaining thet this is the Ae 
vertical gradient of kinetic enorgy of flowing water. However, this explanation is ee 
equivalent to saying that crosive force is proportional to the slop,for solution ee 

of the old Chezy forrmle (V*:D.S.) for slove givos just this oxoression, Moreover, ae 
this view neglects the factor of total discharge. Although it havvens that the cx— Se 

ponents derived both by Little, and by modification cf his method, agree rather voll 3 
with those of many outwash plains and podiments the thoory must be rejected. It = 
assumed a discharge per unit width which inereesed in proportion to slove length and f 

in the cesos where there is anvroximate agreemont it is obvious that the bull of the a 

discharge ves ecauired above the section under study. Tis is notably the case in By 
front of a glacicr and at the foot of mountains. Horton's analysis of slope crosion g 
used the classic DuBoys dovth-slove formula (F:D.S.) and also assumed that rainfall E 
was gathered ell the vay down a slove. The reasoning here given (0.42) dorives a 

much lover exoonent for a slove of constant force thet shown by any obsorvations. ; 
It is clear that tho slopes under consideration cannot be oxolained as those of 

constant force of erosion and transportation. 

Chango in mannor of flow of water. Horton's ecxveriments showed that in actual 
exporimont tho flow of wator in thin sheets on the surface of the ground is noither 

laminar nor fully turbulent. The oxoression discharge in unit width, q = constant X 

deonth 5/3 anvlies to true turbulent flow only. It should be 3 with laminar flor. 

In oxperinonts the valuc of this exoonent of donth variod fron 1 to 2. Although if 

the botton were truly snooth, laminar flov might occur, a littlce thourht will show 
thet it is incaoablo of imvortant erosion and transvortetion. If any substantial 

dooth is obtained turbulence must begin, a condition which groetly enhances both 
erosion and movenont of matorial. It is likely that in certain spots where flow is 
concentrated until it attains a force considerably in oxcess of the resistance of the 
bod to crosion, there may be a trensition from mixed to either fully turbulont flow 
or nossibly from turbulent to shooting flow. Tws wo may have gullies (donres in 
South Afries ) forned in tho othorwise reesonesly smooth surface of 2 vedimont or | 
outwash vlain. It is possiblo thet the »honomone. of breiding may be in vart related 
to changes in manner of flow of vetor where the sodiment load is at its meximun 

value (so-called overloading). Ye mey, therefors, conclude thet nothing which is 
known proves the theory of change in manner of flow in descending a slope although 

such ae change may explain gulloying.
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Control by comactonce of wator. Competence is defined as tho ability of water 
to transvort matorial measured by eithor diametor or *rcight of the largest varticle. 

ic has been shown that for particles ovér 1 mm, diameter, the diemeter of the largest 
particle is vroportional to the square of the wator velocity and that for patticlos 
less than about 0.2 mm in diamoter the ratio changes to the square root of the velocity 

Now with turbulent flow, ve is proportional to S (slove), other things being equal. 

With mixed flow V2 is relatcd to tho le vovor of the slope. By substitution it is 

easy to demonstrate that the larger particle diametor {ts relatod directly to slope 
for turbulent flo and to the 1.4 vovor in tho case of mixed flow. With small 

varticles the lay is difforent for more of the sediment is trensvorted in suspension. 
Ey the above criteria diemetor of particlos should be vroportioned to tho + power of 
slops with turbulent flow and to the 7/40 power of slovre with mixed flow. Now it has 

‘oon observed that along stroans from the Blacl Hills ‘evcbage size of gravol stones 
is dircetly rolatod to slope and it seems lilccl® that ‘such is gonerelly the casc. 

Sono havo suggostod that decroasod slopo downstresum is due to "solective trans— 
portation", thet is to progressive loss cf the larger .yartiéles thus permitting a 

constant decrease inislope below that point. This could be explained by the fact 
that, as transvorting ability of a stroem varices with ¢ischarge, the larger pebblos 
arc most apt to bo loft bohind during the noxt flood, tut in general the viow scoms 
hard to domonstrato. 

Another sugrestion is that woar of pobbles during trensport decreases the need 
for volocity, so that slopo is vroportionod to sizo of largost matorial prosont at 
any givon location. Stornbeorg proposcé = lay of vobble oar in which reduction in 
weight ves assumed to bo a function in which a constant is raised to a nogative 
powor in which distance is a factor. The usual form in which this is given is ratio 

of final woight to originel weight = o-8 whore o is the voll known constant, a is 
enothor constant deponding on nature of the rocl, and h is tho distance. To compare 
diametors the constent a of the oxponent is divided by 3. Tho above cquation gives 

the porcontage of woifht lost in unit distance. It has boon claimed that pobbles 
in tho Rhine River loso 1 porcont of woight por kilometor of travel. Unfortunatcly, 

neither the oxact mechanics of pobblo abrasion (impact and abresion) are cloar in all 

cases, nor is tho source of a vobvle roadily determined. Ono wonders just how pebbles 
of local dorivation vore distinguished from those of distant origin! Another factor 
which sooms to havo boon ovorlookod, is tho tondoncy of some kinds of rock, like 
granito and sendstonco, to vass abruptly from pebbles to much smellor particles. 

Voathoring of vobbles during transit has also boon ignored, Although the fact is 
rocognized that pobblos ara roducod in size and woight by transportation tho validity 

of any univorsel mathomaticel law is doubtful and slope cannot be defined in torms of 
d@istanco in this way. It sooms likely thet slovos with a vory low cxponent are all 
undorlein by vory fino matoriels liko volcanic "ash" and cley. 

An indiroct amroach to the vroblom of distance vs slope may bo mado by consid- 
ering othor hydreulic princivles. It has alrcady been shown that velocity of wator 
is roletod not only to slope but also to dooth (or hydraulic radiug).In Mannings 
formule tho letter quantity, D (or R) carrios a highor oxoonont than doos slopo. In 

vractico it is a larger numbor, for slooo’is in most instancos of very small numerical 
valuo. In Horton's formule for slopo vash discharge on unit width ineroasos at a 
powor of dooth wich is in genoral more than unity, and is much higher than thet of 
slopoe From this it mey bo concluded thet incroasc in discharge of a stroam, or in 
amount of slovowash in dosconding a slopo, will in gonoral neod vrogressively loss 
slovoe with incroasc of distence to take care of tho discharge. 

A somewhat moro dofinito enproach is by moens of the Schoklitsch bed load formula 
which rolated the coarsor matcriel carriod to totel work of the stream in unit time by 

tho familiar dovth-slopo rolationshin. As checked by oxycrimont bed load por unit 

width = constant x slono to 1.25 to 2 nowor x oxcoss of discharge por unit width efter 

doducting discherge ver unit width necossary for any movement to occur.
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ving common notetions: G/p=Cc.5 (1.25 to 2.0) (a-do) 

Substituting V2 for S for turdulont(whore G = total bed load. and » = votted vorimoter 

end © is e constant dopénding on nature of netorjal) flow, using the avorago valuc 
of oxnonont of 5 = (3/2), this pocones G/p = C.Vy (a-ag) and substituting for q = 

ToD, fp = c.vt (B-Dg). It should be notcd that all velocity fortwlas mst have an 
axponont twico thet using in a donth—slopo oe Now if wo solve the cquation 

using $3/2 for slope it is evidont that : _(¢/p 3 

\Sla=aq) 
Siow wo may assume that bod load por unit width of dhannol (¢/p) remains essentially — 
ceastent below a zone near to the border of tho belt of no erosion whores ocrosion » 

hegins. Now if wo essumc, that unit width Cischargo, q, increascs in direct propor— 

sion to h or horizontal distence ayay from the border of belt of no crosion this works 

out to S: wap and to fell, fs nt/3, since f is obteincd by miltiolying evorage 

slope by horizontel distencc. In general stroems do not inercesc et as high a rato 

noasurod in torms of avorafo discharge and distence from ono gauging station to the 

noxt. Roduction in rate of incrcoese would then lessen the concevity by inercasing 

tho oxponont. If, wo assumo a vory low rato of incroase, like that of streams foa 

“ron tho mountains or from an ice shoct, for instence a: ni/10 it follows that S: 

n-2/15 and f: nii/as, Tho last oxponent, about .93, is not much higher than thet 

sbsorved in podiments and outwesh pleins. We would exvect thet with no incrceasc 

zn discherge vor unit width e streicht lino unchanged slope would occur. 

Anothor apporech might bo elong the linc of capacity or linit of bed load, a 
Soatureo not included in the above formule, which makes load directly proportional 

to discharge. : 

Conclusion. Although the foreroing Giscussion h-s failed to vrovide = conclus— 
ive universel enstrer to the oroblen of conce-vity of slope, the best solution seems 

‘ So lie in the cormetence of weter for trensvortation of the cosrser debris condition— 
ed by the size of naterial wresent. Save in exceptional conditions it is immossible 

+o relete size of eveileble naterial to distance downstreen or downslope. Sternbergs 

sunvosed lew is pleinly inanpliceble in most localities. It must also be realized 

Shat hydravlie »orincinles alone tend tovard concevity.. 
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Flow of ice 

Introduction - Most authors heve treated the physics of tce flow as those of a fluid, 
In a true fluid velocity of flow due to a shearing stress is always directly propor- 
tional to the amount of such stress, The coefficient of viscosity gives the relation 

between stress end velocity of movement in a cube of unit size, Velocity may also be 
expressed as the time rate of shear strain, The value of the coefficient for a given 
fiuid at given temperature is constant throughout the entire range of applied force. 
However, no account is teken of time rate of change of force, A very sudden appli- 
cation of stress may cause shear fracture instead of flow. 

Nature of glacial ice,- Glacial ice is formed by recrystallation of snow and hence 
must contain considerable entrapped air, Crystals appear to be hexagonal and are 
probably oriented with long axes more or less parallel to the plane of shearing, 
Glaciers are often classified as temperate and polar(arctic, In the first type the 
melting temperature is reached at the surface during the summer, At that time the 
entire thickness of the ice is at the melting point which decreases downward at the 

rate of 1 degree centigrade for approximately 2100 meters thickness, Under these | 
conditions the granular ice crystals are probably all separated by more or less 
interstitial water. In polar glaciers the top never reaches the melting point, Fig, i 

Heat is constantly lost to the atmosohere, so that there is a temperature increase 
downward into the ice similar to that observed in the rocks of the earth's crust, 
The slope of this gradient is determined by the conductivity of the material, The 
curve of increasing temperature in the ice must intersect the curve of the pressure— 
controlled ielting point, See diagram,(1).Below that depth the ice is like that of 
the temperate glacier, at the melting point. In the zone where ice is at this 
condition slight changes in pressure brought about by variation in rate of motion, 
in thickness of overlying ice and snow, or possibly by escape of interstitial water, 
may cause either pressure melting or refreezing., Experiments and physical measure- 
ments with specimens ef glacial ice were to a large extent rendered valueless beceuse 
the samples were packed in dry ice for shipment and hence solidly frozen, The 

reality of pressure-induced changes in state of ice is readily demonstrated by the 
time-honored experiment of passing a weighted wire through a chunk of ice, 

Flow of glacial ice.- Ice must flow by pressure melting and recrystallization and is, 
therefore, unlike a true fluid, Instead it behaves like a plastic or a metal, Fig, < 
Some rather crude experiments by Hess serve to confirm this conclusion, Figs, 2,3. The 
following diagrams, show that in such substances, which include rock, there is a : 
certain threshold stress which must be exceeded to produce any flow at all, It is 
not clear, however, what relation this initial value has to duration of application, 
Hess! experiments appear to show that a thickness of about 240 meters of ice is |. 
necessary to produce motion but that with greater stresses velocity of motion 

increases rapidly, This threshold force is equal to the crushing strength of ice, 
It is clear, therefore, that no constant coefficient of viscosity can be given for 
ice, Kochelin's results based on computetion from actual glaciers give results which 
vary from less than 2 to nearly 10 times 10°“ dynes / cm* / sec, Hess' experiment 
suggests a much lower value of the coefficient, a little over 5 x 10 7 dynes/ em?/sec 

at O deg, C. and a velocity of 1 cme / SeCe 

~
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Another way of expressing the above conclusions is to show the relationship between 
vertical compression and lateral pressure (Fig, 4), From the approximate curves 
prepared by Kochelin it appears that the greater the pressure and the lonrer the 
time the closer does ice anproach to the mechanics of e fluid, but again definite 
experiments are lacking, : 

Velocity of flow, In a true liquid velocity of laminar flow is related directly to 
the produc: of slope times square of depth and is inverse to twice the coefficient 
cf viscosity, But in ice it is necessary to start with the minimum thickness of 
avons 240 neters below which the coefficient of viscosity is related inversely to 

ratceness to nvh power. Substituting this variable value in the above forma makes 

velocity proportional to slope multiplied by thickness to the 2+ n power, where n 
is the exponent of depth, The valy> of n has not been determined accurately but 
‘ess! experiments suggest 4, Griggs suggests for rock an exponent related to amount 
cf stress, It also follows that if a glacier thins to the critical thickness of 

about 240 meters it cannot move, 

Application to other phenomena, The above discussion also avplies to flow, of rocks, 
For instance the discussion on pp, 22-23 is erroneous, A cliff of rock must have a 

certain minimum heighth before any outward bulge at the bottom could occur, Reason~ 
ing from ice it seems possible that there may be a relation to the crushing strengss 
of rocks which determines this threshold value, The same remark apolies to the 
minimum load necessary to initiate isostatic adjustment, 
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Forces retarding stream flow, As brourht out in *he text stroam flow 
in any given portion of the course is retarded by forces whose sum is essén- 
tially cqual to that of the current so that there is no acceleration. 
Following Cook!’ we nay list: : 

(1) overconing viscosity by internal shearing, for the nost part raising 
tomeorature. In water this loss is anparently slight. Viscosity is neg~ 

lected in formulas for velocity of turbulent flow. 
(2) Kinetic onerry of rotation due to turbulence- a considerable por~ 

tion, although variable in amount; sone of the loss is recovered whenover 

dogree of turbulence is diminishod, 5 

(3) Transportation of debris, both suspended and bed load, the latter in 
part duc to impact of partitles on the bed loosening others, To maintain 

material in suspension demands a vertical component of notion at least 
equal to the settling velocity of particles concerned. Debris also in 

creases Tiscosi tyo 
(4) Syresion ox chanring of the shapo of the bed. It is with this that 

the stucy of peonorvholory is primarily concerned. Its energy denands 

mist be considerable. This is in roneral treated simply as friction in 
the bed. : 

(5) Formation of surface waves - a nerlirable vart of the total, except 

perhaps when the waves first start. 
(6) Fornation of ripples and ridres in loose material on the botton. 

This increases turbulence and in leboratory experinents consumes a much 
higner anount of enerry than in neturel streans, At high velocity ripples 

disappear. 7 

Now the relative anountsof available enerry which can be devoted to 
these veries in a cormlox and, for the most part, unknown manner. Tho 
fivst two listed mst elways be met before any energy is available for 
the othors. 

Powor versus forces A flowing stream develops a certain amount of 

power which is defined as force miltinlied by velocity (P= FV) oras 
weight of water in a given tine multiplied by slope (P = wQs), where Wea . 

unit weight of water and Q = volune passing in unit tine. It is, therefore, 
possible to compute the amount of foree which moving at the observed velo~ 
city would create the observed anount of power. It is then evident that 
this "fictitious" force is that component of the weirht of unit colunn of 
water waich is parallel to the bed of the streem. Thus we have the fani~ 
liar DuBois equation, F ~ depth x slone (F = WDS), Although it is imose 
sible with present lmowlodse exactly to evaluate all of the methods of 
energy Cispersal, it is cloar that no sinfle one can be changed without 
affecting all the others. Cook coneludes that, save nossibly in exceptional 

circumstances, the addition of a suspended load decreases total energy 

availatle for debris movenent. Ice comments that Rubey's attempt is too 
“ simple to take account of all factors for his forrmla considered only onergy 

to keop this load off the bottom plus that consumed. by " friction on the 
bottom 

4 oat nate _
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Brodability of soilse Despite much worl by those interested in soil 

conservation no very definite principles of wide axnlication have been diss 
covered which serve to compare the erodability of different soils. Most 
work has been done on relative anount of erosion with different types of 
crops which serves sirmmly to reaffirn what hes long been known, namely 
that erosion is at a mininum when the land is covereé by either forest or . 
grass. The importance of direct imeact of raind@rons on bare soil has also 
been proved. Soils have been shown to vary widely in ease of Cispersion ine 

to suspension in water. Those which contain alkalic compounds are readily 
broken down. Other soils swell on wetting. The colloids in some rapidly 
fill up the voids when wet,increasing runoff. In this connection it is 
well to mention that mechanical analyses tell little on the subjoct of soil 
particles or granules because a very strong disporsing arent wes. first 2 

used before making the sizc separations. Many students of crosion lay 

much ormhasis on the ratio of rainfall-~intonsity to infiltration-rate. Sone 
experinents show definitely that under conditions tested percent of runoff_ 

("water loss" as used by soil crosion students) incroases with lencth of 
slope only when the rainfallerate oxceeds a certain value, With slow rains 
the opposite may occur. The same remarks apnly also to soil loss measured 
in tons per acre. Few infiltration rates have been determined on undise 
turhed soils, Middleton considered as factors repulating erodibility of 
soils: amount of orranic matter, silica~sequioxide ratio and total ex— 
chanrable bases. The ratio of colloids to moisture cquivalent or dispersion 
ratio is also ¢iven. This is the ratio of silt to clay in mechanical 
analyses expressed as percent. If this is less than 15 percent the soil 
might be classed as non-crosivee 

Relative imortance of sheet vs channel erosion. Most toxts treat 
erosion of valleys as prinarily the result of channel cutting, although 
the irmortance of slope or shect erosion is recoynized by sone authors, 
Horton*presents evidence that erosion of the slopes by wash is much nore 

important quanitatively than is channel or bank erosion. Ile concluded that 
since the total area of channels is a very small nortion of the entire 

besin the relative importence must have about the sane ratio. A sheet of _ 
water ia deep flowing at 1 ft./sec. will procuce a surface runoff of 
22,000 ft.”/sec. from each linear mile of stream ina basin of 100 n* and a 
total streen lenrth of 100 miles. If Loaded to 10 percent by volume this 

would in 6 hours remove a Copth of soil of nearly 1/3 inch, Ie cautions 
that some have failed to distinr-uish between erosion-rate and transporting 
eapecitye Once capacity is attained crosion is roverned by transporting 
rate alone. Both are in general oxpressed as a »owor of runoff-intensitys 
Letting anount of suspended natter at a given voint by B, and distance 
from the divide by h, then 3: h™, where m is an exponent, This quantity, . 
5, is equal to the sum or intepral of all erosion down to that point. The 
rate of erosion at any ays point is then (vy differential calculus) : 

proportional tom.h (Hell which is equivalent to dividing by h and mle 
tiplying by the exnonent to obtain an averare value or rate of increase 
per unit of horizontal distance. Ixperinment indicated that the value of 
m is ereator than unity. Since the total denth of erosion at any riven 

point is the product of rato tines duration of flow, which is nearly cone 
stant on any given slope, the result is a curvo which is concave upward. 

“Horton carried his conclusions further pointinre out that the average
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drainage basin is pear-shaped and that this closely approximates the shape 
of an excavation controlled by the above law which is cut into an inclined 

plane. 

(9) ‘ : , 
Knapp lists factors controlling entrainnent of sedinent as: eroding 

forces® uniforn boundery shear, local shear from eddies, fluid impact, pare 
ticle impact, and incresscd buoyency, and resisting forces ar: gravity, 
support of adjacent particles, mechanical bindins, protective surface coa- 

ting and resistance to intcrnel or interstitial flow. = 

S) 
Stren gives some deta on silt load per squaro nile of drainage area 

of the Missouri River and sone of its tributaries,as woll as a comparison 

of the bed load and suspended load of some of then. The minirnmn is the 
James River at Scotland, S. De , 1 ton/m@3 the maxinun, Bad River, Piorre, 
S. De, with 1640 tons/n@. Commuting loads in parts per million of water 
by weicht. the bed load varies from a mininun of 3 in Osage River toa _ 

"maximum of 2,120 in Niobrara River. Susponded load varies from 77 in Gase 
conade River to 21, 120 in White River. It must do noted that the contrast 
is between rivers. whose basins are on fairly firm rocks and those which 
drain areas of slightly consolidated material. Rates of suspended to bod 
load very from 0.26 to 1 in Niobrara River to 180.5 to 1 in Milk River, 

Meandering of rivers, bascd on experiments by J. F. Friedkin at U. S. 
Waterways Oxperinment Station, Vicksburrs: : 

The artificial stream usec varied from 1 to 5 feet in width, 50 to 150 

feet in length, 0.05 to 0.3 feet in depth, and hac a discharge up to 0.15 
£t2¥sec (second feet). The conclusions were (with a few additions by the 
writers: Dates 

Meandering: is duo to Ceflection of the current erainst a bank locally in= 
creasing turbulence and causing caving. Deflection is due to ‘ ovstaclese 
No effect of the rotation of the earth was observed. The only requirenent_ 

for meandering is bank erosion. Amount of materiel thus made available to 
the strean is governed by nature of the bank and the angle of attack of the 

current. 
The stream channel is altered in an endeavor to carry off this locally« 

derived load and thus bring the channel into equilibriun with amount of 

sedinent. Rate of bank crosion is not related directly to rate of down 
strean sand movenent. 

Sand is carried across the channel to next bar on the other side down— 
stream, thus trading sediment from one bank to the other. At the bar 

veloeity of current is et a minimun. 

Rate of bank erosion is decreased by increase in slope or discharge, by 

increase in lenrth of the stroan, by straightening which reduces the angle 

of attack, and by shoaling. Thus rapid streams do not meanders 

With relatively low velocity of the stream a bend bogins to form, whéch 

by deflecting the current from side to side causes other bends below which 

are eroded into the bank. This is like a ball rolling down a trough when 
deflected to one side. Material thus derived forms bars which cross to the 
convex points of the other bank where sand is deposited. Thus a stream — 
becomes a serics of deeps and bare or crossings. Crossings are eroded at 

. Low watere :
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If the river banks ere very casily eroded the channel becones very wide 
and shellow thus making = braided strean. Braided streans maintain a 
relatively steep slope. Long straight reaches of rivers oxhibit this 

character. iA e 
Rate of meandering depends upon the materials of the banks as does depth _. 

of the channel, Resistant materiel is associated with Ccep water and little, 
if any, meandering (or bank erosion). Slope is least in resistant natcrialse 
Scour of the deeper varts of the bed results from eithcr decrease in amount 

of sediment or increase in velocity. Deposition is due to the converse, 
The curves of the meanders are smooth in uniform materials non-uniformity 

of materiel causes irregulerities. 
Meanders nigrate steacily downstrean in uniform material and never forn 

cutoffs through the narrow necks, Such are the result on noneuniforn 

material slowing up part of one bond.:: 
The radius of curvature of the meanders increases with both slope and 

discharge; thus only large rivers make large meanders. 
Length of bends is directly proportional to discharge and slope ,but width 

of the nean@ering zone increases with both at less than direct proportions 

Length of bends is inverse to ancle of attack, but width increases at less 
than direct ratio; thus the radius of the bends is decreased, ‘The angle of 

attack varics with volocity of flow. 
‘Sinuousity (length of the stream compared with airline distance down 

valley) is directly increased by discharge but increases at less than 
direct ratio to slopes 

Width of bends is linited by formation of chutes or short circuits across 

points (not to be confused with cutoffs). : 
The three variables, discharge combined with channel form, arount of mor 

ving sand, and rate of bank crosion are interrelated. Increase in slope 

is counteracted by increase in velocity so that a smaller channel with less 
hydraulic radius is required for the sane discharre. Complete balence of 

these factors is never attained in nature. In the valley of the Mississippi 
below Cairo, the bank material becomes progressively finer and more resistant 
downstream. Thus slope Cecreases downstream along with rate of bank erosions ~ 

Meandering stops near New Orleans and depth of the channel increases downs 
stream, ‘ 

; Rate cf meandering is slowed in soft material by the wider and shallower 
stream channels, A ratural river has a variable discharge and hence is 

continually changing the forn of its bed.
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Wood; Alan, The development of hillside slopes: Geol. Assoc., Proce 533 
128-148, 1942 

Wood applies his theory to réconcilietion of the viows of Davis vs Penck. 
Davis postulates uplift as sudden, Penck es gradual, then increasing in speed, 
last declining in rate. In this woy Penck explaincd slopes as convex above and 
coneave below. 
Srosion of vertical faces. Wood oxplains formation of talus (seree) by upward 

Growth on a receeding rock base. Ile calls the exposed and later buricd bed 
rock the FRE FACE and the talus the CONSTANT SLOPEn. Now if the talus is 
veathered it is washed cut by rain and the finest matorial is carried farthest 

neking the WANING SLOPE or what might be called a wash slope. 

Brosion of valley wallse Streens tend to make velloys with vertical sides but 
woathering prevents this from being common. Now if downcutting is rapid 

weathoring makes the valley walls convex. ‘Whon downcutting is checked by © 

Dasclevel talus slopes begin to form with waning slopes below. Talus will 
Crow upward until all the frec fece is buried, 
Formation of the woner convex or waxing slope. Normally the original convex 
valloy sides will be destroyed »by valley deepening. But when the valley is no 
longer being deepened repidly then the tops of the walls are attacked fron a 

both sides and rounced off into a convex or WAXING slope. Rejuvination of the 
stream may deepen the valley and reexpose the free slope. Vegetation diminishes 
rate of erosion and the constant slope is preserved at original angle. But _ 
weathering may reduce angle of the talus and cause slidinr. Increased rainfall 

night also cause slides. Constant slope ney keen its anrle as valley side is 

eroded back, Alluviation of a valloy may bury.the waning slope. Rise of sca 
level duc to marine sedinentation would assist penepleination. In application 
to actual conditions we must recopmize oa log in adjustment. : 

Four indepentent factors: erosive activity of stream; intensity of transporta- 
tion on slopes; material of valley sides; rate and products of weathering ~ 
Wood supports the idea of srade of streams. Such a stream is not in permanont _ 

equilibrium but has developed in relation to a baselevel, local or regionale | 
Slope is that needed to carry available debris. Both constant and waninr slopes 
are also "erated" , Stream beds are still degraded as the load becones fincr, 
Fits his ideas to soil erosion, gulleyinz, badlands. In case of pediments he 
says thet defleatiomrenoves some of the talus and orifzinal free face wears . 

back until entirely destroyed Water has distributed the talus material and | 
after its removal the rock pediment mey be erofed by sheet floods and defle- 
tion. Final result is lower slones of pediments and fornetion of a desort 
peneplain. In tropical forest landslicing of the unstable soil mantle roe. 
exposes rock faces, A decn water table lowers beselevet of streams and makes. 
for narrow razorbacked ridres with no vaxing slopes. Chalk downs have no cone 
stant slope but convex-concave forms due to underrround drainare. Solifluction 

is very efficient transportation in suitable climate. Result a very subdued 
topography.
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Definitions of words peneplain and peneplanee 

Wooster, pe 193 ; : 
The peneplain, oririnally defincd by Davis as almost a plain, — desips 
nates the ultimate stare reached in a normal cycle of erosion. It repre» 
sents a large land area that has been reduced nearly to baselevel by 
streams. In reality peneplains nay not be "almost plains” but actual 
plains in the true topopraphic sense of the word. Sone nay approach 
the quality of a geometric plane, therefore,.may be vronorly designated 
nenenlanes (almost planes). The final process by which a land mass 
cormosed of rocks of varying structure and composition is reduced to a 
peneplain is nlanation broucht about by the lateral erosion of streans——e 
4s a rule the surfaces of penepleins are not flat but gently rolling. 

VonRareln, pe- 83 
For'.on indefinitely lonm veriod is at the disposal of the normal de~ 
cradetional processes and agencies, nanely weathering processes and 
streans flowing down to the sea, it is obvious that such activity will 
eventually bring about the reduction of the highest and broadest of 

uplifted regions to an ultimately lowest level. 2 
As unchanged peneplains in situ are not availeble for observational study 
many of the characteristics of penonlains must be deductively inferred. 

Lobeck, pe 634 
It is admitted by most investisators that peneplanes may be forned ; 
subaerially by streams, or by marine planation, or by wind action under : 
arid conditions... Sone authorities restrict the term peneplane to sure 
faces developed only by stream action, but in this text it refers to an 
alnost flat surface produced by cestructive forces. 

Cotton, p. 20 : 
the surface of very faint rolicf which the cycle theory requires shall 

eventually result fron the prolonged action of normal erosion on a land 
surface without interruption by further uplift or other earth novenents 

is a peneplain. 

Salisbury, pe 153 
It is doubtful whether any extensive lend area was ever worn down to a 
perfect basc~level; but freat eroas have been worn down almost to that 

level--- a region in this condition is called a yeneplain (almost plain) 

(gives an illustration fron Camp Douglas, Wis.) 

Davis, Physicel Goography, pe 152 , 
It may be imagined that, at a very late stage of develonment, oven tho 
nesas and buttes of an old plateau nay be worn away, the whole region 
being then reduced to a gently rolling lowland, a worn-down plain, or 

"plain of denudation" —a lowlend of this kind nay be called a "peno- 
plain", because it is an "almost plain" surface, 

Webster dictionary 
Plain (noun) = level land or broad stretch of land having few irrogulari= 

. ties of surfaces ; : 
Plane (noun) « a surface, real or imaginary, in which if any two points
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are taken, the straight line which joins them lies wholly in that surface; 
er a surface any soction of which by a like surface is a straight lines 
a surface defined completoly by eny three points not colinear; or a sur~ 

: face more or less approximating a geonetricel plane. 
(illustration, inclined plane).e 

Wooldridge and Morgan, p. 183 : 
In the orthodox presentation of the cyele of crosion, the later stages 
are represented as largely concerned with the gradual lowering of the . 
interfluvos by atmospheric wasting. This process is rerarded as cone 
tinuing long after active valley deepening has ceased, so that it tends 
to the obliteration of the strong relief of maturity, producing in the 
linit, a rolling upland, on which rivers flowing with c¢entle gradients | 

are seperated by low swells of the surface. For such a surface We. Me 
Davis proposed the tern "yeneplain". ; a 

Johnson, D. We, Plains, planes, and peneplanes, Georr. Reve 1: 443-447, 
1916 
We must recognize (1) the verfectly plane surface of ultimate crosion 
and (2) the imperfect "almost plane" surface which characterizes the 
penultinate stages of the several crosion cycles. 

(1) The level erosion surface produced in the ultimate stare of any 

eycle may be called a nlanee : 

(2) The undulating erosion surface of moderate rolicf produced in the 

pemultinate stare of any cycle nay be called a peneplane. A low-rolief 

region of horizontal rocks would bo called a plain. 
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GEOMORPHOL OGY 

Supplement: Concepts of the endpoint of the cycle of erosion 1951 

Introduction. The following is intended to clarify some of the material 

in the text. It includes neither all discussions nor the discrimination of 
now-dissected surfaces, The definitions of the word "peneplain" or "peneplane" 
§iven in another supplement show that the endpoint of the cycle of erosion has 

never been defined very clearly and that wide differences of opinion exist in 

Sust what is included, For instance Howard states: "The term peneplane is 

valuable, because it may be applied to any broad degradational surface of low 

relief even though its exagt origin has not been determined,—-------The term 
peneplanation signifies the reduction of a region to low relief without stating 

the »rocess or nrocesses iavolved." These views probably reflect the later 
opinions of Douglas Johnsc.1 for they coincide with those exoressed by Lobeck, 

Eowever, the majority of writers obviously do not use as broad a definition but 

stick much more closely to the idea that the peneplain is the final product of 

a cycle of erosion under a so-called "normal" climate, Such a view, which 
seems to agree with those of Davis, who first introduced the term peneplain, 

although not the idea of reduction to base-level, involves the corallaries that: 
(a) no esrth movement intervened to interrupt the cycle during the long veriod 

necessary for even partial completion, (b) interstream areas were reduced to the 

approrimate level of the streams nainly by mass movement of the mantle rock aided 

by slope wash, (c) static conditions prevailed for so long a time that re= ~ 
Sistance of the weathered mantle to erosion can be neglected, (@) the climate was 

humid anc. chemical decomposition was more ranid than the removal of the products 
of weathering by erosion, (e) the summits of the divides should become convex 

upward and, (£) the valley bottoms should become nearly flat by aggradation with 

excess debris which could. not be removed. Some held thet the great amount of 

sediment eroded would in time raise sea level and thus increase aggradation of the 

valleys 2s those of coastal regions are now being filled as a consequence of the 
incresse of water in the oceans because of melting of glaciers. 

Examples of Panevlains, The only ares in humid lands which really apyroach 

the theoretical peneplain are located either on soft clays anc shales, or on 

limestone, Some enthusiasts used as examples for students Pleistocene outwash 

olains and lake bels, as well as floodplains of larze rivers, Many naps purport— 

‘ing to show "old age" tovography have now been shown to have been crvdely surveyed 
with a very large contour interval. Sy no means shovld we either use such 

inaccurate maps or confuse denositional with erosional forms. Depositional 

tovogreohy simply does not belong in the erosion cycle, ‘True undissected 

surfaces due to erosion beveling the geologic formations have been recorded only 

(a) in regions which have climates far different from that vostulated by the 

pioneers and (b‘ beneath a cover of later sediments, 

Objections to the veneplain hyvothesis., In 1933 Crickmay ventured to 
suggest that "She fruitful conception of the 'cycle of erosion! carried with 
it into senerel currency certain ideas which rest on no real foundation,----- 
--Geograrhic old age and veneplanation rest on nothing but pure deduction by 

a fevee-and @ blind acquiescence by the rest of us--------only blindness could
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prevent us from seeing some serious inconsistencies~--" Along with the total 

failure to find wneroded remnants of true penevlains he particularly noted 

the renorted series or stairways of erosional levels in the same area, as well 

as the sharp outlines of many sunvosed monadnocks, In the last he might well 

have included the tyne Mount Monadnock, New Hampshire. Criclmay proposed that 
divides vere removed »rimarily by lateral stream erosion and stated that "a 

nermal floodplain is underlain everywhere at shallow devth by planed bed-rock, 

The alluvium is a mere carpet---" This endpoint of broad floodplains only 

siightly agereded and separated by steep-sided remnants of divides he named a 

nanplain,g Absence of many modern vanplains was explained by recent rise of the 

continents, Crickmay held that peneplanation or panplanation should start with 
the lower parts of rivers and grow laterally inland.. Under his view stairways 

of erosional remnants are the expected results of successive unlifts, He : 

recognized panfans and pediments in arid regions, Crickmay's view seem not to 

have received much recognition,»ossibly because ‘the concent of pediments and 

nediplanation has since come to the front. King (1949) remarks "The development 

of a single trve 'peneplain'? involves of necessity the complete destrvction of all 

its forerunners---" "instead of the 'normal cycle! concept, the idea of 

'nediplanation', involving the extensive retreat of hill-slopes and the survival 

of planed remnents of earlier cycles woon wostanding topographic masses, has been 

advanced «s the mode of continental plenation." Eins concluded that the true 
yeneplainsoccur only in a humid climate, whereas vanvlains could occur only in 

savanna and semi-arid climates, Ee also mentions the "etchplains" of tropical 

regions made by erosion of the decomposed rock: along valleys leaving it in full 

thickness-under the steenv-sided divides, Pediplaned surfaces he ascribes to 
arid and steppe climates. They ere associated with surface accumulations of 
silica,. aluiinum oxide, and iron oxide, This process involves the 
parallel retreat of slopes, plus removal of debris of weathering by sheet wash, 

and carries as a corallary the idea that the present distribution of clim-tes has 
not always been present, King in fact ventured to sugsest that most of the 

erosional bevels of the entire world are due to pediplanation, a theory tied in 

with the brealwp of continents which has not been widely accented in the northern 

hemisphere, 

Development of the pediment concept. The following outline of the 

development of the pediment concept does not include all workers but aims simply 
to give the general growth of the idea, In 1800 Gilbert described the sloping 
rock surfaces eround the Henry Mountains, Utah, and ascribed them to lateral 
erosion by streams, He did not explain the »ediment terraces, ‘The base level of 

these streams was fixed by local conditions. This same idea has been followed 
by many ever since. In 18¢°7, however, McGee described. the sheet floods of 

sovthwestern United States. Paige, in 1912, described rock nediments and ascribed 
them to a combination of lateral erosion and interstream degradation, Lawson's 

elaborate treatment of desert topogravxhy in 1915 recoznized the retreat of 
mountain slopes whose inclination depends won the size of the boulders in the 
talus, He concluded that with a rising base level due to filling of structural 
basins the rock surface beneath the alluvial cover should be convex upward. This 

surface was termed the "sub-alluvial bench", In 1919 Jutson described sheet flocds 

in Australia but ascribed little erosive action tothem. In 1922 and 1925 Bryan 
elaborated on Lawson's ideas, In 1931 Blackwelder endorsed lateral erosion of 

weathered rock by streams as the major process of formation of pediments, Johnson 

in 1931 and 1932 followed uo this view. In 1935 Rich revived the theory of slope
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wash working on a surface composed of weathered rock, The available water shaped 
this surface to a slope on which it covld remove the debris formed by weathering, 

If, however, the material transported came from another source than local 
disintegration, only a thin veneer of transported debris was left. The degree of 
slope devends upon the size of particles which must be transported, Rich concluded 

that lateral erosion by definite streams "is not necessary for the production of 

rock fans and nediments though in many instances it contributes notably toward 
their formation." The origin of pediments along the foot of a retreating 
escaroment was also discussed, “Wasting and sheetwash, in conjunction with the 
blanketing effect of alluvial debris, are the essential factors, required for the 

production of rock fans and pediments, Lateral corrasion by streems is not 

necessary." "Drainage diversions end the dissection of abandoned fans end 
ypediments are normal—---They do not recuire----diastropic or climatic changes," 
Sield, however, reaffirmed the lateral erosion theory. Davis argued in a paper 

yublished in 1938 that absence of cut~-banks at the borders of the mountains 

adjacent to pediments favors sheet floods rather than lateral stream erosion, 
Howard in 1942 strongly supported lateral stream erosion stressing the work of 

small tributaries and correctly stating that desert streams are braided rather then’ 
meandering, <A series of papers from 1948 to 1950 by Ving and Fair on phenomena 

in South Africa give important ideas, They were the first to employ ‘Vood!s 

classification of sloves and included much quanitative slone data, Yair noted 

that in the arid portion of Tlatal the slope of talus is related to average size of 

boulders and that the angle of slope decreases with weathering of the lower part of 
the talus making more or less of a transition to pediments below, The change is 
from 1) degrees to 4 degrees inclination. The pediments are eroded on shale and 

debris is moved by sheetwash, The major processes are weathering and removal 

of the mantle by sheetwash at a rate closely equal to that of its formation, Near 

the divides infiltration, aided by evaporation, »revents erosion suggesting 
Horton's "belt of no erosion", The slope difference at the top of the pediment 
was ascrived to change in the volume-load relation, Parallel retreat of slopes 
is present only where there is a hard cap rock, Sheetwash slopes are concave. 

Ho lateral erosion of streaus was recornized, 

King classified the different types of erosion bevels according to climate ~- 

as outlined above, and concluded that vediplenation is more rapid than penes 

planation as he interprets the term. Although it shovld lead to concave slopes 

the divides may be rounded by weathering into something more like the theoretical 

venenlain. In a paper of 1949 on the pediment landform Ming concluded that it is 

"adapted to and moulded by sheet-flow" and that the uoper limit is fixed by the 
change from turbulent flow in ravines to laminar shect-flow. The concavity of 

slope is classified as thet of water erosion, He declares that »vediments are 

"Possibly the most important of all land forms," "It is the fymdamental form to 

which most, if not all, subaerial landscanes tend to be reduced, the world over," 
The retreat of escarpments is essential to the process and the pediment, on which 
erosion is at a minimum, is the result of thunderstorm type of rainfall, Erosion 
of escaroments is done by a multitvde of gullies on their faces, 

Summary. (1) Pediment formation can begin only where the original slone of 
the land is greater than that necessary for water to remove the products of 

weathering, Such slopes include normal valley sidcs, fault blocks end sides of 

folds (cither anticlinal or monoclinal) (2) Original sloves in every case soon 
became of the constant or talus type, which means that in horizontal rocks there 
mast be a resistant ca) rock, (3) In order to maintain a constant retreat of the
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talus the rock material must weather into particles which can be carried away 

by slopewash., Rocks which meet this condition include granite or other coarse- 
grained igneous and metamorphic rocks, sandstone, and some kinds of shale. In 
all of these the passage from large talus blocks to granular material is abrupt. 
(4) Retreat of the escarnment is mintained along a fairly definite line without 

mich deen dissection by valleys bya combination of undermining by weathering, 
and erosion by minor ravines including streams which descend through the talus, 

Tac heads of the larger streams may in time retreat clear through the escarpment 

and coalesce with valleys on the other sides. Such cols are called nedinent 

passes, and in many cases have a convex divide, The two sides may not accord in 
level, but join with a steep slope, Thus an elevated mass is transformed into a 

grow of isolated remnants, (5) There is a relatively abrupt change in slope 
at the foot of the talus, to the gentler inclination of the »nediment, but true 
cut banks appear to be rare. (6) ‘The slope of the pediment is that on which 
the available water can remove the particles produced by weathering at the 

approximate rate of »roduction by weathering of the talus blocks. It exceeds 
10 degrees in many localities. (7) Ability of water to remove debris is 
facilitated both by sparse vegetation and by sudden downpours or cloudbursts, 

hence an arid or semi~arid climate is required for pediment formation. This 

checi:s with the surface accvimillation of oxides and carbonates. (8) Obliteration 

of divides on the pediment is in part due to lateral erosion by braided rilis, in 
part to erosion by sheet floods, both facilitated by deep mechanical decomposition 

of the bed rock, but sheet floods cannot form until other forces have prepared a 

smooth surface for them. ‘Some observers report that shallow sheet floods have 

clear water and laminar (or mixed) flow and hence accomplish little erosion. 

(9) Most pediments heve a cover of a few feet of debris in vrocess of transit, 

A rising baselevel may increase the thickness to more than the devth to which 

floods disturb the material, A falling level minimizes the thickness of the 

mantle, Thickness may also be related to climatic changes which altered both the 

rate of supply and the amornt of rainfall, (1¢) The angle of slope of a pediment 
mist considerably exceed tiie theoretical slope of a peneplain where thorovgh 

chemical decay is beiieved to occur, (11) Filling of a structural basin below 
the pediment may proceed at the seme time as erosion closer to the escarpment 

forming 2 pediplain (12) The concavity of slope of normal sediments is related 
to the laws of water transnort. It is in part exolicable by increase in denth 

and amount of flow and in »art to decrease in mean diameter of the load by wear 

and weathering. The slove is probably not related to the size of the largest 

pebbles, for these required a only very small part of the energy of the water. 

Plumleys observation on the terrace gravels of the Black Eills was incorrectly 
stated in another supplement. It is a rough approximation to the "phi mean size" 

which is defincd as the logarithm to base 2 of the geometric meen size, ‘ 

(Geometric mean of a quanities is the nth root of their product.) Observations 

on some outwash plains in “‘isconsin showed a decrease in geometric mean size of 

the sampled portions at a vate less than the decrease in slope. A solution of 
this »roblem is yet to be veached. 

(13) The end point of pediment development, which is not exhibited in the Basin 

and Range Province, involves disanpearance of most of the residual highlands. 
, Sites of former high places would be marked by convex domes, although the lower 

slopes shovlc still be concave, Bed rock would be close the surface and not much 

altered by chemical weathering. If we postulate a former wide extent of arid 
climates many old erosion surfaces may be exslained as pediments or vediplains, 

This would account for series of erosion terraces which cannot be ascribed to 
penevlanation,
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, GEOLOGY 109 GEOMBRPHOLOGY Supplements, 1952, part 1 

Carolina Bay Problem, 1952 

The Carolina Bays could have been canned either by purely terrestrial 
forces, such as waves, currents of air or water, by solution by ground water, 
or by extra~terresirial meteorite impact, Modern coverage with air photography 

demonstrates many things which were previously unlmown or merely surmised, 

Facts. (1) Typical "bays" occur only in the Coastal Plain and are absent 
both in the adjacent sea bottommd Piedmont, (2) Bays occur from Florida to 
New Jersey but ere most abundant in the-Carclinas, (3) The total number of 

welleformed elliptical bays is estimated at about a half million, (4) The 
vounded outline is less regular in regions widerlain by limestone. (5) Most 
bays have a unstratified sand rim which is best developed around the south- 
east end, (6) Orientation é6f long axes of bays varies only slightly and 
changes are gradual between different regions. (7) Many bays overlap one ans 

ther or havs more then one rin, (8) Most bays are filled with peat which 

is thickest/15 to 30 feetjioward the SS end} this peat is underlain by lake 

silt. (9) Only a few springs oceur in bays, (10) Bays are equally well 
developed in all regions suggesting the same age, (11) No similar basins 

oecur anywhere else in the world, 

The theory of Douglas Johnson puts its primary emphasis on solution by ~ 
artesian springs, ut there is no relation between bay distribution and 

either ground water circulation or presence of permeable or soluble rocks, 

The lack of any relation to a joint pattern is also evident. There is no 

relation of bays to rock structure and no noticeable difference of age of, 
bays in different localities, The theory appears to exaggerate both the 

actual amount of rising ground water and its ability to dissolve material, 

The superimposed theory of wind and wave action in sinkholes to explain the 

sand rims fails to take inte account the rim distribution which does not ; 
agree with the Imown SW direction of winds, The irportance of water currents 

in such relatively small and shallow lakes also seems decidedly exaggerated, 

Compare the slight amount of such work in most lakes of glacial origin. 
Overlap of one bay on another is also hard to explain by Johnson's theorys 
the evidence of filling of a lake with peat does not agree with the idea of 
subsidence due to sclution. 

: The suggestion of Grant that the springs were submarine and were fre- 
quented by great shoals of fish which swam around in circles seems entirely 
too far-fetched, One bay is 7 miles long. Besides it would not account for 
the sand rimss 

Prouty!s revised meteoritic hypothesis is based mainly woon the shock 
wave or compression cone which occurs with bodies moving through the air at 
supersonic speed, Impact of a vast shower of meteorites(a comet) would 
thus account for the formation of so many elongated craters in the sand of the 
Coastal Plain and not in adjacent firmer material, Many meteorites have 4 
been discovered in the Piedmont %o the northwest. This idea also explains 2 
the striking perfection of outline, the marked parallel orientation, the 
overlaps, and the sand rims, Two checks have been presented. First the 
shapes of the bays agree with small craters formed in fine sand overlying 
clay by high-velocity rifle bullets fired at an anzle of 30 to 35 degrees 
to the surface, Second, magnetometer work has disclosed many local "hirhs!! 
nearly south of and distant from the rims by about the length of the short 

: 3
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axis of the bay adjacent. Magnetic work is confused by linear magnetic 

highs due to basement(pre-Cretaceous)rocks, by the great number of bays 
in some districts, and the difficulty in maxing readings in swamps on, 

unstable peat. The highs do not check either in strength or position © 
with the idea of redeposition..of iron oxide from solution of the bays» s 

imonite is not strongly magnetic. Fins proof of the presence of metal~ . 

lic iron under the magnetic highs can only be established by test drilling, 
A survey by air—borne magnetometer might also be of value since it would 
not be affected ye conditionss 
ee Corctonn w~ 195V 
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Technical terms suggested by Bryan (see next section on permafrost) 

Pergelisol = permafrost or permanently frozen ground 

Mollisol = surface zone thawed in summer, the “active layer” 

Intergelisol = transition zone at bottom of mollisol, thawed at times 

: above 
Tabetisol = unfrozen ground within, or below the pergelisol or frozen ground 

Congelifraction = frost-splitting of rocks 

Congeliturbation = frost action including frost-heaviz and mass movement of the 

active layer or mollisol ” 

Congeliturbate = disturbed material of active layer or mollisol 

Cryopedology = science or study of intensive frost action, frozen greund, etc. 

Cryoplanation=/process of leveling of topography under frozen ground conditions, 

similar to peneplantion is warmer climato 
Pergelisol table = top of pergelisol 

Subgelisol = unfrozen ground below the frozen zone 

Supragelisol = zone -above the pergelisol ‘ i 

Pergelation = process of forming permanently frozen ground at any time.



Permafrost In Relation t6 Land Forms per ly p. 3 

introduction: Permafrost or perennially frozen ground is important to land 
forms in its effect an (a) weathering ¢ (b) erosion, (c) ground water circulation, 
and (d) formation of relief beth by the €reezing and the melting of ieee Although 
known for many years attention has been devoted to this problem recently because 
of its effects on the worka of man. Oriteria for its recognition from surface 
indications are, therefore, important. Attention has also been given to the former 
distribution of permafrost, which has left a record in land forms. 

Origin--Sources of heat: The surface of the earth obtains heat by (a) direct 
solar radiation, (b) conduction from the air, (c) conduction from the interior 
heat of the globe, and (d) from latent heat set free by condensation of atmospheric 
moisture. Study of (a) has been based upon known rates of downward increase 
of temperature in drill holes and mines combined with laboratory determinations of 
the conductivity of the materials of the crust. It is generally believed that the 
rate of heat transmission from the interior of the earth is very slow, probably 
less than 0.2 caloriesfom*/day, Average conductivity for rocks is generally given 
@s about 340 cal/em*/day/dez. 6.. for ice 4s 457, snow as about 43 and water as 118. 

In other words, the conductivity of solid ice is much above that of water or rocke 
Conductivity of mantle rock or permggble materials is greatly affected by the 
presence of either ice or water, parvicularly if the latter is moving. The low 
rate of heat escape from the earth is due to the prevailingly low temperature 
gradient. Although the conductivity of air is very low, about 1 percent of ice, 

: its specific heat (.237) is relatively high, almost half that of ice(.502). This 
property makes it possible for warm winds and rain to contribute much heat to the 
eabth by conductione Direct solar radiation decreases with latitude because of the 

low angle of the sun's rays to the horizon but although the very long days somewhat 

compensate for the short northern summere Direct radiation may contribute several 
hundred calories to a square centimeter per day. Formation of fog may contribute 
much heate 

Loss of heat: Heat is lost from the ground by (a) conduction into the air and 
(b) radiation. Loss of heat is impeded by both snow cover and a mat of vegetation. 
Both have very low conductivity and serve to keep out heat from the sun. But both 
are good radiators and promote loss of heat to the air when the ground is the 

warmer of the two. In the Arctic strong winds keep snow from accumulating to great 

depths by concentrating it into local drifts, whose summer melting is the source 
of streams of water. In most northern lands snowfall is not heavy. In order to 

have freezing of the ground it is necessary first to have moisture present, for 
dry materials cannot be frozen. Second, the temperature of the ground must be 

reduced to below the freezing point of water for some sonsiderable time. High winds 
low air temperature, and good conditions for radiation from the earth all faver 

deep freezinge Whether or not bare ground freezes more quickly than areas with a 

matt of frozen mosses is debatable. The depth to which frost extends probably 
increases at less than direct ratio to the duration of low temperatures. If the 

summer thaw reaches only to a slight depth,the next winter, which is much longer 
than the summer, will add frost so that the congealed layer exteds deeper and — 
deeper with time. Ice is a better conductor than dry rock or eatth. Permafrost 
has been reported up to nearly 2000 feet deep. Ice occurs in irregular masses, 
sheets, wedges, and graryjes.wedges narrow downward and may extend 30 geet below 

the surfaces For ground temperature observations see figures 1 and 2, p. 7 

Summer thaw: Depth to which thawing occurs in the short Arctic summers depends 

upon the (a) absorption of radiant heat from the sun, and (») conducivity of the 

ground. The matt of tundra vegetation is a good insulator. The pmperm ability of 

the permafrost retains much water in the thawed layer. The prevailingly slight 

rainfall the the Arctic slows down melting. Summer ground conditionssare then like 

those of more southerly latitudes during a dry spring when melting of the frost is 

very slow due to lack of warm raine
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Refreezing: When colder temperatures return in the fall a new frost layer 

forms on top of the melted zone. This thickens until it merges with the perma~ 
frost below. Locally ground water is trapped between two layers of frost. Fig» 3, 

¥ ‘be oe piGnin of permafrost: Permafrost is widespread in northern North 
America and in Siberia, as well as on some high mountains. Approaching more mild 
climates from either the Arctic or from the mountains, the permafrost becomes 

more and more patchy and shailower. Even in far northerly latitudes there is no 

permafrost under thick glaciers or adjacent to large rivers and the sea. 

Fovoraphic offects: The topgraphic effects of permafrost may be divided into 
(a) those due directly to the ice and (b) those caused by the thawed or "active! 
layer of summer. Frost heaving is belicved to form hills ( "pingos") up to 600 
fect across ané 230 feet high. These occur chiefly in fine-grained lake seCiments. 
They contain radiating ice veins. Peat mounds with a core of ice do not exceed 
25 fect high. One of the most prominent features which is readily seen in air 

photos, is the polygonal pattern due to melting of the tops of ice wedges. These 

display trenches up to 2 feet deep: The diameter of the polygons is fo: the most 
part only a fow fect although a maximum of 600 feet is recorded. The shape varics 

widely and is rectangular on a slope. The best examples occur in fine-grained 
sediments and poorly drained areas. On rocky ground they grade into stone nets on 

flat areas and stone stripes on hillsides. The pattern of polygons is etchec into 

the lower side of ice on ponds until that exceeds half a foot in thickness. In 

the centers the polygonal areas may be either depressed and covered with a mixture 

of ice and peat or elevated forming low mounds. This socond condition is thought 

to be an older stage of development. When small streams form on an area of cracls 
they are angular in course interrupted by small pools due to ice melting.in the 
centers of the polygons ("beaded streams"). The form of the cracks is thought to 
be similar to the contraction which formed columnar basalt or midcracks. However, 
it is much larger units. The thawed or active layer is equivalent mechanically 
to thin mantle rock overlying impermeable massive bed rock. The confining of 
ground vater to such a thin zone makes for extensive mass movement with folding, 

contortion, and considerable chemicel weathering due to the abundant organic 

acids and high mineralization. Some regard the abundant silt of Alaska as a 

product of this woathering. Results of soil flow are also visible in leaning 

trees ("drunken forest"), and lobate waves on hillsides. The minimum slope 

showing then is above 5 degrees. Final result should be rounded convex hills 

covered by a mantle of frost-weathered rocks. Final production of a 'peneplain" 

._ is prebiematical. Where thawing is deeper or cumplete "thermokarst" topography 
with sinkholes, dry valleys, cracks, and depresscd areas is very prominent. 

"Cave-in lakes" are abundant in some areas undcrlain by silt ané their outline 
in altered by wave work. South-facing slopes and the margins of sandy terraces 
show little frozen ground. Since most water comes from the south-facing slopes 

valleys are asymmetric. The sides of terraces next to the hills aro eroded pro- 
ducing a slant down toward the margin of each terracee Vegetation gives a clue 

to the depth to frost. Black spruce and tamarack may indicate as little as 2 

fect, paper birch from 3 to 8 fect, poplar and balsam over 6 fect, willow and 

aspen 10 feet or more, white spruce 1 foot for cach 10 fect of height. Much of 

the permafrost melts once the vegetation is romoved suggesting it is a survival 

of past climate. See figure 3, p. 7 

Past permafrost: Where the permafrost has melted completely along the south 
margins of the presont areas and on the lower slopes of mountains some evidence 

of its formor presence is left. Although the trenches may be filled with silt, 
sand, or gravel a cross section will display thom. Some geologists have suggested 
that ccrtein soil mounds, such as the Mima mounds of the outwash plains of the 

Pugct Sound rcgion, are relics of permafrost. In the Matanuska Valley of Alaska 

irrcgular hummocks are left whon the frost molts as a result of cultivation of the 

gycund.
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Caution in intorpretation of melted pormafrost: Dcspite the fact that climate 

has indubitably changed in mich of the world, certain cautions arc neccessary in the 

scarch for former permafrost phenomena. Many have assumed that of necessity the 

"periglacial" climate was much colder near to the margins of the continental 
glacicrs than it now ise Grenting that air drainage from the high contincntal 
ice caps might bring about many periods of cold winds, it is fair to recall that 

duc to the large amount of hoat neeéod to melt ice glaciers could (and still do) 
terminate in climates wnere growth is impossible. Moreover, descending winds are 
warncd by compression. To melt a glacicr must require a warmer climate than 

required for pormafrost, Such a conclusion may, however, apply only to the condi- 
tions which lod to the final melting of a glacicr, not to the climate during its 
growth. However, climate favorabl<c to heavy snowfall is unfavorable to production 

of permafrost. Let us also rocall that much mass movement perhaps forming cracls 
as will as folds of glacial drift undoubvcdly took place because of the high water 

contcnt when first deposited. Besides, mass movement of mantic rock undoubtedly 

takes place without tho aid of underlying impermoable permafrest. Rolics of ice 
wedges may also be confusod with weathering along tho courses of former tree roots, 

or cracks duc to mass ovement of mantle rock. Certainly neither ell masses of 

crept matcrial nor talus deposits demand the former presence of permafroste The 
"stone rivers" around Baraboo, Wisconsin, are the rosvlt of present-day crosion 

by water from mclting snow romoving the fincor meterial from the residual mantle 

above the impermcable quartzite. A few, rhich are highor in the centor than at the 
margins, m.ght, however, be true "rock giaviors". But whon we find that the snow 

now lasts longer among the rocks than clsewhere docs this idea demand a much 

different climatc? Possibly the mantle of rocks and clay might have crept more 
rapidly when the climate was wotter than now, but the impervious quartzito bed 

rock could have taken the plece of frozen ground. The hypothesis of permafrost 

origin of the mounds in Washinston- Coes not fit well with é6ithcr the marino climate 

of today or their localization on woll-draincd sand and gravel outwash. Somewhat 
similar mounds in O::lahome and other southern states have been cxplaincd by the 

hypothesis of formor drying rather than of permafrost. Supposed "convulutions" 

in the surface of outwash plains in Illinois might be due to ground water work 
during scil formation. Some found in sanc and gravel in northeastern Wisconsin 
are almost certainly duc to shove by a glacicr which left so little till that 

the soil-making processes have rondered it now unrecognizable, The "mettled ground" 

of the same region occurs in red glacial till which appears to overlie older end- 
moraines. The mottling is due to small knolls snd ridges which show out in the 

air photcgraphy because the high spots photograth a lighter tone than do the 
. G@amper hsllews. It is probably a vhenomenon of compaction of an irregular 

thickness of red glazisn: till with a high content of silt and clay. We must keep 
in mind the fact thet the condition which in permafrost regions lasts all summers 
occurs almost every snoring in lowe: latitudes and that in certain snowless 

winters frost penetrates Sc consicerable depths. 

See p. 2 for key to technical terms suggested by Bryan. 
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Sinee the original text was written there have been several important develop- 
ments in the submarine canyon problem. First: funds have been available for much 
more deep water sounding both for navigation and for scientific interest. Second: 

methods of taking cores of unconsoldiated sea~bottom materials have been much im- 

preved. Third: movement of water due to the increase of density by sediment con~ 
ten! have been observed and studied. Fourth: several deep drill holes have been 
put down on coral islandss 

Recext sounding erpediticns, using the acoustic method, have extended some of 

the submarine canyons scores of mbles from where first observed into very deep 

water, For instance, the Hudson canyon has been traced about 200 miles cut to sea, 

and according to newspaper reports, a recent voyage demonstrated a system of sud- 
merged valleys in the North Atlantic comparable in size to the Mississippi systeie 

These valleys in the ocean bottom are by no means as spectacular as those in the 
continental slope and are possibly more like channels of rivers on a floodplain 
in being bordered bvy ridges which are larger and more massive than any natural 

levees on lands Weverthelesg, they are distinct channels unquestionably due to 

some kind of flowing water. Besides the channels many flat-topped submarine moun~ 
tains (guyots) have been discovered. There is little regularity in the depth of 

water above thesee 

Sediments; 
The deposits off the Hudson canyon have been most fully described although 

scattered cores have been taken over a wide areas On both sides of the Hudson 
channel there is an extensive sand deposit with some associated layers of gray 

calcareous clays in the channel itself there is gravel with petles up to 15 mm 

diameter. The sand is very well sorted but its otherwise much the same as the sand 

on the continental shelf. .Interbedded with the sand are layers of normal red non~ 
calcareous deep-sea clayse ‘The pebbles can be matehed with rocks which outcrop in 

the steep sides of the cenyone Opinion seems to now be trending to surf-zone 
erosion of the continental shelf and final desposition of. clastic sediments at the 

foot of the continental slope. 

Densi*y currents: : 
Studies of sedimentation in reservoirs have demonstrated that the md~lacen 

water which enters at the head sinks to the bottcm and flows along it to the demo 

The rate of flow has teen xeasured and seems to fit with a modified fomof the 
formula for turbulent flow in open channels, ‘The Chezy formula has been modified 
by introducing the excess of density of the water above unity and by changing the 

constant. Measured veicvities in the low-gradient bed of Lake Mead, in the 
Colorade River Valley, strongly suggest the possibility that similar currents in 
the steepiy-sloping subrarins canyeus could readily erode the bottom thus adding 

to their velocity. Teenches with marginal ridges due to sinking muddy water have 

long Seen known in Lake Geneva, Switzerland. 

Eyidence of subsidence of ocean bottoms 
* In rezent years very deep drill holes were put down on several atolls of the 

southwest Pacific. On Bikini shallow water deposits occur to a depth of over 2500 
feet. Cn Snivetok volcanic rock is encountered below 4100 feet. These tests 
demonctrete that the ccean bottom has actually been subsiding but the age of the 
lewer marine deposits runs back to early Tertiary » Whatever the cause, the 
change of sea level has been very &low (see section on coral reefs)» The flat~ 
torp:4 peaks found in deep water, 3000 to 6000 feet, whose form suggests wave- 

erodsd volcanoes, are in line with this conciusions 

gonnson's Theory’ 
Jonmsonts conclusion that submarine canyons are due to the recession of fresh 

water springs emerging from permiable formations of the Coastal Plain is now
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thoroughly discredited, because first, it disregards physical princip}jes and second, Me 
the presence of canyons in impermeable rocks. Fresh water would rise directly to ey 

the sufface and could not make a canyons oe 

4 
Density current theory: 
The failure to demonstrate marked density or other currents in existing canyons 

of tne continental slope is explained away by two suggestions. Daly originally . 
preposed that during the moderately lower sea level of glacial times much more 

sediment was carried over the edge of the continental shelf than is now the cases 
This suggestion is supported by distribution of coarse sediments out to the margin 
of the srelf in many localities. On the California coast it has been suggested that 

alongshore transportation of wave-derived material is blocked at certain headlands» 
If , in such locations, the slope of the bottom is steep enough, a canyon is ercded 
by a Cescending density current. A further suggestion is that earthquakes loosefied 
much sediment causing density currents down previously formed depressions. Under 
the density current theory no great change of sea level is required for the forma- 
tion of submarine canyons. The sands and gravels now at great depths were thus 
transported from nearer the surface and interbdeddéd with normal deep water deposits. 

Currents which spread out from the major channel depositéd adjacent ridgese 

Emergence theory: 
Althougn the density current idea has gained much support in recent years, 

adtiocates of great emergence of the lands have not been idle, Landes proposed a 

theory that. with a periodically shrinking earth, the ocean bottoms of heavy sima 

should subside first. As a major cause of such sinking, he suggested the solid- 

ifications of basalt magma to solid rock with a very large volume decrease. He 
thought that the lands of lighter sial would not sink at once but that when they 
did horizontal compression would resulte Such marked contraction is certainly not 
proved by present Imowlesige of the physicu#l stae of the earth's interior, but, if 
such & process is possible, no distinct limit could be set on the depth to which 

the ocean level receeded without loss of water» 

Compromise views 
Shepard offered a compromise view which is intended to avoid some of the above 

aifficultiess He thought that the shoreward portions of the canyons, down to per- 
haps only 100sfieet depth, were eroded by streams during continental uplifts, not 

necessarily all at the same time. This is the only portion which has been examined 
by diving, photogrepiy, and detailed sounding. ‘The lower extensions of canyons, 

which are extremely steep in slope and irregular in grade with few, if any, trib-— 
ubaries, are charagueable to density currents. This applies with especial force to 
the very lowest pasts which are not canyons but troughs. There is no définite 
lower 19mit to canyons with a series of deltas as there should be were land eleva- 

tion alone the causes Some submarine valleys could then lead into enclosed depzess- 
ions in the scesn bottom, Some canyons might be very old in time of first erosion, 
then Filled with sediments, end later reoperled by slides of the soft material. It 
nay be added that some migrs have originally have been tectonic in origin with only 
superficial alteration by erogion.e Some of the Pacific coast canyons seem to be in 

part cur into very young sediments. Sedimentation and mass movement of deposits 

has beou o*served in the heads of some of theseo 
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Quantitative examination of erosion topography 

Quantitative exemination of land forms is relatively new, partly because no 

attention ves paid in the past to such measurements, but also to the inaccurate 
topographic maps formerly available. One of the simmler problems is that considered 

by Smith, the quantitative reappraigel of some of Horton's work on stream or drainag: 
density and stream frequency. (pane and rep where ATarea, L-length, N=number) 
It was recognized that these two quantities, length of streams per unit area (Dd) 
and number of streams per unit area (Fs) are interrelated. Watural regulatory 
factors must be: climate, including rainfall intensity and vegetation, resistance 
of underlying roci: or soil, infiltration cepacity, relief, and stage of development 
of the crainage system. Investigation was long hampered because the smaller or 

first order streams were omitted on most maps. Smith failed to find all small 
streams even on the more recent large scale maps and hence used the maximum number 
of crenulations shown in a contour which lies in the middle of a slope around an 
individual basin divided by the length of the divide in miles, (w/P where P= 

perimeter) He calls the result stream texture. He obtained a weighted mean value 
by using the erea of the total region measured. This is the sum of all individual 

basins multiplied by area of each basin x total number of streams per mile of 
perimeter divided by total area. 

T= Tarn /P) 
A 

Smith su rested that a value to Tm below 4.0 is "coarse; " a value between 4 and 10 

is "medium" and one over 10.0 is "fine" texture. 
He found in different areas and climates a range from 2.1 to 17.83. He com— 

pared the drainage density total (L/A) with texture (11/P) and found that within 
the natural limits of uncertainty for the 54 areas examined, the former is just 

about 5/3 the latter. (Dd=1.657(H)1.115) 
Strahler made an extensive stucy of slopes and noted that the middle of most 

hillsices is a straight line, although the divides are rounded. Concavity at 
the base he found was only present where material had accumulated through either 
slides or slopewash. The general impression of concavity he declared vas an optical 

illusion cue to viewing spurs which do not trend in the direction of maximum de- 
clivity. He found that slope angle is essentially a constant under given relief 

and roci: character. Slones represent a steady rate of removal of debris in relation 
to rate of suprly. It is related to grade of the channels which remove the material 
from the sottous of the slopes. ‘This is a condition of ecuilibrium in what is 
known as an "open system" in which there is a dissipation of ewergy. In this system 
potential enerzy of position is trensformed into kinetic ener:y of moving water 

and debris. The supply of energy must diminish as the relief is lowered by long 

erosion so that the topograpiic forms must change with time. The sloves are actual 
where several >rocesses of alteration are present, thus distinguished from theo- 

reticel slopes cue to one method of formetion only. 
Profiles vere messuredcirectly down the steepest slopes from the divides. 

Only valley wall slopes which led down to a channel were mecsured. Divide slopes 

were not considered. Measurement was made with Abney level or S3runton compass. 
It was found that mep measurements on the never scales of 1:24000 or 1:25000 are 
satisfectory where drainage texture is suitable end that as few as 25 readings - 
will give « satisfactory mean value% lo iaps gave good results with very fine- 

textured dreinage. All results were averazed and considered from the statistical 

standpoint to find the expectable error. It was found that within a given area 
where the beC rocl:, soil, vegetation, climate, and stage of erosional ceveloj-nent 
are similar the slopes are’closely the seme. The result is related to drainage 

density, relief, end slope-profile curvature, that is the relative erea of convex 

compared to "constant slopes," Since length of slopes between adjacent channels 

is twice the drainage density it follows that, neglecting convex divides, the
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denstiy. tan S = 2VDg, where V = relief, and Dg = drainage density. He 
also found that there is a close relationship between slopes of valley sides and 
those of the adjacent stream channels. Se = channel slope and 5. = ground 
slope, the ratio being Se/Sps Stream slopes were obtained from naps.© The ratio 
was found by plotting on log-log paper and varies from about 0.2 for low slopes 
to about 0.5 with higher slopes, following the general equation; ground slope = 

3.98 x channel slope 068 (Sg = 3.98 Se 9,8). 
Strahler suggested the following tentative classifications: (1) High- 

esnesion slopos where the underlying taterial is dense clay or rocks such as 

granite, schist or gneisse Slopes r§nge from 40 to over 50 degreos. Mass move- 

ment of mantle rock is common in these areas. 
(2) Renose slopes where the rock debris is loose fragments or talus (Wood's 
constant slope), sometimes called gravity slopes. Average slope is 30 to 35 

degrees. 

(3) Slopes reduced by wash and creep in areas where channel gradients are low. 
Here material lies at less than the angle of reposee These have been termed 
wash slopes and range downward from 20 degrees to about 15 degrees. 

Some studics included differences due to sompass direction 6f slope, which 
is reflected in effect on vegetation and soil. Although the appearance of tho 
slopes differs considerably, actual measurment disclosed very nearly the same 
angle. The old question of parallel retreat versus decreasing angle was also 
considered. The correlation of stream slope with hillside slope expounded above 
definitely supports the latter concept. The only exception is there a slope has 
recently been undercut at the base thus maintaining a constant slope angle. 

A much more elaborate syatem of topographic comparisons has been devised 
by Strahler consisting of area-altitude relations, the distribution of mass within 

a given drainage basin. A cumulative curve is prepared. It is evident that 

ratios arc percentage or dimensionless numbers. In preparing this curve the datum 

point is take at tho junction of the strcoam which drains the basin under study 
with another stream. Two ratios are computed: (1) , the area between a givon 
contour and the divide to A, the total arca of the basin (abscissa) and (2) ratio 
of height of contour to total height of basin (ordinate). These figures must 
vary from.1.0 to 0.0 and the resulting curve mst pass through both the upper 

left hand and lower right hand corners of the diagram.(x = 0, y = 0 and x#= 1.0, 
y= 0.) After plotting and drawing in the curve the volume above base elevation 
is found by integration. Total volume = sume of segments (or slices) between 

successive contours times contour interval, or in mathematical terms, the 

intergral between base and summit elevations of adh. Both sides are then divided 

by the total area, A, and by the total difference of elevation, H. 

: y 

x= efh 

Proportion of sone Figure 1 (after Strahler) 
total basin - acs < = area of slice A = toal basin 
height aed 

h = elevation of slice above lowest 

~ part of basin 

\ H = total difference of elevation 

x in basin 

ee 
Proportion of total basin 

area 
Now in tho diagram x = a/A and y = h/H. Dimensions are climinated and the ratio 

of volume to product of H times A becomes the intergral of x/dy. Such an inter- 

gral cannot dc determined by mathematical means but it is the ratio of area under 

the curve toaea of entire square and can be measured on the diagram. Strahler, 

however, uses an approximate formula which he says conforms fairly well. Since
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this equation docs not express any definite principle it is here omitted. It was 
used to draw a number of families of curves with different shapes and position of 
the point of inflection, the change in direction of curvature. This point does 

have morphological significance because it measures the position where the rate 
of decrease of mass with altitude changes from increasing to decreasing. Tho 

relation of the hypsometric curve to actual slope of the ground is not simple be- 
cause it was built up on area, and not on lengths of contours at different 
elevationse A formula to take care of this problem involves measurment of length 
of longest contour and of the contour where slope is desired, a method obviously 
mach more cumbersome than that of finding slopes directly from the spacing of the 

contourse Applications of Strahler's method to the geomorphic cycle appear to 
offer promisee In the early, youthful, or "inequilibrium" stage of development 
cf valleys the curve is high showing a large percentage of material yet to be 

-coded ‘high value of the integral). Figure 2. 

Figure 2 (after Strahler) 
n/l Percentage curve of area and 

altitude for area in stage of 
youth or "inequilibrium" show- 
ing large amount of material 

\ not yet eroded. 

See ee ee ee 
By 

Maturity or "aquilibrium' shows roughly half (perhaps 40% to 60%) of the original 
still to be removed and the curve is S shapede Figures 3 and 4, below. 

Figure 3 Figure 4 (both after Strahler) 
nN 

Maturity or equilibrium)” Curve of area where 
stage of erosion only a few isolated 

hills survive 
"Mo@nadnock stage” 

ge 

No correlation between the hypsometric curves and either bifurcation or length 

ratios of streams could bo distinguished. There is a marked relation botween 

stream lengths and toxture of drainages. Basins in nearly horizontal formations, 

whose resistance to erosion varios widely, have modified curves. Regions largely 

reduced to a plain have a strongly concave curve with a small amount of uneroded 

material.
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Strahler has modified Horton's system of giving stream orders. First 

order streams aro unbranched, normally dry channels. Second order is only that 
pert of a stroam below the junction of two first order channels. A third order 
stream is below the junction of any two second order streams. This method removes 
the element of judgment and insures that a basin can have only one strcam of the 

highest ordere 
Chapman presents a method for analysis of topography called the statisti- 

vel slope oricntation diagram. This diagram is similar to the petrofabric dia- 
gram showing oricntation of mineral grains within a rock. Slopes meagurod in 
both amount and strike at many places on a map are plotted around a center or 
pole. This brings out the prodominant direction of slopes and ignores altitude, 

as the same time eliminating the effect of minor or unimportant featuros of the 
iandscapee Determinations may be made either along parallel traverses across 

tho map or at corners of a rectangular grid. An ordinary slope scale is used to 
find the slopes from contour spacing. The diagram is a projection of a homi- 

spheree Since most points will fall within the 30 degree line plotting is re~ 
latively casy for angle is almost directly proportional to distance. A systom 

ot dots at varying compass directions and distances from the pole results. 

For contouring relative distribution of dots a hole or circle whose area is just 

one percont of the total area of the hemisphere is moved over the diagram and the 

numbers of dots witin counted at interscctions of a définite grid pattern. 

Marking the numbor at cach place contours are then drawn in the uaual manner 
unsing a contour intorval expressed in percent. The resulting diagram is intend- 
ed to bring out predominant slope angles and slope strikes of the area, The 
method is no more accurate then the map on which measurments were based plus 

inherent errors in doing this laborious task. 
After some of the involved methods outline above it may be a rolicf to 

turn to an, ae: st -forgotten attemt by Thomson to appraise evidences of cycles 
of erosion in a quanitative manner. The areca he selected lies in Virginia and 

West Virginia. The evidences used by former students of the arca included 
summit levels and ridge crests on which most place great importance. Long 
erosion in a region of diverse rocks ought to produce summit elevations at 
varying levels depending upon both rock character and distance from drainage 
lines,e Summit maxima may occur a several different altitudes, hence any pre~- 

ponderance of summit levels docs not prove past pencpanation. Thompson pro- 
pared a curve with clevation horizontal and ordinates proportioned to arca of 

summits at the scveral elevations. See Figure 6, next page
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i Figure 6 (after 
I Thompson) 
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Although the older maps were not accurate this nevertheless gave a goncral 

picture which it checks with newer large scale maps. Tables with number at 
each level vore also prepared showing the geological formations on which the 
summits occure Since there is a maximum number and areca of summits at inter- 
mediate altitwies the conclusion could be drawn that this is either an ; 
intermediate level of peneplanation or else a normal cffect of prolonged 

erosion in diverse rocks. A similar study was directed to the ridge crests, 

finding that ridge tops occur at many levelse Possibly some of the highest 

major ridges are remnants of an ecast-sloping crosion surface, but, if so, the 

lower ridges have been varyingly reducod from that states There is no rolation 
between altitude of the ridge crests and notcheose Some of the highest ridgcs 

are very Imobby whereas eome low ridges show even crestse Side slopes of tho 

ridges were also studied but results indicato little, Blevations of ridge 

erests on the flanks of eroded anticlines suggest that erosion has becn 
continuous since the resistant formation was, breachede HEypsographic curves 

were also drawn where clevation is platted against area. Following Woolridge 

and Morgan it is stated that a region should show a concave curve if crosion 
las beon constante Old planation surfaces or platforms should cause convex 
irrcgularitics. 

The curves for the three quadrangles are similar in showing (Fig. 7) a 

Figure 7 (after Thompson) 
Area-altitude curves for three 

—- 4080 quadrangles. Compare with 
Strahler's curves which use no 
dimensions but are simply 

percentage distribution. 
(00! P 

The preponderance of elevation 

Ss . at intermediate levels is shown 
by the "shélf" at level of the 

= "Harrisburg" surface 2000 —— ° 
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bulge at middle elevations which was thought to indicate an imperfect planation 

in the weak rocks of the valleys only, the Harrisburg “surface. In conclusion 

it was decided that evidence for ag¥mmit pencplain is very weak but that 

for a halt in crosion at an intormediate level is good. The unreliability 

of many of tho commonly-used criteria for past poneplanation is emphasizcde 
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Outline--Running Water 
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Some principles of soils mechanics important to geology and geomorphology. 

Introduction. Soil mechanics is a branch of engineering which has to do 
with those physical properties of unconsolidated materials which are important 

in engineering operations. The term "soil" is here employed in the sense of all 

mantle roci: regardless of depth or origin. 'Mechanics" refers to the resistance 

of these materials to either fracture or compaction (settling or consolidation.) 
Frecture or other movement of the material is termed "failure". It is evident 
that the properties are related to several geomorphic processes, for instance 
the slumping of wet glacial drift, and land forms due to mass movement of uncon- 

solidated material. Moreover, the engineering determinations are a valuable 

tool in the description, correlation, and history ofthe surficial materials of 

the earthe Since geologists are frequently consulted in relation to engineering 

problems in subsidence, excavating, and mining it is very important to under— 

stand these reletively new tests and physical measurements. 

Geolosical dGescriptionse In the past geologists have to a large extent 
ignored physical properties of unconsolidated materials. Their descriptions 

have been almost entirely origin, particle-size distribution, mass chemical 

analysis, and to some extent mineralogy; It is evident that origin is too 

general to furnish mich help in most problems. The second is known as mechan~ 

ical analysis and consists in screen separation of the particles down to a 
diameter of about 0.07 mm. The smaller diameters after dissociation by use of 

a strong allwlie are placed in suspension in water. Use is made of the known 

rates of settling and the density of the mixture to find relative proportions 

of different grades. Results of such analyses are presented in various kinds 
of diagrams. Prior to the development of K-ray examination and the electron 

microscope, mass chemical analysis was the only possible tool for examination 

of the sub-microscopic particles, Attempts to apportion the elements reported 
by the chemist into minerals were most uncertain. Now the mineralogy, shapes, 

and arrangement of the small particles is much better known. Their diameters 

are often expressed in microns or thousandths of a millimeter. The shapes of 

those smaller than about 2 microns cannot be seen with the ordinary microscope. 

Most of the small particles are flaky and are lumped together as clay mineralse 

Particles smaller than 0.1 micron are termed colloids and possesses peculiar 

properties which, together with those of other small particles, influence the 

physical nature of the entire mass to an extent out of proportion to their 
quantity. One of these properties of colloids is a negative electric charge 

which attracts the hydrogen of water molecules, The resulting layers of adsorbed 

water contain the ions of electrolytes. These products of dissociation of 
molecules react with one another causing the phenomenon of base exchange. 
Much of the void space between small particles is filled with adsorbed substancese 
Both cohesion and plasticity are properties due to colloids and the physical 
arrangement of the small minerals varies widely with the state of consolidation 

due to pressure. 

Soils mechanics determinations, It is evident that the ordinary geological 
description of a mantle rock which contains a large proportion of fine particles 

leaves much to be desired in knowledge of its physical nature. For this reason 
engineers have used a wide variety of other determinationse Those most commonly 
measured comprise: (a) bulk density or unit weight (in gm/cm) or lbs./ft3);
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(b) voids in percent of volume of solids; (c) water content in percent of dry 
weight; (d) Atterburg limits which consist of plastic limit or percent of 
water of dry weight, at which crumbling ceases, liquid limit or percent of 

water of dry weight at which flow begins under specified conditions, and plastic- 
ity index or difference of these two; permeability or rate of water movement 
through the material under specified conditions as a coefficient; shear strength 
under standard conditions (gm/em@); unconfined compressive strength similar to 
the measurement on firmer material (gm/ cme); cohesion determined from compression 

with sides under pressure (gm/em@); compression rate as tested with force applied 

to one end of a cylinder; aud precompression limits an estimate of apparent 
compreesion (kg/cm2 or tors/in.2) of the material carlier in its history, or 
prior to being »rought to the surface. (In reports of these tests it is impor- 
tant to note thet ke /em® is almost exactly equal to short tons/in.@) 

Plastici*#y. We do nat necd here to detail the arbitrevry standards which 

heave been set up to make plasticity measurements but their relation to the origin 
ef the clays is important to geology. When liquid limit is plotted against 

plasticity index on ordinary coordinates all results og the same kind of clay 

from the standpoint of origin fall either on or close to a straight line» The 

: slope of lines for different clays does not vary mech (Tige 1). Clays which 

COR Plasticity index 

e a | 
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contain sodium require much morc weter to become plastic than those with min- 
erals containing calcium or hydrogen. It is also to be noted that in liquid 

limits we have an approximetion to the point at which clays become similar to 
liquids. Considerable difficulty is found in duplicating these tests and 
difforent lebdoratories do not always agree. 

Strength tests. Long ago the strength of unconsolidated material was 
expressed by Coulombs equation; shearing force = cohesion plus force times the 

tangent of the &ngle of internal friction". S = c+p tan phi. In the case 
of a sand which is dry and shows no cohesion the angle phi is the angle of 

repose at which the material will rest. This angle is about 34 degrees in dry 
sand with angular grains and slightly less when the sand is below water. As 

in a talus, the sand is held together by internal frictions When a finer 

material than sand is below water the value of p is reduced by the amount of
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pressure of the water. Unconfined compressive strength is readily measured on 

a cylinder of cohesive material. It ranges in clays from..25 to about 4.0 
kg/cm*. The values of cohesion and of phi are not so easily determined. 

Some tests have been made by finding the force needed to break a cylinder of 
undisturbed material by sliding one half of a containing box over the other. 

Another method is to enclose the specimen in water-tight flexible cover, It 
is then immersed in aliquid which can be put under pressure before foree is 

applied to one ende Pore water may or may not be allowed to escage from the 

containers Pressure is applicd until the specimen fails. This typo of tost 
is known as triaxial. The confining force or pressure is plotted on the 

horizontal line of Figs 2. The value of the force at failurc then lics to tho 

gm/om? a 
J eae Fig. 2 Determination 

ee nd of "angle of internal 
a friction" or phi and 

i cohesion by use of tri- 
axial test and Mohr 

ae circles. 
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\ 
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right. Tho distance betwoen is halved and a circle drawn passing through both 

points. This is known as the Mohr circle of stress, If the procecdure is 

repeated vith enother specimen of same material and larger stresses a sccond 

circle can bo drawn. Thon a line is drawn tangent to both circles. Its slope 

from the horizontal then determines the value of phi and the distance of its 
interscoction with a vertical line through the origin at lcft measures the valuo 

of cohosion. However, a commonly used value of shearing strength for soft 

wet clay is helf the unconfined compressive strength. Specimens must be from 
cores, not cuttings, 

Compressione The phenomena of compression arc measured by placing a short 

section of undisturbed core in a circular ring. Opportunity for escape of 
water is provided at the bottom and prossure is applicd at the top. At first 
the rate of dimcnsion change is rapid, then it slows up and, if the test is 

carricd on far cnough, would oventually ccasc. (Fig. 3). However, it is custo~ 
mary to plot percentage of voids against logarithm of pressure as in Figs 4, 

This enlargement of the horizontal scale for small forces changes tho curve 
so that the first part has a gontle slope which on increasing prossure changes 

to a straight linc. Under this condition, rate of change of voids is inverse 

to pressurce This line may be extcnded upward in the diagram until it intor~ 
sects the horizontal line representing tho estimated original void ratios
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Figure 3 Compression test with Ol kg/om® + 27 ee 
recompressicn. Arithmetical scale Figure 4, Same data as Fig. 3 
Recovery shown by curve 2 with pressure to log. scale. void ratio = retio volume volde to Curves show first compression +o 
volume of solids. A, recovery, recompression 

Recompression. If aftor reaching the straight line portion of the graph 

pressure is gradually reduced the sample expands, although the original pore 

space ratio is not attained. Recompression then gives a curve (3) which has 

been displaced to tho left when the straight portion is reached (Fig. 4). It 
has been cleimed that the characteristics of this cur'e enable the discovory 

of the point at which pressure was reduced in the first experiment. The 

procecdure for finding an carlicr stress is to first draw a.tengent to the com 

pyression (or recompression) curve at the point of minimum radius as estimated 

by eyee A horizontal line is then drawn through the point of tangency. (Fig. 5) 

The angle between these two lines is bisected and the line from point of tangoncy 

o7 Void ratio 
Range of preconsolidation stress 

_. __Aspumed natural void ratio «+. 
fo Vee 
| ! i i a SG Initial! lady Be \Extension of hypothetical curve for 

3 OF ea ——compression to natural cause. 

| Maxim +. ossible rebound \ : 
P So 14 —_< orizontal line “curve | S at : | 

| Foes SS es \Bisector 

= “Tangent | 8 Hstinated poiny/éf ~~ ~\\ ¥° 
| maximum ¢urvature \ \ eee 

1 

* : 
| | \lu Parallel lines 

i ' ‘a \) 7 aes Jo ea ; a 

| | | | i 
i | \ Se ee Ces i 

204 210 04 1.0 4.0 kg/cm 
Figure 5 Casagrande's method of finding preconsolidation stress. After 

Rominger and kutledge The middle on the three lines at right is often called tic 
“Most probable preconsolidation stress". Note the displacement to left of curvy 

in successive times of consolidation by pressure.
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extended until it intersects the extension of the straight portion of the 

curve. <A straight vertical line through the point is supposed to be the "orig~ 
inél " pressure or stress, also termed the preconsolidation stress. 

Precompression stress. Some investigators have used the above method to 
estimate the amount of pressure that a clay once sustained prior to cither 

erosion of overlying material or melting of glacial icc. A load of wator has 

no cffect on precompression of a clay which it enters. If the method wore 

always reliable it would afford a valuable tool to the gcologist.. Unfortun- 

ately, a very similar offect results from drying of a clay. Note that in the 

figure the straight portion of the final compression curve is extcnded upward 

until it mcects a horizontal line drawn at tho level of an assumed "original 

void ratio". Another line parallel to the final curve is also drawn which 
is supposed to be the maximum possible position of a curve if the specimen 

had been compressed when in its original condition prior to the deposition of 

any overburden. This also is extended until it imtersccts the line or original 

void ratioe The difference of pressure read on this line between this and tho 
actual recompression ( or compression) curve is then recorded as the "range of 

precompression stress". A mark is often placed to indicate the "probable value", 
as found in Fig. 5. It has been stated that this method often gives too small 

a thickness of eroded materiale In samples taken from test holes or pits it 
may be checlzed with the load which rested on the specimon before it was brought 

to the surface. A marked consistont departure of the values of precomprossion 
stress from actual load is nevertheless a proof of cither erosion of overlying 

matorial or former drying.e The value of this range is in a sense a measure of 

the amount of compaction which the material has undergone. However, it scems 

as if it is bascd on too many cstimates to ever be an exact determination. 

Failure of slopes. One of the ever-present problems of engineers is how 
high and how stccp is it safo to leave the sido of an excavation in unconsoli~ 
dated materiale Geologists are interested in this problom in considering the 

natural reduction of slope of valley sides and the attainment of equilibrium 
in slopese We must recognize at the outset that the physical conditions within 

a bank of "soil" may vary groetly by reason not only of its original chemical 
and mech@nical make-up but also because of subsequent changes, for instance by 

weathering or percolation of water. HEngincers use a number of different assump—- 

tions as to the strength of matcrials and the amount of pressure which tends to 

collapse a slonee One of these is that the shearing strength of coherent 

_ material in a bank is half the unconfined compressive strength. Fig. 6 shows 

7a 
//| Figure 6. Adapted from 

| Kaye. Center, C, and radius 
| of circle must be assumed. 
| Total force tending to move 

R | oe yee the segment to right of vert- 
oC <i Sand. '  /"-..)| ical line is its weight acting 

oe en ee ee ae on arm R,. Resting force is 
| a 72a Sh ween of other segment on arm 

eH ——_ 8, plus shear resistance on 
eS a a ee the arc within the bank. Unit 
B nee oe — a le > ee weight and shear strength of 

Bey cn Ae See eo ee gene each material must be found, 
ee ee er  BOneue Ot Creo An mics 

Factor of safety is resting moment divided by disturbing moment. This allows a 
comparison ef results with different centers and radii. The. method effords little 

‘ein in study of natural slopes because of the assumptions. Physical conditions 
ritnin the bank may change with time and amount of water.
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the computation by which the strength of a bank is determined. Hore both the 
radius of a circle and location of its center are assumede Then sovoral 
circles are drawn with various changes in both these conditions. The moments 
of force duc to woight of material which-causes failure and that which resists 
it arc readily computcd from mass density (unit weight) in a section of unit 
width. The shear strength along the assumed circlo of sliding is thon computed 

for Sho diffcront types of material cut by that circle. Tho total resisting 
forco is then compared with that which might cause failure. The ratio of tho 
iwo is the "factor of safety" and tao structure is designed to keep this as 
gzcat as is economical. It is cvident that such analysis is not of mich value 

to the geologist. It ignores all natural plenes of weakness such as shrinkage 

cracks in claye Fig. 7 prosents a somewhat difforont analysis of the forcos in 

a vortical slice of unconsolidetcd matcrial of uniform physical state. Total 

t9 ee 

Figure 7. 
b 4 different approach to stability of a vertical 

bank of unconsolidated material or "soil". 
Unit volumes of material are shown in three 
different positions,’ It is evident thab if 
physical conditions are uniform the total 
weight increases downward in direct proportion 

to distance of each point from the top of the 
bank. The components of total weight whieh 
are directed toward the foot of the bank are 
shown. The problem is complicated by oracks 
within the banks In the field it is evidens 
that these probably determine the (distante 
back from the face at which a slice will shear 

and slide on a curve, Often a number of such 
slices fall before stability is reached, Motion 
below the foot of a bank very likely indicates 
a downward decrease in shear strength so that 
the lower part of the slope behaves like a fluid. 

Component 
of wei 
towar€ base 

SS “otal weight of Bese 66 bene a: al weight of small volume 

weight increases directly with the height but only that component which is 

directcd to the foot of the slope is important. As long as this doos not cxcecd 

tho shearing strength on a curved surface the bank is safe. Since the angle
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of the force is inverse to height of the bank a curve of distance back from tho 
face proportioned to the logarithm of distance below top of bank should result. 

The uninown feature of this analysis is the factors which control the distanco 

back from the top of the bank at which breaking starts. Possibly this is 
related to drying and to shrinkage cracks in clay. It is here assumed that 
shearing incohcrent material has no relation to the angle phi and can talco 

place in any direction. An involved dcrivation used in most text books of 

soil mechanics arrives at the conclusion that the safe height of a bank is four 

times the shear strength divided by tho unit weight. Taking an unconfined 

compressive strength at 1000 gn/ em and a unit weight of 2 em/ om this figures 
out at 4 x 500 /2 or 1000 cm (10 meters) as the safe hoight of a vertical facc. 
Under the view taken above, tho pressure on a square cm at depth of 1000 cm 
would be 2 ke/em® (horizontal) and the component on a surface inclinod about 

45 dcegroos would be half this por square contimctor which is twice tho assumed 

shear strengthe As a matter of actual ficld conditions the problom in many 

cases defics analysis for the presence of water in the pores of a clay may 

greatly reduce its strength and the amount of such watcr may vary widcly. 

Besides this, the above analysis neglects tho fact that the shoar strongth is 

not surpassed throughout half of the probable surface of failures 

Conclusion. The subjoct of soil mechanics offers an important ficld for 
the advancoment of knowledge of the nature of unconsolidated matcrials but 

considorablo study, especially from the geological standpoint, is still re- 
quired. The cxisting state of knowledge of "pre-compressced" clays leaves 
mach to be d@sired. Fig, 8 is some data on an actual test hole whore foundations 
settling had beon excessive with geological intorpretations. (Next page) 
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s Figure 8 Soil mechanics determinations in test hole on Jones Islands, pe 8 

Milwaukee, Wis. Data furnished by Klug and Smith, Engineers. 
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GZOMOPPHOLOGY 

Totes on waves, reefs, etc. Supplement, 1952-53, part 4 

Energy of a wave. Some features of wave work demand greater attention 
than in original manuscript. One of these is how the formulas for the 
enersy of waves were derived. It is evident that wave motion involves 
both potential energy due to the position of the displaced water particles 

wp or down from position of rest and kinetic energy due to the velocity 
of their motion, that is the work stored in displacing them. On general 

mechanical principles we would expect these to be equal. It may be urged, 

hovever, that the motion is not confined to the surface circles of rotation 
but dies out gradually below. Toth derivations involve the integral 

calculus end are not "reouired.' In each two separate steps are involved, 

first integration of the normal functions end, second, integration of the 

trigometric ouantities which are brought in by roation. ‘We will here 
perform the steps separately and then obtain the final result by malti- 

plying the results. 

Definitions: w = unit weight of water (avnes/em or lvs/ft?); 
L = wave length, crest to crest; h = wave height, trough to crest; 

x horizontal ¢isplacement of a particle; y = displacement of points 

on surface above still water level; z = vertical displacement of a particle; 

8 = acceleration of gravity; which must be taken into account whichever 

system of units is used. Energy will be given for unit length along crest. 

Fotential energy due to displacement of surface of wave to position y = 

h/2Z cos 2pix/L is Ey 
Pap Ni (2 =-y ; 

Eo =w { i z dz dx =w/2 { y© dx using above value for y this 
po} x=0 } 2 =0 

b n2/8 ( x=l P| is ecomes’ w. dong OO 2pix/L dx which is L/2 + 4 sin 4pix/L Second term 

_ 4s 0 at both limits and multiplying by L/2 we get a wh?1,/16 

Kinetic energy Ey follows the formula of dnv2, The double integral over a 
wave length L and wave height h is required. Now velocity in a circle of 
rotation is same, both vertical and horizontal and = 2 pi z2/f the square of 

. 3 a2 2 2 iq 
which is 4 pi? 2°/T Now T“. 4 pi? z/ g by laws of harmonic motion. 
hence by substitution this simplifies to z g. 

zn 
Now the Ey, for unit of length = w/2g | gzdz  g will cancel out and we 

> >. we Ji sy have Ey, = w/4 « z But 2° = h/4 hence Ey (unit length) = wh2/16 

For entire length of wave, L we must integrate the horizontal and vertical 

components squared. his is the sum of sin®2 pix/L + cos 2 pi x /L 
Making the integration this becomes x /2 + % cos 4 pix /L+ x / 2-4% cos 
4 pi x 7 L Sbustitution the limits of o and L the trigonometic terms cancel 
ana the final result is L. Multiplying result obtained above the entire result 

becomes Ey = wh2L/16 confirming our assumption that it is equal to Ep. 

Combining the . two forms of energy total energy of a wave per unit of crest is 

E = wih / 8 Note this is in terms of work and not of power.
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Relation of wave height to time. Most discussions of waves do not consider 

length of time that the wind has been blowing. In regions of steady winds, such 

as the trades, this element is very important. It is obvious that when there are 

no waves, that is when the wind first starts to blow, the transfer of energy from 

wind to water will be at its maximum. As waves begin to roll with the wind this 

transfer must of necessity decrease. The diagrams given out in 1950 show the 

relations. Wave heights also decrease with increase of fetch for the same reason. 

Theories involve complex mathematical formilas,’ the practical importance of which 

is problematical. 

Fundamental formulas are: V = L/T or ¥ = gL/2pi where V = veloeity of travel, 

L=2pi W/e or en” / 2pi, T© = 2 pi L/g or 2 pi V/g where T is time of period. 

Solving these to get results in seconds, feet, and land miles: 

Vie 305 Tor V2 = 2.23 by b= -555 V@ or $412 T2 and T = 0195 Lor T= «346 V. 

Observation shown that wave height ratio to length is always less than 1/%+. The 

following relationships appear well established. For a fetch of 11 miles or more 

maximun height is about 1.65 times the square root of the fetch in land miles. 

For a given wind speed wave speed increases with fetch. Maximum wave height is 

about .9 of the wind speed in land miles, or h = 0.0344 times the square of speed 

2 in land miles. Average maximum wave speed slightly exceeds wind speed up to a- 

pout 29 mepeh. wind speed and is less than wind speed above. Time required to 

develop maximum height increases with wind speed. High waves can be formed by 

strong winds in less than 12 hours. For a given fetch and wind speed wave speed 

increases rapidly with time. There is no well-established relation between wind 

speed and wave steepness, for the latter depends upon stage of development of the 

waves.» During early stages of wave development waves are short and travel at 

less speed than the wind. Height of swell (old smooth waves with no wind) de~ 

creases as swell advances.
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Roughly, waves lose a third ” their height each time they travel a distance in 

miles equal to their height in feet. Period of swell may increase with distance 

of advance although this is not proved. When the speed of waves is equal to that 

of the wind, no energy is transferred. 

A factor not considered by the students of waves is that they increase the rough- 

ness of the surface and hence raise the height of 0 velocity of wind as found by 

Bagnold. Although it is possible to treat many of the phenomena of waves by 

mathematics, it is well to remember that in practice variations in wind speed and 

direction introduce great irregularities. 

Reef phenomena. In the last few years it has been discovered that some 

encient buried reefs are very productive of petroleum and hence more attention 

has been given to recent reffs in order to understand them. Important papers 

are those by Cloud and Ladd. The fact has been brought out that reefs are mainly 

composed of clastic particles. Some desire the substitute term bioherm to be 

restricted to organic accumlations of doubtful form. The rigid framework of a 

veet may be both corals and algae and only make up a small part of the entire 

accumilatione On the outside of the reef growth is most rapid since the supply 

of food is largeste It took nearly 200,000 soundings to map the lagoon at 

Eniwetok for there are many terraces, depressions, and knobs of living coral. 

Igneous foundations of reefs have been reached by drilling at Eniwetok and 

Bermidae At Eniwetok basalt was found in one hole at 4170 feet depth. There is 

only a few hundred fest of Pleistocene reef underlain by Tertiary limestone, 

dolomite, carbonaceous clay, and silt. The oldest sediment is Eocene. On 

Bermuda seismic work demonstrates that the boring is on the flank of a volcano. 

It disclosed Pleistocne limestone to depth 380 feet, Miocene 380 to 590, and 

Eocene 590 to 695, the top of the volcanics. The average depth to igneous rock 

is about 250 feet probably because of wave erosion with lower sea level during 

glaciation.
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Ladd, Tracey and Lill gave a preliminary report on the boring on Bikini which 

failed to reach basement at 2556 feet. This showed Pleistocene reef to about 

425 feet and Tertiary sediments belowe ‘The rock below about 1790 is Miocene. 

Tnese borings all show shallow water calcareous sediments but demonstrate that 

subsidence has been going on throughout all of Tertiary and Quaternary timee It 

cannot be due wholly to glacial control of water level although the Pleistocne 

reef must have been affected by the process. Hither the floor of the southwest 

Pacific has suck, or the amount of water in the oceans has increased. Platforms 

on which reefs originated may be erosional, depositional, or local uplifts of the 

ocean floor. Ladd thinks that no reefs located on the rims of submerged volcanos 

have been discovered. Cloud uses the term table reef for small reefs without a 

true lagoone 

Beach features. Shepard has presented some new terms for beach features 

as shown below, He desires to restrict the term bar to submerged accumulations 

onlrs “ shes 

Parviar beach = single elongate sand ridge parallel to mainland and separated by 

a lagoon. 

Barrier island = multiple ridges together with dunes, 

Barrier spit = a barrier tied to mainland at one end only. 

Bay barrier = former bay bar extending across an inlet. 

Barrier chain - series of barrier islands. 

lougshore bar ‘° subveveed sand ridge or "Low and-balls.ridge, or subaqueous ridge- 

Transverse bar * sand bar at right angles to shore line. 

Reticulated bars = criss-cross pattern of bars inside barrier islands and in bays 

seen from air only. 

sandkey or sandcay =-small island not parallet to shore.. 

Cuspate features = points 30 to 200 feet apart are caused by wave work. Larger 

ones have a ridge extending out to sea below water. These would include 

the famous cuspate capes of the Atlantic coast. Similar features occur
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inside lagoons on inside of barriers. Most of these have associated shoals or 

are opposite a cusp on the mainland with or without a connecting shoal. 

Cuspate foreland = larger cuspate capes. 

Cuspate bars and sandkeys = below-water features. 

funate bars and sandkeys = crescentic bars off passes with tidal current channels 

in center or at ends. 

Longshore bars (subagqueous bars). The Beach Erosion Board of the U. S. Army 

Engineers offers some ideas on Longshore bars and longshore troughs (subaqueous 

bars or "low and ball"). The theory of origin by Evans is supported. Repeated 

soundings along piers has shown that the positions and depths of both bars and 

troughs vary with intensity of wave work. The bars form where the waves break. 

After plunging on the bar, where observation by the writer showed water with 

considerable sand, the wave reforms and breaks again when a certain depth is 

reached. After several such breakings at each of which bars are formed, the wave 

reaches the beach: Troughs and bars become progressively smaller and shallower 

in approaching the shore, but their size and depth changes with height of waves. 

The ratio of depth of trough to depth on bar varies from 1.3 when mean sea level 

is used to 1.5 when 'mean lower low water" is taken as datum, but otherwise no 

generally applicable relations were found. Although it is known that material is 

brought from both sides to build up a bar and that this building is due primarily 

to plunging brealers, the presence of longshore currents in the troughs is provede 

These carry sand to breaks throvgh which rip currents escape, spreading the sand 

on the sea bottom ovtride. On coasts where the depth increases rapidly offshore, 

waves breai: only on the beach and no ridges and troughs are formed. Keulegan. 

and Krumbein showed mathematically that some seas could be so shallow that waves 

could not break anywhere and cite geological evidence of such conditions. Depth 

would increase at the 4/7 power of distance from shore.
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Flow of ice, continued Supplement, 1952-53, part 5, p. 1 

Introduction, The subject of the physics of the flow of glaciers has received 

much attention in recent years. A large portion of the results are scattered in 
publications which are not readily accessible to American students and many are in 

other languages than Tnglish. However, a series of papers on phases of the subject 

appeared in the Journal of Geology of 1951 and in all numbers of the British Jourzel 
of Glaciology. Results of these researches are not all harmonious and the following 
is an attempt to offer suggestions on the meaning of these differences, Field’ 

investigation has been @arried on chiefly in Switzerland but also in Alaslm, Baffin 
Lani, Norway, etc. ‘Ye cannot here summarize all this highly technical data, but 
a amber of problems can now be outlined, Chief of these on which there is much 
a.fference of opinion, we may list: (a) is extrusion flow as postulated by Demorest 

a fact, (>) to what extent is melting and refreezing a factor both in motion and in 

Zlacial erosion, (c) does ice flow like a plastic substance where the "coefficient 
of viscosity! is a function of applied force, (d) how is the crystal structure of 
ice related to flow, and (e) is the flow of ice due to just one process or to a 
combination in varying proportions depending unon conditions which prevail at 

certain places and certain times in varying relations. 

axtrusion flow, The hypothesis of extrusion flow of ice at depth was 
promulgated by the late liax Demorest and adopted by a few other American students. 

zt geems to have met with considerable skepticism abroad, particularly with 

British glacialists, Here we must note that glaciology, the study of the physics 

of glaciers, is not identical with glacial geology which is primarily the study of 

glacial and glacioaqueovs sedimentation and the resulting land forms, One of the 
basic concepts of the hypothesis of extrusive flow is that the viscosity of ice 

decreases with load so that the basal portion of a thick glacier is more fluid than 
the upper portion. This upper rigid portion obeys the laws of solid rather than 

those of fluid mechanics, Its thickmess would then measure the threshold stress 
wheze the change takes place. ow the existance of such a transition is 
abundantly supported by experiments with both metals and the softer rochs, The 
disagreement seems to rest mainly on the problem of whether or not the velocity 

of motion of thick ice {nereases downward or upward. It is well recognized then 
in mountain or alpine glaciers (also termed valley glaciers) the increase is 

upward, although it is concluded that the surficial rigid ice which breal:s into 

crevasses rides along on the more mobile bottom ice.. In deriving the formulas 

for velocity based upon analogy to laminar flow of a fluid integration is carried 
on from bottom wo with a maximum toward the top of the ice just below the rigid 
zone, However, in the case of extrusion flow it would be necessary to reverse the 
computation and integrate downward from this point thus plecing the maximum velocity 

near to or at the bottom of the ice, Apparently it is this reversal of rate of 
increase plus difficulty in seeing why the surficial rigid ice does not travel 

along on top of the more fluid zone which has led to doubts. In the very nature 
of things extrusion flow is an invisible phenomenon, Obviously the best practical 

check is to drill a deep hole in a glacier and find out from repeated surveys 
where velocity is at a maximum. Such holes have been made in relatively thin 

alpine glaciers but the completion of one in a thicl: polar glecier has been 

delayed by drilling difficulties in very cold ice. It has long been recognized 

that the upper portion of a moving glacier yields by breaking into crevasses, The 
problem is whether or not crevassed areas are the only parts of continental glaciers
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which move. This opinion is still widely held but it is asserted that ib would 

be difficult to account for the observed discharge of ice from Greenland glaciers 

and some other thick ice masses without a deep-seated flow beneath unbroken ice, 
It may also be argued that glacial erosion of the deep basins of the Great Lakes 

and Finger Latkes of New Yor would be hard to explain if motion of the continental 
glacier were confined to a marginal zone. A similar remark could also be made in 

respect to the long distances of transport of some glacial erratics. Demorest 

explained the failure of the top central zone of a continental glacier to move 
by his idea of obstructed flow. Under this theory the greater resistance of the 

rigid ice, which descends to the surface at the margin of the ice sheet, wovld 
restrain any tendency of the surificial ice and firn to move out of the central 
area, It is not due to cohesion for ice yields readily to tension. It seems 
to the present writer that this is perhaps the greatest objection to the idea 
of extrusion flow which is otherwise a valid working hypothesis. 

Freezing and thawing due to pressure. Many criticisms have been urged against 
prrssure-controlled melting followed by refreezing, The process would seem a 

prerequisite to extensive glacial plucking of bed rock, which very slight 

consideration of energy requirements shows must indubitably have been much more 

important than grinding from the quanitative standpoint in the glacial erosion 
of hard rocks, Fortunately for the argument pressure melting and refreezing are 

easily demonstrated in ice which is at the melting point. One can press two ice 
cubes together in the hand and they stay frozen upon release, In the time~honored 

experiment of the passing of a weighted wire through a block of ice, it is evident 
that the energy of the falling weights furnishes the requisite 80 calories of heat 

absorbed in melting a gram of ice, Above the wire the opening freezes shut and each 

gram shovld set free the same amount of heat which was required to melt it. With 
the slow motion of the wire this heat is dissipated into the adjacent ice and to 
the atmosphere thus representing the final disposition of the available energy. 
The change in vressure is just sufficient to permit this heat exchange, Tow within 
a thick glacier which is in motion we must give thought to the fact that the net 

pressure on any given point is not only the weight of the column of ice and firn 
above but is in fact the resultant of this force and that of motion. =Zven if the 
weight does not change, a very slight alteration in rate of motion mst | 

indubitabiy affect the net pressure at a given point. Turning to the hypothetical 
temperature eure of a thick glacier whose top is in a cold climate, Fig, 1, 1949- 
-59, it seems impossible to think that a very large portion of the deeper parts of 
@ continental giaciercan beat any other temperature than the pressure-controlled 
melting point. Any possible extension of the mown portion of the near-surface 
curve must intersect the melting curve because ice cannot exist above that 
temperature, The writer ventures to suggest that pressure melting and refreezing 
is a vital process not only in glacial plucking but also in glacial motion. May 

it not well be that the thiclmess of the cold ice near the surface is an important 
control in extrusion flow and hence in stagnation of a decaying ice sheet which 
thinned to the point that there was no thick basal zone at the melting point? Such 
a case could occur where the climate is cold. On the other hand the lower southern 
margins of a continental glacier must have behaved like temperate glaciers which 
are often at the melting point throughout. May not these be the location of a 
different type of flow, perhaps similar to Demorest's gravity flow of valley 

Fig. 1 shows temperature curve of a temperate glacier (next page)
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glaciers? Could not the difference between extrusion and gravity flow be thus 

explained? Before leaving the subject of glacial plucking, attention may be 

directed to the necessity of assuming that crevices are present in the bed rock, 

It is true that most water wells in granite are dry if no crevices are found 

within about 200 feet of the surface. But dry crevices have been found at much 

greater depths and there seems no neoessary limit to the depth at which shearing 

may take place along faults. If holes may be drilled to depths of over 20,000 

feet in sedimentary rocks we certainly cannot set a downward limit to open cracks 

in hard crystallines. Another factor which must not be neglected is that erosion 

lightens the load on creviced rock, If the erosion merely replaces roclz with 
density about 2.6 with ice at density below 0.9 we have still furnished a reason 

for cracks to open up and admit plastic ice or water which freezes into ice, 

Viscosity of ice, Almost all physicists now admit that the coefficient of 
viscosity of ice is not a constant as it is in a true liguid. In fact some desire 
that the term be abandoned in favor of another. Most measurements agree that 
velocity of strain is a power function of stress, with an exponent variously given 

from 2 to slightly over 4, It is suggested that the value of the exnonent is a 

function of both temperature and nature of the ice. Glen conducted some carefully 

controlled experiments by stretching ice crystals at mean temperature of 1,5 ¢ 

and arrived at the expression?
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strain rate (in years) = 0.0074 stress (bars) , 1 bar = 10 dynes/em’, 

Threshold stress is about 1 bar corresponding to a thiclmess of 11 meters of ice, 

much less than the postulated value given before. Observations in tunnels have also 
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been made by measuring the rate of contraction of the sides. Very similar results 

_ with a threshold value of slightly over 10 meters of ice are reported by NcCall. 

Haefeli also describes measurements on rate of tunnel contraction as well as by 
direct determinations of the rate at which a metal ball was intruded into the ice. 
Calculations based. on the former gave results for viscosity ranging from 8 to 

Bat sol4 poise, decreasing toward the interior of the ice. He remarks "The tests 
with the sinking ball confirm the importance of pressure melting in glacier flow. 
Owing to local pressure concentrations the fluidity and thus the deformation of the 

- ice is locally increased." Wye gives the formula for force F at depth Gd on slope S 
with unit weight of ice w, wast 

FewdsS (on unit area) 

By integration the difference of top velocity (Uo) and bottom velocity (Up) of 
a glacier with total thickness D is: 

Te = UH, = vo sn, put 
Be (hie 4) 

Bis a constant. Note that W/B = reciprocal of the coefficient of viscosity, With 
strain rate cm/year and force in bars (within the range of 0.8 to 5.5 bars) 
B=1,62 and n = 4,1 but the internal physical state of the ice and the temperature
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cause changes in these values. It is worthwhile to compare the above formula for 

velocity with that derived for laminar flow of a true liquid. Bader suggests that 

viscosity is controlled by temperature, stress, grain size, grain shape and grain 

orientation. It is to be noted that some authorities now admit a distinct bottom 

velocity in an alpine glacier, a fact of great importance to glacial erosion 

whatever the process by which that goes on. 

Crystal strvcture of ice. Much work has been done on the crystal structure 

of ice both in the field and in the laboratory. ‘Ye can mention here only the 

nepers by Bader, Rigsby, and Bjerrum, the last of which apparently made use of 

the Ke+ray. The large size of some of the individual crystals is remarkmble for 

they measure many inches across, Bader remarks: "it is difficult to visualize 

shearing along tortuous grain boundaries as an important factor in grain : 

sformation", Wevertheless there is a marked preferred orientation or schistose 

structure although it is poorly developed compared to that of a mica schist. 
Dead ice, which is no longer moving, has larger crystals than living, moving ice 
yvhich contains bubbles of air and water. Bjerrum ascribes plasticity wholly to 
eiiding on planes perpendicular to the optic axes of the crystals, Rate of 

giiding is related directly to temperature. Threshold stress was estimated at 
about 5 kg/cm” which corresponds roughly to about 55 meters of ice. He also 
gelewlates the heat of sublimation of ice at 675 cal./gms In conclusion it seems 
that nothing has been discovered to contradict former conclusions on ice flow by 

recrystallization or crystal gliding except that the threshold stresses are 

decidedly less than that postulated by some older students of the subject. 

Conclusion, In conclusion of the subject of glacial flow it apnears to be 

well established that a number of processes must occur either at once or under 
somewhat different physical conditions, We may summarize that motion can be by: 
(a) mechanical shear, (b) pressure melting and refreezing, and (c) recrystal« 
lization or gliding. The dominance of any one process is certainly related to 
temperature, total stress, rate of stress change, and physical makeup of the ice 

in amount of air bubbles and possibly the amount of water-soluble salts in water 

bubbles, Nothing which has been discovered prohibits the occurrence of extrusion 
fiow at depth, although it must be admitted that such a theory offers certain 
mechanical difficulties. It is in fact possible to set up a theory of motion of 

both vailey and continental glaciers by repeated gravity slicing along planes 

which dip outward from the center or source, (See section on soil mechanics) 

Lewis suggested such an explanation in cirque glaciers by a method of sliding 
which strongiy resembles the hypothetical analysis used by engineers to establish 
the safety of the side of an artificial excavation. Such a theory of rotational 
sliding has been combined with yield by flow rather than by fracture, Some 

positive evidence to support its reality has been collected from motion of the ice 

in the sides of tunnels and from the dip of apparent shear planes in the ice which 

are difficult to explain as bedding or accumulation planes. However, licCall found 
that (a) ice movement near to terminus of a cirque glacier has a marked upward 
component, (>) motion of basal layers is not always in the same vertical or 

horizontal direction as that near ths surface, (c) there is no effective over~ 
-thrusting as demanded by the theory of rotational slip, (a@) ice is quasi-viscous 
and (e) there is no evidence that debris is being raised into the ice from the ice 
bottom. See Fig. 4 on next pages
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Wye made a theoretical analysis of the changes from normal laminar flow such as 

postulated by Demorest as unobstructed gravity flow into two phases: (a) extending 

flow on a convex bed where there is a marked slope of lines of shear downhill at a 
eieater angle than the slope of either the bed or the top of the ice, and 
(t) compressive flow on a concave bed where the lines of shear slope upward 

=, <> ae Strain at top -s ASL) Fig. 5 after Nye 
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at a greater angle than the slope of the glacier. The latter is Demorests! 
obstructed gravity flow, a conclusion checked by Hye's statement that the former 
is characteristic of the accumulation area and the latter of the terminus of a 
glacier, The figure here given explains the phenomena by the aid of the strain 

ellipsoid and Nye's mathematical analysis may better be omitted. But the 

ebservations in ice tunnels seems to show very definitely that ice flow is 
predominantly due to shear within crystals and to a considerable extent to 

pressure melting and refreezing in all areas where the ice is just at the melting 

point, In considering the threshold stresses outlined above it is well to recall 
that such were given in meters of ice with density of 0.9 thus giving a much lower 

figure than the actual overburden of snow and firn, In this connection it is also 
clear that actual mcasurements of the depth of crevasses in the brittle surface 
ice have almost everywhere shown that previous estimtes of depth were far too 
great, The difficulty in finding the bodies of persons who, like Demorest, 
perished by falling into crevasses may be due to very soft snow in the bottom,
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| Top of bed rock 

Fig. 6 is an attempt to define the zones of a polar glacier in which the 
different processes of flow should be dominant, In concluding this controversial 
subject we may recall that science thrives by the introduction of new ideas and 

hypotheses. Some of them my be false, but nevertheless they compel) us to 

overhaul our knowlege and to complete our proofs, Unfortunrtely, many students 

of science, who ought to have mown better and admitted ignorance, evade the areas 

where their personal knowledge was lacking. Witness the many prophecies of the 

imminent exhaustion of all petroleum resources, the condemnation of certain 
. Llittle-lmown oreas before testing, the conclusion that a mechine heavier than air 

could not fly, that atomic energy could not be released, and thet holes could only 
be drilled to a modest depth until filled by ryex . flow. Let us beware of falling 
into the attitude that what we do not observe or do not know about does not exist, 

Temperature in the bergschrund, An long argument has been waged as to the 
presence of freeze end thaw within the bergschrund due to. actual air temperature 
change or to the entry of meltwater from above, Recently some actual observations 

show, 2s might well be expected from the presence of so much ice, that oir
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Fige 7 after Battle and Lewis 
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temperature rarely if ever attains more than 0 C. (329F,) Higher temperatures 
Jusing the days outside are evidently due to winds which do not penetrate 
vnderground. Thus the melt water hypothesis of Lewis appears to be well 
substantiated, Fig, 7 above 
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GEHOMORPHOLOGY 

Dimensions and competence of running water. Supplement I, 1953, ps 1 

Introduction, Three papers have appeared on the subject of running water 
which appear to show marked progress in understanding of some problemse Two 
of these not only clarify some of the basic points of the physics of streams but 
also point the way to solution of many important problems of sediment transport. 

The third, deals with particle size distribution on an alluvial fan. 

Discharge of streams. The fundmental quantity measured by hydraulic 

engineers is the discharge of streams. To find this figure they first discover 

a suitable cross section of the channel. This is subdivided into segments of 

known dimensions, then the average velocity of flow is found in each segment 

giving its discharge and the final sum of the segments is the Discharge (Q) = 

average width of channel (w) X average depth (4), X average velocity, (#) or 

Q = wedev. British engineering units are employed, cubic feet per second, and 

feet. Since the discharge of all rivers varies constantly it is necessary to 

connect each actual measurment to the ga#ge reading of water level in the river 

at that time. Most discharge determinations are read from a curve (Pep 1) 

which indicates this relationship. Next a curve (Fig. 2) mst be prepared which 

shows the percent of days that any given discharge is equalled or exceeded. The 

mean discharge is also computed as the aritmetical average of all recorded daily 

discharges. This quantity is generally larger than the median discharge which 

is equalled or exceeded exactly 50% of the time. 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
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Inter-relations of quanities. Platting on log-log paper demonstrates, 
as shown in Fig. 3, that w, d, and v are simple power functions ef Q, {he fs 

prion Agri In mathematical expressions Q = wdv = aQ x cQ’ x kQ - 
ackQ u From this it is evident that the sum of the exponents of Q mst be 

unity and the product of the numberical constants mst be the same. An average 
of 20 river sections studied gave b = 0.26, f = 0.40, m= 0.34 but the values of 

the constants varies much more widely than do the exponents. Evidently the 

values are related to the materials of the stream beds and possible to other 

factors. The limits of variation are unknown. Depth increases with discharge 

faster than does width. 

Fig. 3 
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Relations of width, depth and velocity to discharge as plotted on log-log 
papere Scatter of points not shown. 
Downstream variations in channel shape. In computing the relations of 

dimensions of stream channels in a downstream direction it is evident that all 
’ comparisons must be made for a specified discharge at every station. Most of the 

log-log plats were made for mean annual discharge which occurs or is exceeded on 

the average about one day in every four. In almost all rivers discharge increases 
downstream. Some were made for flows which occur less frequently.
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Despite the expectable "scatter" of points when platted, there is a remarkable 

agreement in results. Using the notation above, Ww 5 agb, d= eg, and v = kQ®, 

the average values are b = 0.5, f = 0.4, and m= 0.1 This shows that for increase 

in discharge downstream all quantities including velocity increase. Increase in 

velocity is least and this quantity may be almost constant in some streams. Even 

in the headguaters however, the conclusion is demonstrable. It is contrary to 

_ what nearly everyone formerly thought and hence demands some explaination. To 

do this we will restate Mannings oor. yelocity of a stream with turbulent 

flow: mean velocity (v) ft/ses= 1.5 4 S® (dimensions in feet) Note that 
roughness (n) 

for wide stream mean depth (d) replaces hydraulic radius (R or cross section 

area divided by width.) From this it may be seen that most geomorphologists 

have ignored both depth of water and roughness of the bed. Together these 

overcompensate for the fact seen in the field that slope of the water surface 

almost everywhere decreases downstream. Slope (s) in feet per foot * 0.021Q- 0.45 

on the average. 

Sediment transport. Streams carry sediment in two ways, (a) as bed load 

or bed=material, and (b).as in suspension or wash load. The two may change in 

proportion with alterations of the stream so that what is suspended at one time 

may be a portion of the bed and vice versa. The mathematical relations of the
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: two are only vaguely known for there is at present no accurate method of 

determining transport of material on a stream bottom. Any mechanical device to 

catch such load introduces changes in the currents which render the results 
valueless. Suspended load can be and is being measured at a number of localities. 

Possibly data on the filling of reservoirs may eventually supply some of the 

missing information. The following discussion is almost wholly on suspended 

load. 

Suspended load. Platting of the weight of suspended load in given time 

against discharge of a stream shows at once (Fige 5) that, despite scattering 

of points, the amount of sediment increases with discharge as a power function with 

with an exponent between 2 and 3, thus demonstrating an increase in more than 

direct proportion to discharge. 

Fige 5 
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The cause of this rapid increase is known only in general termse Factors are: 

(a) infiltration rate and storage of rain in puddles is greatest at start of a 

rain, (b) raindrop erosion increases with wetting of soil, (c) long duration of 

rainfall increases depth of and erosion by sheet wash, (d) increase in velocity 

of large streams enhances both scour of bottom and undercutting of banks, (e) 

changes in channel shape during a flood are caused by the suspended load, and 

(£) suspended sediment concentration may be considered as an independent 

variable on which both velocity and depth depend. Despite the known alteration 

of banks hy floods, the conclusion of Leopold and Maddock is "that the observed 

increase i. sediment concentration results primarily from erosion of the water- 

shed rather than from scour of the bed of the main stream in the reach where the 

measurment is made." They found that there are not enough observations to 

permit of direct conclusions on changes in concentration downstreame
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: It appears to be slight so far as known for it is observed that increase in 

sediment with increase of drainage area is less for large basins than for small. 

It is possible to present a graph such as Fig. 6 showing the relations of width, . 

depth and velocity to total suspended sediment load: 
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Suspended sediment load, tons/day 
Widths and depths in feet. Velocity in feet/second 

General conclusions. (1) If discharge and width are constant increase 

in velocity means increase in total suspended sediment and a decrease in depth. 

(2) With velocity constant, increase in width decreases both the suspended 

sediment load and depth. (3) Both decreasing width with constant velocity and 
increasing velocity at constant width increase capacity for suspended load at 

constant discharge. (4) A wide river carries less suspended load than a narrow 
river with the same velocity and discharge. (5) Two rivers of equal width and 
discharge load of suspended solids is larger in that having the higher velocity. 
Suspended_sediment transport with variable discharge. Due to fact that Q = wdv 
the sum of the exponents b+f+m must be unity as explained abovee Hence if 

two of these exponents are known the third can be computed and from this fact 

some deductions may be made. First we draw Fig. 7 showing relation of suspended 

sediment to velocity, width, and discharge. 

Width, feet Fig. 7 
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Solid inclined lines show velocity at top. Solid lines are for Q = 2000 

cu.ft/sece; dashed lines toward left are for 500 cu.ft./sec.
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: From this it is possible to draw curves showing values of j, the exponent of Q 

for suspended sediment, in terms of both b, and the ratio of mto f. The ratio 

between increase of velocity with discharge and increase of depth with discharge 

is, therefore, related to amount of suspended sediment.. For the average cross 

section of a river n/f is 0.85, b = 6.26, and j = 2.3 This is in line with the 
statement that sediment concentration should decrease slightly downstream. (Fig. 8) 

Gomparisons of different river cross sections indicate that:. suspended sediment 

load varies: (1) directly with as a function of velocity, (2) directly as a 
function of depth, (3) inversely as a function of width, (4) as a large power of 
velocity, and (5) as small powers of depth and width.
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Fige 9 summarizes the information by showing the comparative changes at a 

station and downstream by giving the proper slopes of the lines which display 

the values of the exponents of discharge in log-log platting. We may say that 

for given width and discharge increase in suspended sediment requires increase 

in velocity and reduction in depth. The quantities involved are adjusted to the 

nature of the drainage basin so that they are independent of the channel system,
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Bed_ load. Since there is little information of bed load transport in natural 
streams recourse must be had to the experiments of Gilbert in wooden troughs 
here restated in the C, G. S. system. Fig. 10 shows at once that the relation of 

the lines of equal velocity is exactly opposite to those of Fig. 6 for suspended 
sediment. Data are given for two different discharges both with same kind of 
sande Tentative conclusions are: (1) with constant discharge and width increased 
velocity increases both bed load and suspended sediment, (2) with constant 
velocity and discharge increase of width decreases suspended load and increases 

bed load, (3) broad shallow channels are needed to transport a large bed load. 

Fig. 10 
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Changes of channel form. At some gaging stations measurments have been 
made of changes in channel form during foods. Some places at the start of a 

' flood, when concentration of suspended sediment is high, display a rise in level 

of the bottom. This is followed, when sediment decreases, by scour and lowering 
of the beds Obviously the latter causes a lower velocity when less velocity is 
needed for transport. At other places erosion begins at once with the rise of dis- 
charge with high sediment concentration and later filling takes place during f&il 

of water level. It has been noted that the spring floods of melted snow in 
western rivers lower river beds whereas later season floods due to rain result in 
fill. Filling often occurs during times of increasing velocity. f 

Roughness of channel. At constant width and discharge it is obvious that 

the product of v. d must be constant. Hence any increase in velocity requires 
a decrease in depth. From the usual velocity formula it is evident that for 
any increase in velocity and decrease in depth the factor (SS) mst increase. 

a 

The two equations: gd = egt and v = kQ™ make it possible to set up ane Te 

KOM = 1.5 (cof )2/3 «z/n where the constants c and X vary. Hence Q™ : Q/3"(s3/a 
Where § and n are constant with discharge then m= 2/3 f or n/f= 2/3 From this 
it follows that if S2/n increases with discharge m/f is more than 2/3 and when 

this ratio decreases with discharge then m/f is less than 2/3. Wow at a given 
station the average ratio of n/f is 0.85 whereas downstream this is only 0.25
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From this it appears that Bin increases with discharge at a given station and 

decreases downstreame It has also been observed that in the downstream direction 
roughness (n) remains about constant so that slope mist decrease to preserve the 

above relations. Observation has also disclosed that an increase in suspended 

load decreases channel resistance and hence increases velocity. Possibly this 

is really related to decreasing turbulence. Increased values of sediment con- 

centration are associated with decreased values of n» At a given station, however, 

the slope does not change very much so that the alteration of n must be considerabl 

with change in concentration of sediment.. Changes in velocity-depth relations 

might be attributed to change in sediment concentration where an increase 
diminishes the roughness, n, of the bottom. A check consists of the behavior of 

Colorado River after the completion of Boulder (Hoover) Dam which caught much of 

the sediment leaving clear water below. This is the same as a lake in the course 

of a river. Alterations below the dam consist of (1) increase in depth in spite 
of a lowering of surface elevation, (2) decrease in width due to reduction of 
flood volume, (3) decrease in mean velocity, (4) increase in roughness of 
bottom, apparently a result not of change in type of material but of decrease in 

suspended load, (5) reduction of bed load in the narrowed channel, (6) increase 
in capacity for suspended load due to change in velocity and discharge, (7) “0 

appreciable change in slope. 

Factors of channel roughness. Channel roughness is due to (1) particle 
size, (e) bed configuration, and (3) sediment load. It is commonly observed 

that the material of most stream beds diminishes in size of particles downstream 

although from this it does not necessarily follow that decrease in slope is 

directly attributable to this phenomenon. Waves and ripples on the stream bed 
are very important factors in roughness, although they are not permanente 

Increased bed roughness decreases velocity in respect to depth hence affecting the 

capacity for loads These waves or ripples vary in nature with different kinds 

of sediments They pass with increasing discharge from smooth bottom through 

successive forms into antidunes which travel upstream. For fixed slope and 

discharge decreased particle size tends to increase roughness. Bottom material 

is most important in the headwaters of streams where the bed consists of boulders, 

cobbles,. and pebbles. Under this condition, downstream decrease in size of 

particles decreases roughness.» The Powder River, Wyoming, has a value of n on 

gravel of .087 which falls to .017 on silt farther downstream. However, in other 

streams the value of n is about the same downstream despite marked differences 

in nature of bottom. There it mst be that bottom configuration is dominant. 

In summary, it is clear that slope is the dependent factor which the stream is 

able to change. As noted above it is common to find at a given station that 

suspended load of streams increases rapidly with discharge. This requires a 

relatively rapid increase in velocity compared to depth, that is a high value 

of m/f. Such is accomplished primarily be an increase in the value of n which 

is related to increase in concentration of suspended load. However, in a down- 

stream direction load does not keep pace with discharge and the concentration 

of suspended sediment decreases slightly. To do this depth mist increase with 

discharge faster than does velocity so that the n/f ratio mst be lowe Hence 

s2/n mst decrease downstream. With roughness about constant this can be done 

: only by decreasing the slope. 

Graded streams. By definition a graded stream can over a period of time 

just transport the amount of sediment furnished it. Engineers have constructed 

many irrigation canals which do exactly this, that is they neither erode ror silt 

ups Some rules were derived by experiment which used perimeter, P, instead of
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width and hydraulic radius, R, instead of mean depth. A sediment factor, PF, , , 

is also introduced, The basic equations are: P = 2.67 Q& and Vinean, = 1.15F?Re, 

Note that in the studies of Leopold and Maddock they found that w= aQz ee 

(downs}ream). By combining the relations d = cQf and v = kQ” we find that 
(a/o)t/= = -(w/'ic)1/™ or viat™/f, In natural streams this ratio of m to f 
downstream is only 1/4 whereas in the canals it was 1/2. But we mst recall that 

canals for irrigation are not like streams because they loose discharge 

downstream as it is dispersed into laterals. They can have no change in 

suspended sediment concentration hence the value of j cannot be above 1.0. 

If b= .5 and j = 1.0 this means that m/f would be 6.43 or not far from that 

value already given. This suggests that j must in practice be less than l. 
In summary, Maddock and Leopold conclude that with available data it is not 
possible to discriminate graded from ungraded sections of a river. 

Longitudinal profile of rivers. It has long been assumed that the profile 
of a river bed is directly related to the maximum particle size of sediment in 
its bed. It has also been assumed that wear of the load results in a downstream 
reduction of size of particles, The latter can be checked in the field, although 
it is hard to distinguish material derived from tributaries and cut banks.and not 
brought far downstream. Now if the velocity of fiow really increases Gownstream 

how can competence of the current be the controlling factor of river profiles? 

Some have derived equations to substantiate this assumption but the issue is 

confused by several phenomena. (1) Decrease of particle size increases roughness 

by promoting ripples} (2) rouguness ig algo related to concentration of suspended 

sediment and, (3) in practice roughness does not vary much downstream. Hence to 
preserve the required velocity-depth relations to transport the load the slope of 

a normal stream must decrease downstream, Leopold gives the empirical equation 

that slope, S = 0.021 QrOe49, that is slope is approximately inverse to the square 

A : Fig. 11 
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root of discharge. We cannot, however, construct a longitudinal profile of a 

river from this without knowing how the discharge varies in a downstream 
direction, This is commonly in direct proportion to drainage area not to 

distance along the channel, :
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Vertical velocity distribution, It has long been known that in rivers which 
are relatively wide in proportion to depth, that is where the banks are readily 
erodable, the vertical distribution of velocity is approximately proportional to 
the logarithm of distance from the bottom, z. Such being the case the rate of 
increase of velocity with respect to distance from the bed is inverse (seo any 

text book of Calculus). Now this rate of change in velocity upward from the bed 

determines the shear or rate of energy transfer from the stream to the bottom, 
Since in most streams depth increases downstream as a power function of discharge 
the slope of the line representing rate of velocity (av/a2) change near to the 

bed must decrease with increase in total depth. 

Fig. 12 os 
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Another factor is that total force on the bed is proportional to depth times 
slope. As brought out above, depth increases on the average at the 4/loth 
power of discharge whereas slope Gecreases at approximately the square root of 

that quantity, Hence the product DS must decrease slowly downstream at about the 

minus 1/10th power of discharge. 

Summary. Although the old idea that river slopes are directly rolatcd to © 
velocity which decreases downstreem thus decreasing competence must be abandoned, 

it is clear that there is a downstream decre:se in comoetence. The details of 
just how this comes about are not simple. Thr verticel velocity profiic and 

shear on the bed are interrelated and depend not only on mean velocity but also 
on depth, and on roughness of bottom. This shear also affects the intensity of 
turbulence which is necessary to keep material off the bed. Downstream decrease, 
in roughness may diminish both shear and turbulence desnite increaso in mean 

velocity. Leopold lists the variables which enter into this problem: discharge, 
width, dopth, velocity, slope, roughness, load, and size of particles in transit. 
These constitute eight simultaneous equations whose solution is at present in- 
possible. Of them only the flow equation (Q=dv) and Mannings formula for velo— 
city are accepted by common use. The others comprise relation of load to neture 
of basin, rate of particle size change downstrcan, widthe-depth ration in ree ~ 
lation to nature of the bed and banks, change in value of n, the roughness fac-- 
sor, with depth, material, discherge, and slope, and relation of n to sedimoni 
concentration. The interdevendence of these factors is evident and it is clear 

that the stream is capable of adjusting its slope to fit the requirements of 

the others. The cross section of a stream is adjusted so as to equalize shear 

on both bed and banks. ‘The form of the bed cen be changed so as to alter rough. 

ness, All of these factors are much more complex than we were led to believe
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by the pioneer students of geomorphology who did not employ quanitative methods 
even if they were correct in general principle. 

Change of varticle size downstream. As explained above it is gonerally 
impracticable to measure the downstream reduction of size of particles trans— 
ported by a river. On alluvial fans, however, all the debris is derived above 
the apex and reasonable success has been attained in comparing the maxinun par— 
ticle size with distance from the source. An article by Blissenbach based on 
fans in Arizona shows (Fig. 13) thet despite considerable scatter a definite 
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relationship does hold, From the known fact that diameter of pebbles is related 
to the square of velocity of transporting water it could then be concluded that 

- the retio of mean depth (or hydreulic radius) to bottom roughness mus%t remain 
reasonably constant. On alluvial fans this might be expected for all the water 
is derived from the head so that the individual streams on the fan do rot vary 
widely in size despite some loss by evaporation and perhaps by seevege. Rough— 
ness, which should decrease with smaller psrvicles downward on the fan, could 

be maintained by more ripoles in the bed on lower slopes. The log-log. platting 

(using slope as directly proportion to cegrces neasured) of the diagrans pub— 

lished show thet: slope is apnroximately inverse to the squere root of horizontal 
distance from apex. Fall*mst, therefore (see integral celculus) be in propor— 

tion to the square root of distance from apex. The seme vaper also presents 

sone data on relationship of meximum particle size to angle of slope (on steeper 

slope the degrees do not correspond dircetly to the technical definition of 

slope which is tengent of the angle) whic scom to confirm the detorminetions 

of Fair in South Africa. In the case of the Black Hills terrace grevels there 

is rough egreenent of slope to logarithm of geometric mean size of stones, Ali 

of the above data is inconclusive for no attention has been paid to mean part:— 

cle size of entire deposit and it is known that there is much finer material 

along with these maxinum particles. Ona me does the average or medium size 

control the coefficient of friction? wy
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Pediplanation vs peneplanation. 

Introduction, Although the subject of final stages in denudation by run- 

ning water has been covered in previous supplements, data which has appeared 
in the past year offer further food for though on this extremely important 
problem, Before beginning a discussion, however, it is well to repeat that 

the definition of the word ponepiain (peneplane of Johnson) is far from uni- 
form among students of geomorphology. This makes it extremely difficult to 

argue about either processes or end results. Tet us here return to the ori~ 

ginnl ideas and neglect later attempts to change the definition to one which 

is so broad as to be almost meaningless, 

"Normal clirate" One of the often unwritten but necessary conditions 
for the origin of a peneplain (under the original meaning) is the so-called 
"normal climate", in other words a climate similar to that of northeastern 
North America and northwestern Europe where temperatures are moderate, rain~ 
fall well distributed seasonally, vegetation abundant, and chemical decom- 
position of the material of the earth's surface well developed. True, this 
climate is that in which a very large part of the civilized inhabitants of 
the world dwell, but from the areal standpoint it is certainly not that of 
the main portion of the present lands. We must look at a globe and not at a 
Mercator projection map to form an intelligent opinion on this point. Besides 

this fact, we mist recognize the strong possibility that the present distri- 

bution of climates was not a permanent fenture during the history of the earth. 

Evidence to prove this is not easy to obtain and rests inrgely upon inference, 

Soil profiles are not much help for many are not more than a few thousand years 

old. Mrrine deposits offer even less aid except insofar as they demonstrate 

wind and current directions, Hence we mist turn to continental deposits and 

evaporites, With them the influence of uow-eroded mountain chains must be 
evaluated. Besides this, many geologists offer the time-honored excuse’ of 

movement of either or both poles and continents, Whatever might be the cor 
rect conclusiou on this debatable subject for the older geological periods, 

conside~adle evidence has been presented to demonstrate that the hypothesis 
of charges in latitude must be rejected for the Tertiary and Quaternary. Dis- 
tribution of plants and of glaciation substantiate this. The occurence of 
glaciation alone proves tuat elimatic changes of the first mgnitude took 
place.at that time. The later Tertiary is notable for the immerse alluvial 

deposits of Western United States which must have been laid down under a de~ f 

cidely different climate than now prevails in the same pisce. It has often 

been suggested with considerable assurance than the presen -dsy wind and cli- 

matic belts still show the effects of the Pleistocene glaciation because of sur= 

viving ‘icecsyps. Such being the case it is best to forget about such a thing 
as a "norna:." climate and to realize that much more of the globe may hare once 
been semi-arid, We should then reject the idea that either aridity or semi~ 

aridity is a “climatic accident", 

Elimatic control of debris removal. Fig. 1 shows cross sections of slopes 
in arid, semi-arid, humid, and sub-arctic climates, All but the last have in 
common the presence of enough rain to remove more or less completely the debris 

formed by weathering, In the truly arid environment weathering is almost 

wholly, mechnnical, Wh@n it does rain the water is not enough in amount or dur- 

ation of flow to remove the dso~is cf weathering from the area but instead it 
accutiiates in alluvial fans and. filling of enclosed basins. Both chemical 
oenzes and restraint by vegetation are at a minimum. Resistant crusts of chem- 

‘sal, origin are formed. In a semi-arid region some chemical weathering is pre:
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FIG. 1 

sent but vegetation is not important. Enough rainfall occurs to keep the debris 

shed from steep slopes moving toward the sea or other base level. Much debris . 
is water-born, the only proviso being that the particle size distribution be 

within the competence of running water, Ina humid land, however, chemical 
alteration of the bed rock is very important. Although the average particle size 

is thus reduced, the presence of vegetation slows down removal, Mass movement 

is, however, very important, Slow erosion is especially conspicious where grass 

is present for all experiments demonstrate that it is by all means the most 

effective of all vegetation in restraining erosion. Ina region of perpetually 

frozen ground the net result is to make all bed rocks and mantle rock alike into 
a solid, mssive mterial. The seasonally thawed or "active" layer of the hills 

is moved in large part by mass movement to the streams. 

Changes in climate. Due to the indubitable fact that climates change at any 

given locality it is expectable that we should find the characteristic climatic 
landscapes superimposed one upon another. Many believe that adjacent to the 

Pleistocene ice sheets vast areas were once frozen. Consideration of the heat 
requirements for melting of ice show that such could have been possible only 
during the advancing stages of the glaciers, if indeed it ever affected areas of 

marine climate. However, changes in amount of rainfall and vegetation can be and 
have been detected. Pluvial periods with more rain than at present have been 
postulated by many geologists in areas which are now semi-arid. Students of soils 

have also noted past climatic changes, particularly near to major lines of 

division due to climatic control. In this discussion, however, we will mainly 
cencern ourselves with the later stages of erosion, the production of surfaces 
of low relief late in the progress of erosion,
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Dayis' idea of the peneplain. Fig. 2 shows two contrasted theories of the 

retreat of slopes. W. M. Davis held that the slopes on the sides of a stream 
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FIG, 2 Two ideas on slope retreat 
constantly diminish in angle throughout the "cycle of erosion", Little attention 

was paid to details of just how material was removed from low slopes and less to 

the conclusion that a balance must ultimately be attained between the force 

available to remove material and the resistance of that material to erosion. 
Fig. 3 shows the original concept of the peneplain where it was concluded that 
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FIG. 3 The peneplain concept of W. M. Davis. Note survival of the ridge on 
hard sandstone, the thick layer of mantle rock and the wide floodplaine The last 

is what epparently led some of the later students to include depositional areas 
with peneplains. Note convex divides with any possible concave slopes buried under 
floodplain deposits. 

‘the streams would no longer be able to remove the debris of weathering as fast as 
it formed and would hence form extensive floodplains. A deep mantle of 
disintegrated rock was assumed to be present all over the area and residual 
elevations or monadnocks were left only where the bed rock was particularly 
obdurate to weathering and erosion, Elsewhere rounded convex divides should merge 

into the falts of the floodplains. The pre—Cambrian surface of Canada and 
: north-central United States appears to fit fairly well with this concept, 

although we mst recognize that it has been buried by marine sediments and later 
exhumed, There monadnocks are confined to extremely resistant materials, 
quartzite, hard iron formation, and fine-grained igneous rocks, Between these, 

slopes are in many places very low and divides are inconspicious, Bed rock is 
disintegrated to considerable depths not only in exposed areas but also where 

the cover of later rocks still persists,
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Objections to the peneplain hypothesis, Other than buried and resurrected 

surfaces such as mentioned above, very subdued erosion topography is observable 

only on soft shales and on limestones where it is greatiy aided by solution. 

The whole idea that a thick mantle of weathered material would form on surfaces 

of low relief ignores the heaé. necessary to force water far below the surface. 

Absence of a deep residual] mantie on the pré-Cambrian is generally ascribed to 

glaciation and it is true that in the lightly glaciated or unglaciated 

pre-Cambrian of central Wisconsin the mantle rock locally exceeds 140 feet in 

thickness in schist. The problem remains, however, to wlat extent was this due 

to chemical reaction by grcund water while still buried, For that matter, how 

much eresion was caused by the waves and currents of the sea which transgressed 

this surface long ago! Other objections are of a more theoretical nature, Just 

how could debris be removed on very low slopes? Monadnocks should be rounded 

and grade into the adjacent landscape save perhaps where difference in bed rock 

geology is abrupt. A very serious objection lies in the apparent presence of 

old subdued surfaces near together and separated by a steep escarpments, Are 

these all explicable by differences in bed rock geology? Or is there something 
radically wrong in the hypothesis of origin of subdued erosion surfaces? Why did 

not the process that made the younger surface obliterate all theese of older 

levels? Horton held that under his hydrophysical approach there must be "a 

definite end point for both stream and valley developnent." This point would be 

reached when the area between the streams is all within the belt of no erosion. 
Indeed Horton held that "most of the observed gradation of divides takes place 

before the streams which are separated by the given divide are developed—~in other 
words, the terrain where the divide is lecated is graded in advance at a time 
when sheet erosion is taking place along or across the line which subsequently 

becones the divide." He rejected entirely the idea that divides are graded down 

indefinitely. Horton also stated "The ultimate surface of erosion within a 

nain basin boundary is neither ‘almost a plane, as the prefix 'pene' implies, nor 

is it usually as close to being a plane as was the original surface area from 
which it has been derived. It seems better to call it a ‘base surface! generally 

concave upward except along divides". Horton appears to have assumed soft 
material to considerable depths. 

Parellel retreat _of slopes. The theory that slopes do not lessen with time 
‘but retreat parallel to themselves after the initial formation was first presente’ 

' by Penck and is shown on the left side of Fig. 2. This view requires the 
formation of a gently sloping surface between the foot of the steep slope and 
the channel of the adjacent stream, Material derived from the wearing back of 
the steeper slopes must be transported across this area by running water, This 
was the concept of the pediment, an idea also put forward by Gilbert from his 
observations in the semi-arid western part of this country. Davis did at one 

time write a paper ou rock floors in which something of this theory was 

recognized although he rejected the idea of parallel retreat of slopes. 

Strahler's equilibrium tkeory. Strahler used a statistical analysis of 

certain measurements in California and concluded that slopes lessen to a point 
where the adjacent streams can just remove the debris shed by weathering and fed 

into them by slopewash and mass movenent. He found that these slopes have the 

sane angle fron top to bottom. It is apparent, hewever, that the area in the 

Coast Range probably represents a very early stage in the cycle of erosion, 

possibly prior to stabilization of slopes in relation to kinds of rock debris, 

each of which probably has a distinctive particle size distribution,
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Word's classification of slopes. Allan Wood's discrimination of types of 

hillside slopes into the waxing (convex), free face (outcrop), constant (talus or 
Ygravity), and waning ‘soncave) was summarized in an earlier supplement (Fig. 4). 
— ce. comvax slope . 

Free face or outcrop 

— talus or gravity slope (rock fragments) 

nang or pediment slope 

ee ee ee ee 

FIG° 4 Classification of hillside slopes after Wood. 

Examples of each are found in almost all climates, although some may be absent at 

any given locality. We will first consider the methods by which each is formed 

and altered. 

Comvex or waxing slope. Formation of a rounded edge or convex surfsce 

on hill tops is not due to one process alone. It implies a removal of material 
toward lower ground at a rate which increases downshope. As pointed out by Davis 

long ago a sharp angle tetween original surface and hillside, such as is ferned 
early in the cycle of erosion, is vulnerable since it is attacked by the agents ot 

weathering from two sides. Once weathered, removal may occur either by slopewasr 

or mass movement, Variation in intensity of rainfall causes the boundary of 

Horton's "belt of no erosion" to fluctuate in position, This should result in 
rounding off the corner. King has a similar idea for he states: "as the volume of 

water increases with distance from the crest of the slope and its speed downhiil 

iucreases with the steepening declivity, there comes a stage where modification 

of the surface under the action of running water exceeds the modification due to 

soil creep. This is the end of the waxing slope." Soi] creep is favored by this 
rounding off of the corner, by rock which weathers into 2 mantle which has low 
viscosity when wet, and by the presence of a restraining cover of sod or other 
vegetation which minimizes sheet wash. In the White River Badlands of South 

Dakota it has long been a divides occur only on the weaker layers. 

| Son at i ‘| FIG. 5 Convex divides in White River 
| Re ped NT) ek | Badlands of South Dakota from photograph 
Rateitees yor lt 5 fy. 4, | by F. T, Thwaites, Note that these are 
pee omg Lp ET No hag | confined to a certain soft stratum whereas 
tee Vian as a ns od) a La ae a the harder beds above make the craggy 
LILI! ee esi hot at Set divides in the background. Note also the 
UG ee ee very steep sides below the convex erests 
Len te ae f r .-.| Which slope down to beds of ravines and 
oe ee ge ee in other places to true pediments. Small CLAD LR Paes : Pp Pp 
/ Cay eeee e Cee residual masses of the soft clay resemble 
ee las 2 oa haystacks. 
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Wherever firm material is present the divides are jagged and narrow, Convex 

divides are, then, best Gevelcoed in humid lands with weak bed rock and 

abundant protecting veg: "ation. Roc exposures, o'her shan large boulders moved 

from their original. position, use. rave.in true convex tiopes. However, convex 

slopes are not of universal occurrence, 

Free face or outcrop. in the zone of the free face or rock outcrop it is 

evident that the debris of weathering derived from ative must be moving with 

much greater speed than it does near the hill summit. Acutal outcrops can occur 

only where the bed rock is fairly resistant to weathering and are best developed 

in regions of horizontal strata, particularly where the resistance of different 

layers varies considerably. In the latter case there may be more than one such 

line of exposure. The actual type of rock forming outcrops varies with climte. 
In semi-arid regions we even find that gypsum, which is water soluble, is 

exposed because of its mechanical resistance. In very humid regions sandstone, 

quartzite, or fine-grained igneous rocks are common ledge-makers, Where slope 

development is reaching its endpoint, due either to a long time or to the 

weakness of the underlying material to both weathering and erosion the free face 
may be abgent. Obviously this is most common where relief is low. 

Talus, debris slope, or constant slope. Since the free face or outcrop is 

exposed to the elements it sheds fragments of rock. The size distribution of 

these depends upon bedding and jointing which is in turn an inherent feature of 

the type of rock. These fragments roll, slide, or fall into the slope below 
which is varyingly described as talus, scree, debris slope, or constant slope. 
The mechanics of this zone, which in many localities has a constant declivity, 
have been previously discussed. However, the fact that with most rocks and im 

most climates talus fragments disintegrate through weathering. The resulting 

finer material may be retained between the larger rocks for a time because of 
their protection and the restraint of vegetation. If there is enough moisture. 

and clay has been formed, mass movement of the talus is possible, LandSlides — 
may then reveal the sloping surface of only slightly weathered bed rock which 
is the underlying basement of these slopes. This may reduce the slope of the 
lower part of the talus. If removal of material both thus and by rill erosion 

is not fast enough the free face above will be buried and talus formation wilt 
ceasee Rill erosion is more probable than unconfined slope wash because the 

: steep slope promotes high turbulence with associated channel erosion. It is 

the view of King that in South Africa such erosion is enough to cause retreat 

of the face of a hill so that the burial of the outcrop is postponed and the 

entire slope retreats at a constant angle, that determined by the size of rock 

fragments. Some talus slopes are interrupted by ledges where resistant form 

ations have not been buried and by projecting butresses of bed rock which is 

more resistant than adjacent material» Rock outcrops may, therefore, be found 

in some places within this zone. Material which is removed from the talus only 

when its particle size is within that which can be transported by water on the 

available gradient, but it is evident that running water will be unable to 

decrease the angle of the entire slope because of the protection afforded by 

the larger rock fragmonts. To wear back a talus slope to a significant distance 

must involve weathering and crosion of its bed rock floor. 

Waning or pediment slopes In many localities valley filling has obscured 

and buried everything bclow the talus slope. This is the case throughout the 

Driftless Arca of the Upper Mississippi Vallcy and the cause is valloy filling 

consequent upon nearby glaciatione In tho Coastal Plain a recent rise of sca 

level has had the same cffect and in mich of the western part of the United
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Statos climatic chango has intorforred with tho normal development of hill 
slopose In many places slopes are undereut by streams of considerable sizo 

which also prevents the formation of a concave lowee slope. It is in semi- 
arid regions of sparse vogetation that these slopes arc best observed and 

many of them were at first confused with the somewhat similar form of coalestes 

ing alluvial fans. Where typically developed these slopes are underlain by 
rocks which readily disintegrate to particles within the range of water move- 

mento They have a thin vencer, locally absent at the top, of water-trans— 
ported dctritus which rests upon relatively fresh bed rock, ‘The surface is 

scarred with rill marks which grade into less abundant ravines (dongas of 

South Africa). It is the problem of just how these smooth surfaces developed 

which is not yet solved to the satisfaction of everyone. Suggestions include 

(a) lateral erosion by streams which are at local baselevel fixed by a balance 

between erosion and deposition, for many grade into depositional slopes 

downhill; (b) crosion by many rills similar to those described from the talus 
slopes; and (c) erosion by shect or slope wash including the sheet floods of 
McGee. ling has gone out onto such slopes during rains to observe what actually 
happense Higgins has dug trenches across little pediments and filled thom 

with a different sand to check on rills vs. sheet washe In rains of moderate 
inte: sity Ting found only cle#r water in the sheet flood close to the upper 

limit of the slopes. This disclosed laminar flow by having a depressod 

surface above obstacles. Just how such flow, which was not eroding or trans- 

porting matcrial,could shape the pediment was a problem. Material eroded 

in tho talus above must in this case have been deposited temporarily at or 

near its lower border. However, later studies showed that farther downslope 

and in heavier rains turbulent sediment-transporting flow is present, 

although deep floods Like those described by McGee were not observed. It 

is obvious that to have sheet flow there must first be a smooth surface on 
which the water can spread oute Zing explains this by the multitude of 
small rivulets which descend the telus. He rejects the idea of lateral 

stream rosion largely because the great escarpments of South Africa are 

parallel to the coast, do not extend far up riverse He thinks of thom as 

originally as great monoclines which erosion has worn back parallel to them 

selves through sevoral geologic periods at a rate of one foot in 150 to 300 

years. He also rejects the stream erosion hypothesis because of the compar-— 

atively straight and level bases of the escarpments. However, this view docs 

not scem to meet all observed conditions. The lateral extension of pedi- 

' mented surfaces joining into a pediplain with only small residual, stoep- 
sided hills rising above it implies recession of valley sides. In other ' 
areas it is evident that pediments have formed along fault searpse Moveover, 
some form of channel crosion would seem a prerequisite for preparing the 
ground for widespread sheet floods. Possibly Horton's theory of rill grading 

\ é FIG. 6 After King Steep-sided 
| poe oa residuals of granite rising from 
fg ee LO ee ES ‘S..-| smooth pediment which has a thin 
See as oe ie a grass cover. Slopes of hills are 

Ia ies Seton arc ss i _ ~~ _}talus blocks. Similar residuals 
> : ae Me zi ee are common in The Great Plains. 
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Ge ee ee ee —- =—— > |tersburg, Transvaal
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Figs J, After . Dhotograph by Fair published by King. The river has no real 

flood plain but pediments rise gently to the steep-sided residuals of andstone 
and dolerite (besalt). No convex hilltops cen be distinguished but the concavity 

of the pediment is plainly shown. Vegetation appears to be scanty brush, 

pessibly some thin grasse The Karroo, South Aftrica. 

is the keys But when all is said and done the reality of these rock-cut 

slopes must be admitted. They do not fit in with the old concept of pene- 

plains. They could explain preservation of romnants of more than one 

erosion cycle in adjacent hills for on top of the remnants crosion is very 

slowe Thoy do not require for formation a very arid climate and might 

occur in somewhat modified form in humid regions unless deeply buricd by 

crept mantle rock. They explain the apparent youthfulness of the mountains 

of the Basin and Range province despite the width of valleys, a fact which 

puzzlod carly students of that areca. 

Form of pediment cross sectione Pediments have a characteristic concave 

cross section leading down from the more or less level, abrupt upper limit 

either to streams or to an alluvial fill in the center of the adjacent 

valley. Wide stream spacing may be a factor in podiment formation. The 

sharpness of the upper contact is best developed in hard rocks. In weak 

rocks this contact is a gradational curve. The various causes of the con- 

cavity due to running water have been explained in a previous supplemente 

The matter is not simple and is unlike conditions on alluviel fans for rain 

falls all across the pediment slope-giving increased depth down slope with 

consequent decrcase in shearing force. Indeed, it has been declared that 

pediment slopes are formed in order to facilitate disposition of sudden _ 

heavy downpours which are common in semi-arid regions. As pediments join 

at divides the divide is commonly abrupt and angular rather than rounded, 

although both forms may occur apparently depending upon the resistance of 

the bed rocke The best-developed pediment profiles occur where the bed rock 

is granite rather than soft sediments such as shale or limestones Residual 

elevations within a pediment or pediplain (area of coalescing pediments) 

characteristically have concave sides. Mount Monadnock, New Hampshire, rises
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in this fashion from adjacent uplands of the same kind of rocks. However, 

this area was glaciated and a basal mantle of decomposed rock might have 

been eroded by the ice or the base might have been eroded by waves. A feature 
of pediment slopes is that gullies (dongas of South &frica) occur entirely 

on them rather than on higher slopes locally extending to the upper borders 

Some change to low alluvial fans below. It is thought that these ravines 

are due to local concentrations of the sheet flow which set up more turbulent 

flow which causes erosion. Some are certainly due to disturbance of the 

ground by farming. Rock outcrops occur in the walls of such gullies, at the 

head of the slope of pediments, and in small isolated "islands" o# residuals. 
The only. cause of convex profiles in pedimented areas is erosion at an 

accelerating rate due to later uplift, or to climatic change toward greater 

humiditye In this connection we may ask if erosion surfaces which bevel the 

bed rock and yet show deep weathering are (a) pediments developed in humid 
climates or (b) pediments which have been altered by a change of climates 

Since the theory of pedimentation can explain the occurence of several diff~- 

erent levels in the same region it opens up many new possibilitics in interp- 
retation, Could it be that the Piedmont Plateau of southeastern United 
States is a pediment whose surface was later eroded by a more humid climate 

possibly associated with uplift? Such a view would explain the anomaly of 
stream capture along the youthful divide of the Blue Ridge to the northwest, 

features which seem impossible under the peneplain hypothesis. The convex 

divides of the Piedmont together with deep disintegration of the bed rock 

would be more recont than the original bevel. Widespread gravets of late 

Tertiary age in the Coastal Plain seemingly support this view. Tho Harris- 

burg terrace, which is so conspicious throughout the entire Appalachian 

region, would then be correlated with the Piedmont and possibly also the 

Highland Rim surface west of the high platcaus. Many will object to this 

suggestion because it:seems to imply a marked climatic change, but just how 

mach of a change is debatable. Perhaps only enough to affect the vegetation 
cover to a moderate extent. Turning to the Rockies, it is obvious that the 
upland surfaces are truc pediments correlated with alluvial filling of 
adjacent lowlands. Climatic change, possibly associated with, or due to, 
uplift, has removed much of the fill but a remnant persists in the Gang 

Plank west of Cheyenne, Wyoming. Surely, it is inappropriate to call the 

upland surface a peneplain if we stick to the original meaning of that words 
2 Some in the Uinta Mountains have in part been described as pediments. Througi- 

out the Great Plains many of the residual hills have steep contave sides 
which appear to demonstrate pedimentatione 

Summarye The following table, adapted from King shows the difforences 
between what may be inferred as characteristics of poneplains (under tho. 

original Davis view) and those of pediplains. We mst note that peneplains 
are inferences, whereas pediplains may be actually observed in the ficlde 
Moreover, it seems doubtful that there can be any sharp line of division 

on the basis of either climate or kind of rock. King declares that tho 

peneplain,as originally defined, is an "imaginary landform", so that it may 
be that debate is futile. The exact method of formation of the theorctical 

peneplain is only vagucly described in the literature and is not backed by 

actual observatione A factor in comparison, which King suggests, is that 

: the mantle of grass which so offectively restrains erosion .and makes for 

convex divides was not present prior to the middle Tertiary. Indeed, others 
have suggested that vegetation on the lands was absent in the earlier 4 

geologic periods, and that erosion was then everywhere like that of semi-arid
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regions of today. 

Peneplain (Davis, theoretical) Pediplain (observational) 

Broad flood plains. Narrow flood plains. 
Convex or subdued divides with Divides sharp with concave slopes 
much creep of a deep mantle. on both sides, locally convex over 

a narrow widthe 

Residuals gontle and convex. Residuals sharp with concave sides 
except where top is very weak rock. 

Lower slopes only, concavee Dominantly concave slopes, except 

om very weak rocko 

Origin by slope flattening. Origin by scarp retreat and pedi-~ 

mentation by running waters 

Origin destroyed all older surfacese Several levels may be present in 

one tocality. 

Mantle rock due only to weathering Mantle rock thin, and water-trans- 

and creepe ported. 

Bed rock deeply weatherod(?) Bed rock freshe 
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Submarine canyon problem, cont., 1952 Supplement III, 1953, pel 

Introduction. Since the supplement on the problem of submarine canyons 

appeared some important papers have been published and it is desirable to add 
some material which was omitted previously. Progress has been mainly along two 
lines: (a) suggestions that canyons are of more than one origin, and (b) 
tracing of canyons into the deeper parts of the ocean. 

- Hypotheses. Kuenen has suggested that submarine canyons may be divided into 
two great classes: (a) true drowned valleys, the Corsican type, and (b) troughs 
due to density currents, the New England type. In addition, it is recognized 
that drowned valleys may have been clogged with marine sediment and then reexca- 
vated and/or extended by density currents. This history can be regarded as ina 
way a transition between the two major divisions. The author presents charts 

which show the difference between the submarine extensions of land valleys on 
coasts where there has been relatively recent orogeny. Although theoretically the 
drowned valleys should terminate in submerged deltas that fact is hard to prove, 
and it is possible that slides and density currents may have obliterated or alter- 
ed them beyond recognition as suggested by Shepard. Shepard also suggested that 
the continental shelf between valleys may have been built up with sediments dur- 
ing the time that the valleys were kept open by slides and density currents. We 
must not lose sight of the strong probability that there are tectonic depressions 
on the continéntal shelf in regions of mountain building. And last we mst al- 
ways give due weight to the 'persénal cquation" in the drawing of submarine con- 
tours, as well as to the limitations of acoustic sounding. 

New England type of canyons. Muenen lists the major characteristic of 
canyons of the New England type which cannot possibly be regarded as the sub- 
merged ‘extensions of land valleys. In brief these are: (a) V cross-section 
with sides sloping at about 22%; (bd) straight course down the continental slope; 
(ec) course locally different inside the edge of the shelf; (d) widely rounded 
curves; (ce) continuous seaward slope of bottom; (f) steepest grades near head 

with decrease outward; (g) with rare exception, no break in slope at the conti- 

nental terrace borders (h) no abrupt falls; (i) accordant tributaries; (j) all 
eanyons extend clear down the continental slope and some have been traced far 

out to sea; (!) canyons are not connected with submerged river Channels on the 

continental shelf. In considering origin of these cenyons Kuenen rejects Shepard's 
idea of building up of the continental shelf between canyons because there is 

no change in side slope to indicate a difference in sediments. He thinks a very 
great amount ef deepening by submarine currents would be needed to climinato such 

a foature. Origin by density currents is therefore concluded. (Figure 1). 

FIG. 1 
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Two types of submarine valleys after Kuenen, Left, a submerged land valley, the 
upper part of which is still above water. This is the Corsican typee Lower 
oo be a submerged delte but this could have been oblitercted by 

é : y current erosions Righty conditions on Georges Bank, off New 
England. Here the top of the bank is 2 submerged cuesta but the valley on its 
seaward slope hes nothing to do with land valleys. +t was eroded by density 
currents when the level of the sea was lower than it now iss
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Proof of density currents. s&s noted in the former supplemont one of the 

weakest points of the density current hypothesis, griginally proposed by Daly, 
is that it is extremely difficult to find such penomena actually at work. Daly 
concluded that their maximm activity is a thing of the past because low glacial 

sea levels furnished ruth more scdiment which flowed down the continental slope 
than is now the cases It is wcll to note that this is entirely in line with 

recent theorics of the origin of the continental shelf which shows indubitable 

evidence of a lower sea level. It is suggested that the observed density cure 

rents in freshwater lakes and reservoirs are not a fair comparisén because of 
the gentle grades and the presence of concurrent sedimentation from water which, 
in tho ‘caso of glatial:meltwaterg, floated on top of the lake by reason of the 

temperature difference. The channels on delta fronts are more of the levec 
type and are not true canyonse Sliding may have taken place, for instance, on 
the delta of tho Mississippi. 

The Grand Banks earthquakes It is to phenomena which followed upon the 
earthquake on the Grand Banks of Newfoundfand in 1929 that advocates of density 

currontly mainly turn for evidencee The quake occurred on 18 Nove, 1929, at 

2032 hours GeCeT. Instantly six cables in water from 900 to 10800 feet decp 
broke, but for 13 hours 17 minutes thereafter there was an orderly sequence of 
breaks of other cables at progressively greater distances from the epicentory 
to about 375 miles. The velocity of the force which brought about these delayed 
breaks can easily be computed and comparcd with the mown slope of the ocean 

bottom. (igure 2), 
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The affected area broadened with distance and the velocity decreased from 63 

miles por hour to about 14 miles por hour at the last cable. Every cable broke 
in at least two places 100 miles or more apart. The cable between the breaks 
was in all cascs either buricd or carried away so far that it could not be re- 

covered. Although most geologists at first considered the cause of brealzing to 

be faulting, the opinion of Heezen and Ewing is that it was the transformation
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of a landslide to a turbidity current. In this connection wo may note that the 
broaling strength of a new submarine cable is about 12 short tons and its weight 

under water is about 1.3 short tons per mile. The necessity of assuming a more 
powerful force than lack of support due to erosion of the bottom is evident. 
In making repairs to the cables "sharp sand and small pebbles" were dredged up 
in about 16800 feet of water. Kuenen showed that with existing formulas the 
size and velocity of the inferred density current are credible. 

Midoccan canyons. A recent publication by Ewing and his aSsociates gives 
much more data on canyons in deep water than was available only a few yoars ago. 
They state "In recent years exploration has revealed that the canyons do not 

end at the base of the continental slope but continue across the continental 
risc to the abyssal plains of the ocean floore Studies of the sediments from 
the floors, walls and seaward extremities of these canyons-—-have proved that 

powerful turbidity currents have repeatedly carricd large volumes of sodimont 
through the canyons and deposited them in well~sorted beds on the abyssal 
plains", One of the canyons has been definitely traced for nearly 1400 land 

miles and it may extend for more than 2800 miles. Steep sides and flat floors 
are indicated by the cross sections with a depth below the adjacent occan 
bottom of 60 to 600 feet. The longitudinal slope is from 265 to 5 fect per 
mile. Maximum recorded depth to the bottom of the channel is about 16500 feet. 
The mid-Atlantic channel crosses the Southeast Newfoundland Ridge in a narrow 

gap. It is not certain that its end has yet been reached. "In general the 

cores indicated that the turbidity currents depositing sand and silt in the 
canyon feathered out on the banks. The burial of these sands and silts by over 
a meter of clay and silty clay would indicate that the last major turbidity 

current probably occured in Wisconsin time." "Faulting offers no explanationy 
of the sediment relations or the stream-like longitudinal profile so casily 

explained by turbidity currents." Tho evidence of these channels and their 
associated sediments scems to present a very much more formidable case for the 

reality of turbidity currents than was cven dreamed of when the theory was 

first advanced. Preservation of topographic forms with little alteration in 

the normally quict realm of the occan depths can readily be understoode 

# mt
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Supplements, 1954, part II 

Introduction 

Geomorphology is a term which seems to have replaced the older name 

physiography for the study of the origin and classification of land forms. 
The surface of the earth is the end result of a conflict between two major 
classes of forces: (a) those that build that surface up and (b) those which 
wear it down. The land forms we observe are the products of this conflict. 

Methods of annroach, Originally the classification and nomenclature of 

lend forms was considered a phase of geography and the problem of process by 
svaich each originated was stated only in very broad terms, if at all. Through 

che years @ vast number of technical terms have been introduced, so many in 

fact that the student is readily confused. Von Engeln remarks: "The 
competence of the geomorvhologist. . . depends very much on how well he is 
informed in regard to the established and accented nomenclature," To the 
“uesent writer, however, there is grave danger in this method of approach, 

although it may have been necessary in the past. Penck remarks, "The physical 

character of the morphological problem comes out clearly. The task before 
us is to find out not only the kind of formative processes, but also the 

Aevelovment of the ratio of their intensities with respect to one another. .. . 

As is new self-evident, it requires the anolication of the methods of physics." 
Rich, in 1938, voiced something of this criticism of the early avproach by 

stating: "Comparatively few papers dealing with the basic principles of 

geomorvhology have been vublished in the United States in the past 20 years. 

Cniy a small percentage cover the nature and origin of slopes, the details of 
(i fferential erosion, the relative roles of rain-wash and creep, or the exact 
wey in which peneplained surfaces are formed or destroyed. . . . Much of mode:n 
physiography, therefore, might almost be called a science without a foundation." 

Tt is true that since the above was nublished much attention has been devoted 
to oroblems of soil erosion and a considerable amount of experimental work has 
deca accomplished along this line, However, much cf this is not entirely 

opoiicable to the study of erosion where unaffected by the works of man, 
Nevertheless, Rich's criticism still remains sound in respect to geomorphology 

, _ag taught in most universities. Teaching of this subject in secondary schools 
has fallen almost to nothing and has been replaced by purely descriptive 
geography. YPerhans the most serious objection, however, is that use of technical 

erm commits the user to a certain hynothesis of origin. 

Aim of present anvroach, The present method of approach is an attempt 
to sunpnly some of the fourdation knowledge by an anlaysis of the physical 
processes which alter the face of the earth, Results are subject to the limi-~ 
tations imnosed by present knowledge and by the elementary fact that in most 

localities more than one process overates simultaneously to produce the observed 
end result. Mathematical analysis can show whether or not @ given result 
follows a definite physical law, but it cannot in all cases discover the relative 
importance of the different processes involved. The different processes may 
be so related to one another or they may not be so related. In some cases 

the interrelation is so comolicated that no one has evolved a rational ' 

explanation. In many subjects it will be found that the methods of solving 
problems used by engineers have vrogressed far beyond those used by geologists 

and deserve careful eonsideration. In other cases, however, the engineering
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study presents only the factor of safety ‘of construction and hence is 
inapplicable to an explanatory approach. 

Mathematical analysis. In order to discover physical laws it is necessary 

to resort to mathematical analysis. Mathematics are exceedingly useful but 

can, like many other good things, be misused or abused. A humorist is said to 

have remarked, "Figures don't lie, but liars can figure." We must always be 

on our guard both to avoid pitfalls and not to think that because we have 
evolved a mathematical expression for a process or land form, that it is the 

end result of our search, It is to no avail if it does not point to the process 

' which alone (or mainly) has led to the observed result. Most mathematical 
studies in geomorphology do not lead us much beyond simple algebra; only a 

*sw require calculus. 

Deducing a mathematical expression. In most cases the data offered for 
analysis is a curve or the figures necessary to plot one. The question pre~ 
sonted is: Does this curve represent the result of some definite process or law? 
All of us are familiar with the preparation of curves or graphs on ordinary 
soordiates where the quantity represented is directly proportional to the 
distance from the O point or point of origin. Since the quantities plotted 
on the two axes are for the most part not the same quantities, the scales may 

be chosen with any desired value. For instance we may plot a cross section or 
vecfile cf a land form; in this case we are comparing distance in the horizontal 
Sairection with differences in elevation. We can take as point of origin either 
ike top or the bottom of the slope and we can use, if desired, a different 
scale for each, Since both could be measured in the same units such an alteration 
of scale is called evaggeration. Its use is necessary in some cases but may 
lewd to gross misrepresentation and consequent error in others. A curve may be 

oituer regular and smooth or irregular and complex. 

Logarithmic scale. A logarithm is the power to which a certain number is 
is raised to obtain another number. In most tables the base number is 10 but 

_ somo mathematicians use e which is apnroximately 2.718. Such logarithms are 
designated ag log,, Natural logarithm, or Ln. Log .4q* 2.31 log.. Example: 
lo” =,.10, 10* = 100, 103 = 1000 and so on; 109 = 1) Qo-1= 0.1, Yo-2 = 0.01 and 
co on. Note that negative exponents are the same as reciprocals; i.e, 107%= 
2/100. Logarithms are most commonly used to simplify multiplication and divi- 
sion which then become addition and subtraction, Powers need not be whole 
numbers; the square root is the 1/2 power. If we plot quantities on a logar- 
ithmic scale, note that there is no zero. Such a scale is, say, .01, .1, l, 

10, 100, 1000 correspondeng to logarithms -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3. Many physical 
measurements are shown better on such a scale than on the more common one of 
Girect proportion to the numbers involved. Another use of powers of 10 is to 
show very large numbers, as for instance 1,500,000 as 1.5 X10”. This saves 

space, confusion, and possible error in placing the decimal point in the compu- 
tations. 

Power Functions. A function is some mathematical expression whose value 
upon the power of a given quantity, for instance y=x*, If any similar expres- 
sion is plotted on logarithmic scales for both variables, the result is a 
straight line. Here we have shown log y = 2 log x. Evidently the line will 
slope at the rate of two vertical normal units for each horizontal unit provided 
x is shown on the horizontal axis. This fact enables one to find: First, that 
a series of observations is —  yower function of a variable; and second, obtain
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uke value of the exponent involved. This exponent may be positive or mettre 
end is not always a whole number. If the expression is x © eonstant * x“, 

the straight line will cross the vertical line for x = 1 at the reading for the 
Logaritrm of the constant for log x = log ey 2 log y. Constants do not affect 
Vos slope of the line, In proctice with observations of natural quantities, we 
incst not expect all points to fall exacctly on a line. This failure is called 
scattec and mey be so great as to cast doubt on the interpretation as a power 
Yuuction. We may also find that there is a change in slope of the line which 
rows that some other law has come into play or that we have passed to obser- 

vations which have a different point of origin, (See section on shape of 
“*canic cones.) The dotted lines of Figure 1 show the effect of erross in the 

pcint of origin, The points plotted still fall on nearly straight lines, 

veut the deduced values of the exponent are altered. In natural phenomena it is 
often hard to find the origin of a power function. 

Exponential Functions. A very common relationship which is exhibited by 
neny natural phenomena is represented by the exponential function, This is a 
power relationship in which the exponent is one of the variables. An example 

is y = constant *, If we take the constant as 10 and increase the exponent from 
2 to 4, values of y will be 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000. Mathematicians commonly 
prefer e as a base. If the exponent is negotive,a decreasing or inverse re- 

lationship to x is shown. For instance,with exponents decreasing from 0 to 
-3,and 10 as the base, the values are 1,.1, .O0l, ,001. It is easily seen in 
Figure 2 that, if we plot the x axis or horizontal axis with normal proportion 

and the vertical or y axis as logarithms, we obtain a straight line. The 
same rektionship holds for a geometric progression or series, Given such a 
series with the ratio of 2 the values are 2, 4, 8, 16, etc. This will also 
plot.as a straight line. Such series are common natural phenomena. In the 
case of an exponential function, y ® mb®*, the letters m, b, and a@ 
represent constants. b, by common usage, is taken as the quantity e described 
above. m may be found by taking x = 0; this gives the value of y at the
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rtarting point or origin of the curve, which is often called Yor & Can be 
found in several ways, one of the commonest being to put the value of y at 
half that of yo. Then y/y, = %- From this it follows that $= e""% or 

Ee Logg @ @x1 OT « log,3 = Plog.2 = 693. Hence aca O95 /xL6 See Krumbein, 
, $., Sedim@nts and exponential curves: Jour, Geol. 45: 577-601, 1937. 

Rate of change. In many studies it is important to know the rate of 
change of a variable. For instanee, in a profile across a land form we speak 
of Ghe s.ope at any given peint. Slope is the rate of change of elevation or 

fall depending upon where we take the origin of the coordinates, Mathemati- 
cians call the rate of change the differential, For instance, in the equation 
yr x the rate at which y is changing with respect to x is expressed as ay /ax, 
che G's expressigg change in a small interval. It is demonstrated in works on 
the differential calculus that with such power functions the differential is 
foun. by reducing the exponent by one and multiplying by the original exponent. 
Bor Por y = x“, dy/dx = 2x. For log, x it is 1/x or x". 

Integration, It often hapvens that it is necessary to put the taking of 
a differential into reverse. For instance, if we have the rate at which slope 
us changing, we can compute the difference of elevation. This process of 

finding the mathematical expression from which the differential was derived is 
called integration. It is denoted by the sign and denotes a totaling up process. 
If the limits between which this summation is to be made are given, it is the 
seme thing as finding the area enclosed under a curve, For power functions it 
is necessary to increase the exponent by one and divide by this increased ex- 
ponent. An exception is where the exponent is -1; then the integral is 10g,» 
Integrals can be found in tables in books on the calculus. 

Trigonometry. The diagram of Figure 3 shows the essentials of trigo- 
nometry in respect to right triangles. Note that for small angles sine and 
tangent are nearly the same. Moreover for small angles tangent of x degrees 

aporoximates x times tangent of 1 degree. 

Limitations of mathematical analysis. If we have any expression where 
one quantity is dependent for value on another, it is easy to express the re- 

sults in a curve or graph. If, however, there are two or more independent
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variables, the expression cannot be thus shown, Where several processes are 
at work at the same time, the mathematical relations become very complex and 
a series of simultaneous equations expressing the interrelations are needed, 
If some of these are unknown, mathematical analysis becomes impracticable, 
Attempts to fit mathematical curves to natural phenomena simply because they 
somewhat resemble the facts are in many cases preposterous, 

Physical definitions. The following are some of the definitions of physi- 

cal quantities which are met with in the studies of geomorphic processes: 

Mass, m = an inherent property of matter independent of Weight, w, which 
varies with changes in attraction of the earth (g) in different localities. 

Neither space or distance, s, needs any definition, nor does time, t. 

Jorce, F, is that which causes a mass to alter its condition of motion, 

Velocity, v, is rate of motion in respect to time = s/t. 

Newton's First and Second Laws of Motion hold that rate of motion(or vélocity) 
is changed by apvlication of force at a rate called acceleration, a. Accelera~ 
tion is then the time rate of change of velocity = v/t and force, F = ma (mass 

times acceleration). 

‘Ioxk, W, is force exerted over a certain distance, W. = Fs. 

Power, P, is the time rate of work. P = Fs/t or, by substitution, of s = vt 

ps TP. 

Zinetic energy, E, is work done in bringing a body of mass, m, from rest to 
velocity, v, in time, t, over distance, s. Knowing that F = ma, and that 

s = % times average v, which is v/2, and that a= v/t. Substitution gives 
ua (myvt)/2t. Cancellation then yields the result B =4my2 If the motion 
1s a0t along a line but around an axis (rotational like a f!ywheel) the same 
formula applies to every particle. If the revolving body is a cylinder or disk 
thea the calculus shows that it is half the product of the total mass times the 
squire of the radius times square of angular velocity in radians per second (a 

fadian is the angle subtended by the radius of a circle). Newton's Third Law 
of Motion, that action and reaction are equal and opposite, is an invaluable 
concept in explaining equilibrium of forces which is widely demonstrated in 
natural phenomniena. 
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GEOMORPHOLOGY 

Further discussion of the problem of "impact craters". Supplements,1954,pt.III 

Several papers have appeared in regard to the controversy over the 

origin of supposed impact craters. Chief of these are Crater Mound, 
Arizona, and the Carolina Bays. 

Crater Mound. Dorsey Hager, a consulting petroleum geologist, has 
contributed the latest data on the famous Crater Mound of Arizona. In 
his paper of 1953 a great amount of information on the surrounding geology 
and the results of test drilling is presented. Although the author admits 
that meteor fragments are abundant in and near the crater, he concludes 
that its relation to a structural nose in the bed rock precludes impact 
origin. The meteor shower is declared to be much younger than the depres- 
sion and its location a pure coincidence. However, the log of the deep 
test hole on the southern rjm showed nickle almost to the bottom where the 
tools were,boulders. The accompanying section is compiled by Hager. 
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Figure 1, North-south section of Crater tound, Arizona, after Hager 
Scale about 1" = 1000' Vertical lines = drill holes 

The crux of the argument is the presence of very fine sand and silica glass. 
Proponents of the impact hypothesis ascribe this to a violent concussion and 

heat. Sager, pointing out the paucity of meteorite fragments in this mater- 
ial, suggests that it is either volcanic ash or is due to fracturing of sand _ 
during deformation. Although voleanic rocks are known only 25 miles away, 
the gas (or steam) explosion theory is summarily rejected because of the lack 
of evidence of an explosion. The sinkhole idea is rejected for obvious reas- 
ons. iHager suggests a former salt dome due to intrusion of salt from an 

inferred evaporite series below which has been discovered in some wildcat 
wells for oil 35 miles away. The solution of the salt later formed the cra- 
ter. An igneous plug is disproved by results of test drilling and the nega- 

tive results of magnetic and electrical surveys. Hager leaves the problem 

open although stating that the salt dome hypothesis "satisfied most of the 
geologic data,"
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Ninenger, who has dorie much work searching for meteorites in and 
around the crater replied with an article on the inferred evidence of heat 
and wiolent fracturing in the formation of the silica glass and fine sand. 

To this Hager replied that the fine slivers of quartz show no evidence of 
heat referring their origin to weathering and folding. He suggests that 
no final answer to the problem is possible unless someone drills "a series 

of drill holes deep enough to penetrate a datum bed within the crater, on 
the rim, and outside the crater." To this Ninenger replied again stating 
"the following known facts. No sinkhole or graben in this area can be re- 
motely compared with the crater as to (1) its general appearance, (2) the 
symmetry and uplifted form of its walls, (3) the blanket of broken-up 
rubble derived from the three formations of the area, (4) the presence in 
its pit and among the rubble on the rim of millions of tons of rock flour 
~--~-----, (5) the scattered deposit of large boulders, from the normally 
buried sediments, found on various sides of the pit out to distances of 
more than a mile in locations remote from any visible trace of water courses, 

(6) the surrounding deposit of some 40,000 recovered meteorite fragments, 
(7) the presence of meteoritic material mingled with the fill and in the 
rubble of the rim, (8) the surrounding deposit of several thousand tors of 
nickeliferous particles in the form of metallic spheroids, (9) the presence 
in the rubble on the rim of millions of lumps of fused country rock in the 
form of slaggy bombs and droplets recently described by me as impactite." 
He also stresses "the following facts that have been overlooked: (1) A 
radiate distribution of meteoritic fragments, (2) a zonal distribution of 
meteoritic fragments as to size, (3) a zonal distribution of meteoritic 

fragments as to heat effects, (4) the presence among the fragments of a 
small percentage which differ from the majority in both structure and com- 
position, (5) the presence around the crater of an enormous tonnage of met- 

allic spheroids composed of meteoritic metal, but exceptionally rich in Ni, 
Co, and Ft, (6) the presence of a considerable tonnage of slug-like particles 
comparable in size with the spheroids, but having the same composition as the 
well-known Canyon Diablo irons, (7) an abundance of impactite slag." 
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The Carolina Bays 
Livingston, D. A., On the orientation of lake basins, Am. Jour. Sci. 252: 

547-554, 1954 

The similarity of the form of the Carolina Rays to the elliptical 
lakes of the Alaskan Coastal Plain has long been noted. Black and Barksdale 
concluded that the latter are thaw lakes in the permafrost which have grown 
downwind in the direction of prevailing winds by reason of the stronger waves 
on the exposed or lee shore. The long axes of the these basins trend slightly 
west of north but modern knowledge of the prevailing winds above 15 m.p.h. shows 
that they blow almost exactly at right angles to the long axes of the lakes! 

The author then tries to show how wave action can explain this apparent contra- 
diction. He points out that removal of material from the shores depends more 
upon rip currents than upon direct wave action where the eroded material is 
removed directly out into the lake. The wave action on the lee shore tends 
to move water toward the sides of the lake. There it piles up and the 
pressure is relieved by rip currents which transport the eroded material 

to the deeper waters. A mathem ical analysis is given which attempts to 
show this fact, but since it is admittedly only a first approximation, it will 

not be repeated. Erosion of the shores of Lake Michigan north and south of 
Two Rivers, Wisconsin is readily observed to be at a maximum in the bays and 

not on the headland between them. Evidently it is not due so much to direct 
wave action as to the same rip currents. Hence the author's point seems well 
taken. 

Turning to the Carolina Bays, the present winds are too variable to 
explain any such action. Odum, however, sugsested that the Pleistocene 

winds were parallel to the long axes of the Bays. This is admittedly based 
upon assumptions as to the effect of the continental ice sheet on wind direc- 
tions. Granting the correctness of these assumptions the contrad:ction is 
obvious. Livingstone explains this however, in another way. The Carolina 
Bays date from a time of drier climate when they were blowouts due to wind 
erosion of the sand. 

Reference 

Black, R. F,, and Barksdale, W. L., Oriented lakes of northern Alaska: : 
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Odum did some work on the Bays and observed the wave patterns in those 
which have open water. From this he deduced that the elongation arid stream- 
lining could be explained by winds of Pleistocene time when the pressure 
gradient south of the glacier led to stronger winds than those of the present, ° 
He noted the wave refraction in the shallow lakes, a feature apparently over- 
looked by Livingston. Odum attempted the construction of a map showing air 
pressures at 10,000 feet elevation as governed by isotherms on the ice and to 
the south as they could have been during a Pleistocene glaciation. The ~-20 C 
isotherm is draym approximately along the south border of the ice sheet and 
the © C isotherm would then be approximately along the Gulf coast and Atlantic 
coast south of Cape Hatteras. These are the January positions shown on the 
present weather charts for this altitude. From this data the isobars are 
shown which trend much more northeast-southwest across the Atlantic coast.
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The sea level pressures would then show a more marked parallelism to the 
coast. Prevailing winds are then draw at an angle of about 40 degrees 
to the isobars. The postulated wind directions agree very well with the 

longer axes of the Bays. Such winds might very well be dry and cause 
blowouts although neither the perfect streamlining nor the size of the 
Bays is in harmony with wind-excavated hollows of today. 

LeGrand, H. E., Streamlining of the Carolina Bays: Jour. Geol. 61: 

263-274: 1953 

In the paper cited above we have an attempt to confirm the hypothesis 
of Douglas Johnson in respect to the origin of the Carolina Bays by action 
of ascending ground waters. The author has been engaged in ground water 

studies and hence had available much more sub-surface information than did 
Johnson, or anyone else, His theory must, therefore, command respect. Some 

of the results of this ground water study at once point to a relationship 
to the Bays. Bays are confined to the area where limestone is present at 
relatively shallow depths, not over 150 feet and beneath a clay cover. 

This limestone is water-bearing and must once have possessed an artesian 

head. Bays are absent on areas where there is nothing but sand, The san? 
rims, of which so much has been made, are far from universal and are confined 

to an area where there is a thin Pleistocene sand above the clay. Eolian : 
origin is conceded for these rims. Overlapping Bays, a thorn in the flesh 
to some hypotheses, are confined to areas where there is more than one lime- 

stone formation. The limestone does not extend to the outcrop and solution 
is the probable cause of its absence. LeGrand's theory is that solution was 
localized in the limestone with formation of ordinary sinks. The overlying 
clay subsided intc these sinks. Escaping artesian waters or water bypassing 
a clay plug formed a streamlined flow pattern and thus affected the surface 
outline of the depressions called Bays. Alignment of the long axes of Bays 
agrees with dip of the aquifers. Admittedly, the perfection of the stream- 

lined or oval outline of the Bays is the chief stumbling block of this 
hypothesis but the conclusion of clay near the surface may not be fovorable 
to the meteoritic hypothesis. 

Wolfe, P. E., Periglacial frost-thaw basins in New Jersey: Jour. Geol, 61: 

133-141, 1953 

The paper on supposed frost-thaw basins in New Jersey bears not only 
on the problem of past permafrost but also on that of the or'gin of the 
Carolina Bays, Wolfe describes shallow basins which dot the sandy coastal 
plain of New Jersey. Although not as perfectly streamlined as those of 
the Carolinas the resemblance is nevertheless striking. Th meteoritic 
hypothesis is rejected because of much lower magnetic anomalies than ars 

known to the south. An origin due to solution is also rejected because 
auger borings showed that underlying marl is rot affected. Instead an 

origin different from that of the Bays is formulated, Backed by observs:ions 
of irregularities in gravel pits in the zone of weathering, Woife concluded 
that New Jersey once had permafrost. The depressions would then be relics 
of thaw lakes like those of the Alaskan coastal plain. 

Several objections may be raised to such a theory. First, the supposed 
frost wedges and convulutions of an "active layer" are in gravels and not in 
fine-grained materials like those of Alaska. Second, New Jersey was always
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close to the ocean and its climate is molified by that body of water. 

Third, New Jersey is near the southern margin of the continental ice 

sheet and presumably there was always a mean temperature high enough 

to melt ice at the surface. Presence of continental ice is not of it- 

self sufficient proof of an Arctic climate nearhy. Just how did the 

frost~thaw lakes serve to remove material? If the material did not sink 

doen and was not removed by explosion or impact, then wind action is the 

only hypothesis left. Wolfe admits that the basins have been altered by 

wind action and illustrates wind-worn shores. 

Cooke, C. W., Carolina Bays and the shapes of eddies: U. S. Geol. Survey 
Prof. Paper 254, pp. 195-206, 1954 

In a recent report Cooke returns to his explanation of the Carolina 

Bays since he regards Prouty's meteoritic hypothesis as "implausible". 

The occurence of bays higher than areas of artesian flow and in areas 

where there is no artesian head in the surficial deposits is urged against 
acceptance of Johnson's theory. Cooke modifies his earlier view of irind- 
driven eddies by adopting a tidal origin. This involves the fact that the 
bays on the higher marine terraces are decidedly older than those nea: thz 
ocean. The basic idea is that tidal currents set up rotary eddies which 
have the properties of a gyroscope. A gyroscope is like a child's ton. 

Rotated at high speed its inertia keeps the axis of rotation in a fixed 
position in space. The rotation of the earth was once proved in this woj. 
Cook conceived of the tidal eddies as fast moving enough to develop this 
property although made of a substance, water, which yields to the force of 

gravity. However, a spinning gyroscope can be affected by a force which 

tends to tilt the axis. A top if thus touched has a secondary motion of 

the axis which starts at right angles to the direction of the disturbing 

force. This secondary revolution of the axis is called precession. "The 

eddy, like a spinning flywheel, may react in either of two ways: the plane 
of the impulse to iepek may precess about the east-west diameter of the 

eddy or the plane 4eSs f perpendicular to the axis of the earth, about 
which it is forced to revolve." However, the actual form of ‘the eddy will nh, 
level and thus a circular shape would be altered to an ellipse, The 
horizontal components of motion are thus changed from a circle to an ellipse 

the projection of a tilted cirele. In a precessing eddy the ratio of short- 
er to longer axes is equal to the cosign of thé latitude. In a fixed eddy 
the ratio equals the sine of the latitude. In a precessing eddy there are 
two simultaneous motions: revolution about the axis of the earth and pre- 
cession about its east-west diameter. The resultant of this is rotation 
about an inclined axis between the axis of the earth and an east-west 
horizontal line. Then cosine latitude = 1/tangent of declination fron 
north. A fixed eddy has an apparent motior like that of the sun from east. 

to west and in Northern Hemisphere another fron north to south. The tivo 

rotations are one quarter phase apart. This silts the long axis of tne 

eddy 45 degrees toward the northwest- Cooke admits that these oc: nelus:cns 
are purely deductive and without either exper:mentai or mathomatica! proot. 
Nevertheless on the many air photogreplis 1¢ »vesents there is a strikirg 

approximation to a N-45 and N. 51-41 W strike for the long axes of the “urs. 
The ratio of diameters is not stated in many examples. He states that his 
manuscript has been checked by engineers who sre familiar with gyroscopes.
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Criticism. Cooke's explanations are very far from clear and repeated 

reading of them and references on the gyroscope did not serve to elucidate 

them satisfactorily. Just why are there eddies of two different types? 

One may well question if the velocity of tidal eddies is enough to show 

true gyroscopic motion. Rotational inertia = $ mass radius® in a disk. 

Another question is what effect the two reversals of tidal flow per day 

should have on the phenomena. Moreover, only two examples of modern curved 

bars which resemble those of Bays are presented. Yesides this why are the 

Bays on the older high marine terraces so well formed if they are so much 
older than these near the seacoast as the theory demands? Despite the 
endorsement of the U. S. Geological Survey one is left with a sense that 
the problem is simply more confused than it was before. 

A ~
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Classification of shorelines and miscellaneous. Supplements, 1954, part V 

Introduction. The placing of shorelines in a suitable genetic classification 
has been a vexed problem for a long time, and it is generally admitted that no 

perfect system has been evolved. The time-honored classification into "submer- 
gent", "emergent", with Johnson's contribution of "neutral" and "x: ayvund" has 

held the adherence of the great majority of geomorphologists. Shepard's rival 
classification of "primary" and"secondary" coasts has not met with many supporters. 
A third system divides shorelines by motion in a horizontal direction, that is ; 
shore which are being worn back and those which are being built outward into the 
body of water. This is really the same as submergent and emergent, The problem 
has also been confused by attemptes to introduce a cyclic classification similar 
to that used so successfully by Davis on landforms due to stream erosion and 

weathering. 

Criticism. The greatest difficulty in the application of any system is that 
everywhere and at all times there is a contest between the forces of the land and 

those of the waves and currents. For instance, the east coast of Florida, which 

is exposed to the full force of the Atlantic, shows dominantly wave-built fea- 

tures. Not far to the west, the Mississippi River is building a delta into the 

Gulf of Mexico with only moderate alteration by the waves. The exposed coast 
of New Jersey and Maryland is almost wholly wave-built, whereas the shore lines 
of Delaware and Chesapeake bays are obviously due to a submerged landscape which 

was molded by stream erosion. Again a shoreline may be backed by many abandoned 

shorelines due to a higher stand of the waves (or lower level of the land), yet 

between the formation of two of the strand lines the waters may have stood at a 
much lower level. An example is the coast of northeastern Wisconsin which is 
lined with beautiful examples of raised beaches, some of them tilted by later 

earth movements. Yet just prior to the formation of the lowest major abandoned 

beach there is now known to have been a time when the waters of Lake Michigan 
were 350 feet lower than they now are. Should we term this an emergent coast 

because of the old beach levels or a submergent one because of the rise in water 

level after the low stage? Much of the west coast of the United States shows 

abandoned beach lines up to over a thousand feet elevation alongside obvious 

drowned valleys. 

And in respect to cyclical development it is clear that the relative speed 

of alteration of the horizontal form of a coast depends upon both material and 

exposure to waves. Almost all coasts are demonstrably rather young in years. 

It is also clear that depth of water adjacent to a coast line is an important 
factor in rate of erosion. The writer has observed that there may, in many 

places, be much more coast erosion in bays with deep water than on adjacent 

headlands. This is explained by the piling up of water in the bays with removal 
of material by rip currents. On the headlands the only removal process is 

transportation in the zone of breakers. In this connection it is well to reex- 
amine the old idea that barrier beaches are a temporary youthful feature later 
removed by the waves to form a cliffed coast. The only evidence that the writer 

can find in the literature is the occasional discovery of peat on the beach 
which was taken to indicate retreat of a barrier. into the former lagoon. It 

could be, however, th=t this peat was formed during a former low stand of the 

water level and that it does not demonstrate retreat of the shoreline.
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Cotton's criticism. Cotton has been one of the chief critics of the 
Shepard system of shoreline classification. He particularly objects to the 
omission of "emergent" coasts as a group, saying that Shepard "failed to realize 
the significance of important features of emergence, such as raised beaches and 

marine terraces..." In Cotton's own classification new classes within Johnson's 
neutral group comprise coasts produced by: '"(a) volcanic accumulation; (b) fault- 
ing..; and (c) glacial over-deepening below sea level..". In considering genetic 
classification he mentions: (a) tempo of development, that is the effect of 
differences in material and exposure, (2) convergence of development, (3) pro- 
gradational outbuilding of a coast which may occur during any part of the cycle, 
due primarily to accumulation of material furnished by rivers. Another sugges- 
tion is: (a) eroded or retrograded coasts, (b) coasts prograded by alluvial 
(delta) deposits, and (c) coasts prograded by beach development, 

Conclusion. In the opinion of the present writer, the usual classification 
of coast lines into emergent and submergent is a good illustration of an unde- 
sirable nomenclature whose use commits one to a definite interpretation of geolo- 
gic history. A radical change in water level may have occurred without leaving 
any definite evidence which may be observed at the surface. A good instance 
lies in the postglacial beaches of Lakes Michigan and Huron mentioned above. 
It is true that careful study does indicate that the Nipissing beach does bridge 
older erosion valleys but until subsurface information from drilling and lake 
bottom coring became available this fact was almost entirely ignored. The 
post Nipissing beaches are truly emergent, however, because they were due to 
progressive erosion of the lake outlet. The effects of glacial eustatic changes 
in ocean level, however, make almost all, if not all, marine coasts really submer- 

gent. In conclusion, it is desirable to emphasize that no map studies of shore- 
lines should be undertaken without (a) chart showing water depths, (b) informa- 
tion on prevailing winds and their strength, (c) information on subsurface geology, 
and (d) information on currents. Much information can be gleaned from "The Coast 
Pilot", published for mariners. : 
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The following references are good, although they add little to material contained 
in previous "Supplements". 

Permafrost phenomena 
Black, Robert, Permafrost: a review: Geol, Soc. Am. Bull. 65: 839-856, 1954, 

Flow of ice, etc. 
Clark, J. M., and Lewis, W. V., Rotational movement in cirque and valley glaciers: 

Jour. Geol. 59: 546-566, 1951. 
Demorest, Max, Glacial movement and erosion: a criticism: Am. Jour. Sci. 237: 
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Wentworth, C. K., The physical behavior of basaltic lava flows: Jour. Geology, 
vol. 62: 425-438, 1954. 

Wentworth writes in respect to the courses taken by flows from the 
Hawaiian volcanoes over preexisting topography. He concludes that lava is rarely 

a perfect fluid because temperature differences, escape of gas, and crystalliza- 
tion bring about great differences in viscosity in small distances. The heat 

which causes fluidity originates within the vent so that heat is lost all along 
the flow both at the bottom and the top. Fldws often develop a crust on which 
persons can walk while motion continues at considerable velocity beneath. With 
streams of water, the bottom only causes important frictional resistance, and the 
maximum velocity is obtained when a semicircular cross section is present. In 

. a lava flow loss of heat to the atmosphere is very important; hence one might 

well presume that a circular cross section should afford minimum friction. This 
agrees with the form of lava tunnels. In fact, the "Savils Sewer", a pipe of 
about two feet diameter at Craters of the Moon, Idaho, seems to have had this 

origin in a thread of lava. Another factor in lava flow is the floating of blocks 
of solidified lava and fragmental material. Although flows tend to build up bar- 
riers of such blocks along the sides renewed flow may float away masses of rock. 
Wentworth notes velocities of flow up to 15 m.p.h. in channels up to 50 feet 
wide with slopes of 500 to 5000 feet per mile. However, the viscosity of lava is 
such that turbulent flow is never present, all flow being lamminar. Viscosity is 
affected greatly by escape of gas. Average values of the coefficient are 10% to 
10° poise. Density is less than 3. Level surfaces on lava pools are rare and 
the idea that the flows behave like water is erroneous. Slopes of solidified 

flows as low as 200 feet per mile (about 2 degrees) are rare in Hawaii; much more 

abundant are slopes of 500 to 1000 feet per mile. Inspection of the topographic 

map of the Craters of the Moon shows that i. is very rare to find the slope of a 

flow as low as 50 feet per mile, and that slopes normally exceed this, reaching in 
short distances over two hundred feet per mile. It is fair to conclude that the 
apparent levelness of basalt flows as viewed without instruments is misleading,
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Evidently the filling up of a lava plateau area is not due to low initial 
slopes of flows so much as to successive flows in different directions plus some 
water deposits in low places. Lava flows behave much like aggrading streams. 
Wentworth mentio;s temperatures of basalt up to 1050 deg. C. and that movement 

ceases at around 760 deg. C. One flow lost only 100 deg. in 10 miles. Lava 
cannot penetrate into fissures of previously cooled rock because it loses heat 

too rapidly. 
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Derivation of limit of height of a vertical bank at four times the shearing 

strength. 

In the supplement on soil mechanics no proof was offered for the ahove 
conclusion. Most text books endeavor to derive this law by involved and difficult 
processes. The following drivation airs to reduce the matter to its simplest 
terms. A bank of height H is cut by a trial plane which is equivalent to the 
surface of a cylinder of infinite radius. The length of the inclined plane along 
which failure may occur is L and its angle with horizontal = A (see diagram). 
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The weight of this triangular slice of unit width = its area times unit weight y. 

Hence weight = 4yLHcosA. Force is the component of this weight parallel to the 
slope which is SyLHcosAsinA. Now books on trignometry demonstrate that sinAcosA = 
4sin2A hence force = }yLHsin2A. Opposing this force is the shear strength of 
unit area, C. Hence total opposing force = CL. Failure occurs when the force 
down exceeds this resistance. Then }yLH sin2A = CL. L occurs on both sides and 
can be cancelled. Solving for H, H = 4Csin2 Aly. A little consideration shows 
that the maximum value of the See hand side of this equation is reached:if 
A= 45° for then sin 2A = sin 90° or 1, The catch in the whole solution is how 
to determine C accurately, especially when water is present. Otherwise it is 
evident that failure will in general be along a plane of 45° inclination. The 

effect of vertical joints is also ignored.
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